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On the Cover
On the cover of today's program are senior
defensive ends Kevin Alexander (#24) and
Ricky Sapp (#7), who have both played in
three thrilling games against Boston College.
The duo is a big reason Clemson has one of
its most talented defensive lines in years.
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Memorial Stadium's 67th Anniversary
Today is the 67-year anniversary of the first game
in the history of Memorial Stadium. The facility was
built between 1941 and 1942. Tiger players and
coaches, led by Head Coach Frank Howard, laid the
sod by July 15, 1942.
"We hung the gate signs at 1:00 PM and kickoff
was at 2:00 PM," said the late Howard in the prepara-
tion for that first game against Presbyterian on Sep-
tember 19, 1942.
Technically, the team did run down the Hill that
first day, but there was no Howard's Rock and there
was not the fanfare that we see today. The team
dressed in Fike Fieldhouse, and coming down the
Hill was the easiest way to get to the field. The locker
rooms were not built in the west endzone until 1 960.
Clemson defeated Presbyterian that day by a
score of 32-13. Freshman tailback Butch Butler led
the Tigers with 192 rushing yards, including a 75-yard
touchdown run. Clemson had 388 rushing yards and
no passing yards on offense, while the defense held
the Blue Hose to 254 yards of total offense.
The date of September 1 9 is a magic date in Clem-
son history. The Tigers are 8-1 overall on this day, in-
cluding 7-0 at home and 6-0 in Memorial Stadium. It
is the third-best date on the calendar in terms of win-
ning percentage, trailing only September 3 and Sep-
tember 1 6, which have seen Clemson post 5-0 records.
Some of the Tigers' most memorable victories
have taken place on September 19, including three
wins over top-20 teams. Clemson's 13-3 win over #4
Georgia and Herschel Walker took place on this date in
1 981
.
It was Walker's only regular-season loss in three
years at Georgia and it is the second-highest ranked
team Clemson has beaten at home in history (#3 Flori-
da State in 2003 is the highest).
The Tigers also beat #18 Georgia at home on
September 19, 1987 by a score of 21-20 when David
Treadwell kicked a 21 -yard field goal with just two sec-
onds left. Howard defeated #12 North Carolina in Cha-
pel Hill in 1959 on this date by a score of 20-18. That
was the season-opener of a 9-2 season.
The Tigers' only loss on this date took place in
1998, when Clemson fell at #10 Virginia 20-18.
Tigers on September 19 (8-1)
Year Opponent (Rk) Site W-L Score
1936 Presbyterian H W 19-0
1942 Presbyterian H W 32-13
1953 Presbyterian H w 33-7
1959 North Carolina (12) A w 20-18
1964 Furman H w 28-0
1970 Virginia H w 27-17
1981 Georgia (4) H w 13-3
1987 Georgia (18) H w 21-20
1998 Virginia (10) A L 18-20
Note: Home games in bold.
Tigers Face 2-0 Boston College
Clemson and Boston College will renew an old ri-
valry that has become one of the top ACC matchups of
the 2 1 St century when the two teams meet today. The
Tigers enter the game with a 1-1 record after a 30-27
loss at #13 Georgia Tech on September 10. The Tigers
trailed 24-0 at one point then put on a furious come-
back to take a 27-24 lead before the Yellow Jackets
kicked two field goals in the fourth quarter.
Boston College enters the contest with a 2-0 re-
cord after home wins over Northeastern and Kent
State, so this will be the Eagles'first ACC contest of the
season. Boston College has yielded just seven com-
bined points in its first two games.
Two head coaches in their first full seasons will
compete today. Dabo Swinney is in his first full year at
Clemson, but he already has a win over Boston College
under his belt. In fact, last year's 27-21 win in Chestnut
Hill was his first career win as a head coach. It was a
memorable day, as Clemson scored a late touchdown
on a pass to Aaron Kelly and C.J. Spiller had a career-
high 242 all-purpose yards to claim MVP honors.
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Boston College is led by first-year Head Coach
Frank Spaziani, a product of Joe Paterno's program at
Penn State who is in his 13th year at Boston College.
He had been Boston College's defensive coordinator
from 1999-08 before taking over as head coach this
past offseason. The Eagles have reached the ACC
Championship game each of the last two years and
the performance of his defense had a lot to do with it.
Last year, Boston College finished in the top 10 in the
nation in seven defensive categories, including #5 in
total defense and #7 in rushing defense.
Jackson Boots 53-Yard Field Goal
Richard Jackson kicked a 53-yard field goal at #1
3
Georgia Tech on September 10, the longest field goal
by a Tiger in 17 years. It was the longest by a Tiger
since Nelson Welch kicked a 53-yarder at Maryland in
1992.
Overall, it tied for the fifth-longest field goal in
school history. Obed Ariri and Chris Gardocki both
made 57-yard field goals, while Donald Igwebuike had
a pair of 55-yarders during his career.
Jackson is off to an excellent start in that he has
made 5-7 field goals and is 7-7 on extra points for 22
total points. He leads all ACC placekickers in scoring.
Longest Field Goals In Clemson History
Rk Player Opponent Year Yards
1. Obed Ariri Wake Forest 1977 57
Chris Gardocki Appalachian State 1990 57
3. Donald Igwebuike at N.C. State 1982 55
Donald Igwebuike at Boston College 1983 55
5. Richard Jackson at Georgia Tech 2009 53
Donald Igwebuike Duke 1984 53
Chris Gardocki at Maryland 1990 53
Nelson Welch at Maryland 1992 53
McDaniel Adapting to New Position
One of the position moves Kevin Steele made
when he came to Clemson as defensive coordinator
was to move DeAndre McDaniel from linebacker to
strong safety. The move has paid off in the first two
games of the season, as he has been among the top
defensive backs in the ACC.
McDaniel is tied for third in the nation in intercep-
tions with three. He has recorded an interception on
the first opponent possession in each of the first two
games. In fact, the thefts have come within the first
two plays. He had an interception on Middle Tennes-
see's second play from scrimmage in the season-open-
er, then he had one on the first play by Georgia Tech
just five days later.
McDaniel had three career interceptions coming
into this year and already has three in 2009. The junior
from Tallahassee, FL had an interception at Virginia in
the 1 1 th game of the 2008 season and a 28-yard fum-
ble return for a touchdown in the Gator Bowl against
Nebraska. Therefore, he has at least one takeaway in
four of the last five games and three in succession.
Parker Impressing as Freshman
Quarterback Kyle Parker is off to a strong start. The
red-shirt freshman from Jacksonville, FL has complet-
ed 24-51 passes for 420 yards and five touchdowns.
He passed for 251 yards and three touchdowns at #1
3
Georgia Tech on September 10. He became just the
second Clemson freshman to throw three touchdown
passes in a game. The only other Tiger freshman to do
it is Charlie Whitehurst, who threw four passing touch-
downs in consecutive games at North Carolina and at
Duke in 2002.
Parker's 261 passing yards at Georgia Tech are
sixth-most in Clemson history by a freshman, includ-
ing the most since Whitehurst passed for 263 yards
against Texas Tech in the 2002 Tangerine Bowl.
Parker has a 1 40.7 passing efficiency so far his year,
the third-best mark in the ACC. He has averaged 8.24
yards per passing attempt, above the 7.23 yards per
attempt Cullen Harper posted last year as Clemson's
starting quarterback.
The Tigers have started a freshman under center
over the course of the season just five previous times.
Doc McFadden started as a freshman in 1906, Butch
Butler in 1942 (single-wing tailback), Willie Jordan in
1975, Rodney Williams in 1985, and Nealon Greene
in 1994. Butler was the only freshman to start every
game at quarterback for the course of a season.
Atlantic Division Standings
Rk
Single-Game Passing Yards By a Tiger Freshman
Player Opponent C-A-TD ITards
1. Charlie Whitehurst at Duke 34-52-4 420
2. Charlie Whitehurst South Carolina 27-38-0 287
3. Charlie Whitehurst at North Carolina 12-20-4 274
4. Patrick Sapp at Maryland 25-55-0 273
5. Charlie Whitehurst Texas Tech 20-48-1 263
6. Kyle Parker at Georgia Tech 15-31-3 261
7. Willie Jordan at Georgia Tech 13-21-2 251
8. Patrick Sapp North Carolina 12-23-2 205
Team ACC Overall Home Away Neutral
1. Boston College 0-0 2-0 2-0 0-0 0-0
Maryland 0-0 1-1 1-0 0-1 0-0
N.C. State 0-0 1-1 1-1 0-0 0-0
Wake Forest 0-0 1-1 1-1 0-0 0-0
5. Clemson 0-1 1-1 1-0 0-1 0-0
Florida State 0-1 1-1 1-1 0-0 0-0
Coastal Division Standings
Team ACC Overall Home Away Neutral
1. Georgia Tech 1-0 2-0 2-0 0-0 0-0
Miami (FL) 1-0 1-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
3. North Carolina 0-0 2-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
Duke 0-0 1-1 0-1 1-0 0-0
VirginiaTech 0-0 1-1 1-0 0-0 0-1
Virginia 0-0 0-2 0-2 0-0 0-0
Note: Standings above and stats below are through games
of September 12; all times are PM and EDT
Last Week's Results
Kent State 7 at Boston College 34
Clemson 27 at Georgia Tech 30
Duke 35 at Army 19
Jacksonville State 9 at Florida State 19
James Madison 35 at Maryland 38 (OT)
North Carolina 1 2 at Connecticut 1
Murray State 7 at N.C. State 65
Texas Christian 30 at Virginia 14
Marshall 10 at VirginiaTech 52
Stanford 1 7 at Wake Forest 24
This Week's Schedule
Georgia Tech at Miami (FL)* E5PN7.45
Boston College at Clemson mycoml2:00
Duke at Kansas "n2;00
East Carolina at North Carolina ESPN, 2:00
Middle Tennessee at Maryland ESPN3603.30
Virginia at Southern Mississippi C8SCS3.30
Nebraska at VirginiaTech ABC3.30
Gardner-Webb at N.C. State 6:00
Elon at Wake Forest 6:30
Florida State at Brigham Young ""'"7:00
*
- Thursday
Team Stats
Yards Points
Team Off. Def. Off. Def.
Boston College 395.0 155.0 44.0 3.5
Clemson 373.5 358.5 32.0 22.0
Duke 302.5 333.5 25.5 21.5
Florida State 403.0 393.0 26.5 23.5
Georgia Tech 457.5 338.5 33.5 22.0
Maryland 331.0 479.5 25.5 43.5
Miami (FL) 476.0 404.0 38.0 34.0
North Carolina 321.5 174.5 26.0 8.0
N.C. State 308.5 146.0 34.0 7.0
Virginia 222.5 344.5 14.0 28.0
VirginiaTech 380.0 375.0 38.0 22.0
Wake Forest 363.5 378.5 22.5 20.5
Rushing Leaders
Rk Player Team Car. Yards TD Y/G
1. Ryan Williams VAT 29 235 5 1 17.5
2, JoshNesbitt GAT 32 184 1 92.0
Passing Leaders
Rk Player Team Cm. Att. Yards TD Y/G
1 Jacory Harris MIA 21 34 386 2 386.0
2 Christian Ponder FSU 46 76 _eil8_ 2 309.0
Kyle Parker CU 24 51 420 5 210.0
Receiving Leaders
Rk Player Team Rec. Yards TD Y/G
1 Travis Benjamin MIA 4 128 1 128.0
2. Demaryius Thomas GAT 7 194 1 97.0
3. JacobyFord CU 8 179 2 89.5
cierosonTlaers.coin 2009 Clemson Football
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Boston College
Category Boston College Opp.
Total Offense 790 310
Plays 126 120
Yards/Play 6.3 2.6
395.0 issn
Rushing Yards/Game 181.0 71.0
Passing Yards/Game 214.0 84.0
Passing Efficiency 157.7 83.2
First Downs/Game 18.5 9.0
Points/Ganne 44.0 3.5
Touchdowns 11 1
Field Goals 3-3 0-0
Punting Average 445 36.4
Punt Returns 7-142 4-19
Kickoff Returns 3-75 14-254
Penalties 8-97 13-111
Turnovers 1 3
Third-Down Conversion % 39.3 19.4
Time of Possession/Game 29:23 30:37
Interceptions By Defense 2-0 1-0
Sacks 1-5 2-13
# Player
Rushing
Car. Yards Avg. TD LG
2 Montel Harris 34 181 5.3 3 48
29 Roiandan Finch 13 90 6.9 1 48
1 Josh Haden 19 75 3.9 1 17
7 Justin Tuggle 5 19 3.8 11
Boston College 75 362 4.8 5 48
Opponents 69 142 2.1 11
# Player
Passing
Cm. Att. Yards Int. TD LG
7 Justin Tuggle 9 17 206 3 57
15 DaveShinskie 16 26 183 1 2 26
Boston College 30 51 428 1 5 57
Opponents 29 51 168 2 1 18
# Player
Receiving
Rec. Yards Avg. TD LG
18 RichGunnell 6 114 19.0 2 44
10 Colin Larmondjr. 4 116 29.0 1 57
81 Chris Pantale 4 32 8.0 12
1 1 Clarence Megwa 3 36 12.0 22
Boston College 30 428 14.3 5 57
Opponents 29 168 5.8 1 18
Taclcles
# Player Tac. TFL Sacks Int.
40 LukeKuechly 11 2.5-3
19 Isaac Johnson 10
98 Alex Albright 8 2.5-3
4 Donnie Fletcher 8
20 Roderick Rollins 7 2-5
54 Nick Clancy 6 1-2 1-0
26 Dominick LeGrande 6 1-0
55 DamikScafe 6 1.5-3
39 Darius Bagan 5 0.5-1
53 Mike Morrissey 5 2-6
Results & Schedule
Date Opponent W-L Score
9-5 Northeastern W 54-0
9-12 Kent State W 34-7
Date Opponent TV Time
9-19 *atClennson Raycom 12:00
9-26 "Wake Forest
10-3 * Florida State
10-10 * at Virginia Tech
10-17 *N.C. State
1 0-24 at Notre Dame
10-31 Central Michigan
11-14 * at Virginia
1 1-21 * North Carolina
11-28 * at Maryland
*
- ACC game; Note: All times are PM and EDT; home
games in bold.
? aiaiMiD
Category Clemson Opp-
Total Offense 747 717
Plays 1 56 1 45
Yards/Play 5,5 4.9
Yards/Game 373.5 358.5
Rushing Yards/Game 163.5 196,5
Passing Yards/Game 210.0 162.0
Passing Efficiency 131.7 82.7
First Downs/Game 1 5.5 16.5
Points/Game 32.0 22.0
Touchdowns 7 5
Field Goals 5-7 3-3
Punting Average 34.8 37.6
Punt Returns 6-150 1-85
Kickoff Returns 9-266 14-252
Penalties 10-90 9-68
Turnovers 4 5
Third-Down Conversion % 33,3 35.3
Time of Possession/Game 29:05 30:56
Interceptions By Defense 5-59 3-2
Sacks 3-18 4-20
Rushing
# Player Car. Yards Avg. 1 v Lia
28 CJ.Spiiler 24 99 41 25
23 Andre Ellington 12 93 7.8 36
8 Jamie Harper 19 87 4.6 12
11 Kyle Parker 14 29 2.1 18
Clemson 83 327 3.9 36
Opponents 86 393 4.6 1 82
Passing
# Player Cm. Att. Yards int. TD LG
n Kyle Parker 24 51 420 2 5 77
3 Willy Korn 1 1
Clemson 24 53 420 3 5 77
Opponents 25 59 324 5 2 43
Receiving
# Player Rec. Yards Avg. TD LG
6 JacobyFord 8 179 22.4 2 77
28 C.J. Spiller 4 69 17.3 1 63
26 Marquan Jones 3 108 36.0 1 38
87 Terrance Ashe 2 18 9.0 12
Clemson 24 420 17.5 S 77
Opponents 25 324 13.0 2 43
Tackles
# Player Tac. TFL Sacks Int.
2 DeAndre IVtcDaniel 24 3-20
20 Brandon Maye 22 1-14 1-2
31 RashardHali 13
12 Marcus Gilchrist 12
7 Ricky Sapp 12 3-11
99 Jarvis Jenkins 11 1-2
93 Da'Quan Bowers 10 2-3
33 Kavell Conner 10
40 Andre Branch 9 1-2
98 Brandon Thompson 9
Results & Schedule
Date Opponent W-L Score
9-5 Middle Tennessee W 37-14
9-10 * at Georgia Tech L 27-30
Date Opponent TV Time
9-19 * Boston College Raycom 12:00
9-26 Texas Christian
10-3 * at Maryland
10-17 * Wake Forest
10-24 "at Miami (FL)
10-31 Coastal Carolina
11-7 'Florida State
11-14 'at N.C. State
11-21 * Virginia
11-28 at South Carolina
*
- ACC game: Note: All times are PM and EDT; home
games in bold.
Associated Press USA Today
(September 13, 2009) (September 13, 2009)
Rk Team Rk Team
1. Florida (56) 1. Florida (56)
2. Texas (1) 2. Texas
3. Southern California (1) 3. Southern California (3)
4. Alabama (2) 4. Alabama
5. Mississippi 5. Penn State
Penn State 6. Mississippi
7. Brigham Young 7. California
8, California Louisiana State
9. Louisiana State 9. Brigham Young
10, Boise State 10. Boise State
11, Ohio State 11. Ohio State
12, Oklahoma 12. Oklahoma
13. Virginia Tech 13. Georgia Tech
14. Georgia Tech 14. Virginia Tech
1 5, Texas Christian 1 5. Texas Christian
16. Oklahoma State 16. Utah
17. Cincinnati 17. Oklahoma State
18. Utah 18. Nebraska
19. Nebraska 19. North Carolina
20. Miami (FL) 20. Georgia
21. Houston 21. Cincinnati
22. Kansas 22. Miami (FL)
23. Georgia 23. Kansas
24, North Carolina 24. Oregon State
25, Michigan 25. Missouri
Senior running back C.J. Spiller, who already has 405 all-
purpose yards in 2009, needs just 516 all-purpose yards
to become the ACC's all-time leader in that category.
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MitejBakamic
Vinaigrette.
SCORE'BIG!
ON AND OFF
jDressings, Sauces & Dips \THE FIELD.
Naturally Fresh is the official
salad dressing of the Clemson
Tigers. Look for our all- natural,
preservative free dressings in
the refrigerated produce section of your
favorite supermarket! 60 TIGERS!
Full Name Ricky Nelson Sapp
Major Sociology
Jersey
Position
#7
Defensive End
IHeight 6-5
Weight 240
Class Senior
Hometown Bamberg, SC
High School Bamberg-Ehrhardt HS
Date of Birth November 14, 1986
By Brittney Earle
Growing up in the small city of Bamberg, SC,
where high school football is a town tradition and a
necessity for local families to attend, leads to a funda-
mental recipe for competition and talent. This talent
comes in the form of Ricky Sapp.
Sapp has been a football standout from the age of
10, when he first suited up to play recreational foot-
ball. He already had the height, build, and natural tal-
ent when competing against kids his own age.
"I was always noticeably bigger than my team-
mates in little league ball," Sapp remembered. "But I
started out at running back because of my speed. I
didn't transition to defense until I played in high
school, and I ended up enjoying playing defensive
end."
Locals of Bamberg got to witness the potential of
a budding star defensive end when Sapp suited up in
red and black to play for the Bamberg-Ehrhardt High
School Red Raiders. And amazed the fans were when
they saw their local town hero emerge to become a
nationally-recognized football standout.
"On Friday nights, everyone in town attended our
high school games," he recalled. "It was unusual not
to attend games, and being in that atmosphere where
football is prominent gave me the means to under-
stand how much I can affect my team and hometown."
Sapp was a First-Team USA Today Ail-American
at Bamberg-Ehrhardt High, making him the first Tiger
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defensive lineman to achieve that recognition since
1989. He also was selected to play in the Shrine Bowl
and the U.S. Army All-American game that was tele-
vised nationally by NBC.
Sapp also shined off the gridiron. He was a track
and basketball standout, making him a triple-threat
athlete. He was a three-year state regional champion
in the 1 00m, 200m, and 4x1 00m relay. He Is very quick
off his feet and explosive in game situations, which he
credits to his track training. He was also a two-year
starter and an all-region pick twice on the hardwood.
Sapp's talents did not go unnoticed, as many
schools came knocking on his door. He received offers
from Clemson, Florida State, Georgia, N.C. State, Okla-
homa, South Carolina, and Virginia Tech. After weigh-
ing his options, he chose to suit up for the Tigers.
"I chose Clemson over the other schools because
Clemson has an electrifying football atmosphere," he
exclaimed. "The fanbase is great here, and I felt that
I could get a great education and play for a football
program with a thriving tradition.
"I also enjoy the small-town atmosphere, because I
knew I could focus on school and football without any
distractions. Nothing compares to playing in Death
Valley on a Saturday, with thousands of fans cheering
you on."
Sapp transitioned Into his freshman year at Clem-
son with help from former Tiger All-America defensive
end Gaines Adams, who now plays professionally for
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
"I looked up to Gaines when we played together
during my freshman year. He played with so much in-
tensity and passion, and I always said to myself that 1
want to be an impact player like he was."
In Sapp's freshman season (2006), he was second
on the team in sacks (4) despite playing behind Ad-
ams. He ended the N.C. State game when he had an
1 1-yard sack on the last play, protecting the Tigers' 25-
20 victory. He finished the year with 20 tackles and
six tackles for loss, and he was an honorable mention
freshman All-American by Scout.com .
As a starting bandit end for the Tiger defense in
his sophomore season, Sapp was ready to step into
the limelight and show that he could be an impact
player. He registered 52 tackles, second-most among
ClemsonTlgers-Com
Clemson defensive linemen. He also added 10 tackles
for loss, five sacks, and 22 quarterback pressures. He
totaled the most quarterback pressures on the team
due to his speed and quickness in rushing the passer.
He has become a player that all opposing offenses ac-
count for on every snap.
"You get this adrenaline rush w/hen you know that
you have the ability to sack the opposing quarterback,"
said Sapp, who wears #7. "Those moments fuel our de-
fense, because we know we can't let them get into the
endzone."
That same year, Sapp received defensive player-of-
the-game honors by the coaches twice. He was also
the team's leading tackier against rival South Carolina
with seven stops, a game Clemson won 23-21 on the
last play of the game.
During his junior season, he was joined with fel-
low Bamberg-Ehrhardt High standout Da'Quan Bow-
ers, who also plays defensive end for the Tigers. "I was
excited when Da'Quan signed. He is like a brother to
me. We've known each other for so long that we can
help each other out. It's like having family out there on
the field."
Bowers echoed similar sentiments. "Rick is like my
older brother. He has helped me transition from high
school football to college. He has made the transition
smoother, showing me the 'ins and outs' of college
football. I look up to him in a sense, and he pushes me
to play hard every game so that I can reach my poten-
tial."
The duo has been good for each other in every
phase of the game and off the field as well. Both made
the academic honor roll during the spring semester.
The Sapp and Bowers duo is a dream scenario for
the Tigers at the defensive end position. This tandem,
known as the "Bamberg Bookends," is a dominating
force that can make any offensive coordinator in the
nation worried. They give the Tigers one of the most
imposing defensive end combinations anywhere in
the country.
In the beginning of the 2008 season, Sapp was
sidelined with a knee injury against Alabama in the
season-opener after playing just 1 3 snaps. He missed
the game against The Citadel while recovering from
the knee strain. Just as he was getting his momentum
back, he suffered a season-ending torn ACL in the 1 0th
game of the season at Virginia.
"Last year was probably my most stressful season,"
admitted Sapp. "It was really frustrating at times be-
cause of the injuries. Once I found out that I had torn
my ACL, I was at a loss for words. Knowing that my
season was over and the fact that I couldn't help out
the team in the remaining games was very hard for me
to cope with. I just focused on my recovery, because
I wanted to be ready physically and mentally for the
2009 season-opener against Middle Tennessee."
And prepared he was. Sapp had three tackles, in-
cluding one tackle for loss, and two quarterback pres-
sures to start out the 2009 season with a victory over
Middle Tennessee. The defense held the Blue Raider
offense to just one touchdown. Five days later at #13
Georgia Tech, he had nine tackles and a team-high two
tackles for loss in an inspired effort.
"I plan to take each game one at a time and get
better as the season goes on," said Sapp. "As a team,
our regular-season goal is to play in the ACC Champi-
onship game. If that happens, then that would be a
great way to cap my career at Clemson."
Once his career in Tigertown comes to an end,
Sapp plans on receiving his degree in sociology and
entering the NFL draft in hopes of playing professional
football. If that path does not pan out, he hopes to
pursue a career in coaching.
Sapp has been a leader, a playmaker, and a core
component of Clemson's stout defensive line for the
past four years. He came from a small town but has
since made his name known nationally as one of the
nation's best defensive ends. One word can sum up
this small-town hero...accomplished.
Brittney Earle, a senior from Easley, 5C, is a student assistant in
the Clemson Sports Information Office.
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Senior Spotlight
Full Name Kevin Kirl< Alexander
Major Sociology
Jersey #24
Positions Defensive End & Linebacker
Height 6-4
Weight 265
Class Senior
Hometown Raiford, FL
High School Union County HS
Date of Birth July 1, 1987
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By Heath Bradley
Kevin Alexander's football story started several
years ago in a rural Florida town. He started playing
the game during the second grade in his local Pop
Warner league as a running back and moved to the
defensive side of the ball while still playing running
back from third grade to high school.
Alexander had one major influence in his young
football career.. .his older brother. Bennie Alexander
was a talented defensive back who played at Florida
from 1997-01 under current South Carolina Head
Coach Steve Spurrier. Alexander credits his older
brother as being the biggest influence in his life when
it comes to the game of football.
"If I was not watching Bennie from the stands I
would not be playing today," admitted the younger
Alexander. "His success drove me to get out there and
play."
Alexander left Union County High School as a two-
time all-state pick under Head Coach Buddy Nobles,
the father of current Tiger tight end Kasey Nobles. Al-
exander played both linebacker and running back in
high school in the same backfield as C.J. Spiller.
Alexander's favorite non-Clemson football mem-
ory took place during his sophomore year. At the
beginning of the season. Union County High was no-
where on the map of the elite teams in Florida. After
a season of trials and tribulations, the Tigers slipped
into the playoffs, where they went on to make a state-
ment. They won three
straight games to
advance to the state
finals in their division,
where they faced na-
tional powerhouse Pa-
hokee High School.
"We lost in the
championship 21-6,
but that season and
the team's never-say-
die attitude is some-
thing I will never for-
get," said Alexander.
When Alexander
first visited Clemson on
the recruiting trail, he
knew that TIgertown
was the place for him.
"It felt like home. I love
the fact that you have
to drive to get to places
and that you can easily
stay out of trouble. You
could see that from the
time I first came here
on my visit."
All of these reasons
helped bring Alexan-
der to Clemson, but a
certain conversation with his recruiter helped solidify
his decision. "Coach (Dabo) Swinney recruited me.
He told me this was my best opportunity to play and
make an Impact, but most of all he made me feel like
Clemson was home."
He wasted little time making a name for himself
as a Tiger. He immediately made a contribution as a
freshman in 2006 when he appeared in all 1 3 games as
a key member of the special teams. He also appeared
on the field for the Tiger defense in four games.
"The most memorable time during my freshman
year might still be my most memorable moment," said
#24. "It was the Georgia Tech game when ESPN Game-
Day came to campus. That game was like nothing I
had ever experienced. The fans were crazy and the
atmosphere was electric."
The Tigers took the field in all purple uniforms for
the first time in over half a century and dismantled a
talented Georgia Tech team by a score of 31-7. Many
Tiger fans would agree with Alexander that it was truly
a special day. ESPN's Kirk Herbstreit called it the best
on-campus crowd for GameDay in all the years they
had done the show.
The 2007 season saw Alexander move to defensive
end, where he appeared In all 1 3 games. He was the
backup to Phillip Merling, who was drafted by the Mi-
ami Dolphins following the season. Alexander imme-
diately produced at his new position and registered 32
tackles. His best statistical game of the season came
against #19 Florida State in the season-opener when
the Sunshine State native tallied three tackles and two
quarterback pressures. He was outstanding on special
teams as well, leading the team with 1 3 special teams
stops in 2007.
Entering the 2008 season, Alexander was named
the starter at defensive end and had a breakout sea-
son. He started 10 games and appeared in all 13, tally-
ing 34 tackles on the season. He was named defensive
player-of-the-game by the coaching staff for the Wake
Forest game after registering six tackles and two tack-
les for loss.
When Ricky Sapp was injured at Virginia, Alexan-
der played both the defensive end and bandit end
positions for the final games of the season, including
the South Carolina contest when he played a career-
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high 51 snaps. He recorded at least one tackle in every
ganne while once again showing his versatility by play-
ing a key role on special teams, where he was tied for
third on the team with 1 special teams tackles.
Alexander was presented with an interesting op-
portunity when Defensive Coordinator Kevin Steele
was hired prior to the 2009 season. The senior was
asked to move from defensive end to linebacker in
certain formations during fall camp.
"We moved Kevin to linebacker because we want-
ed to get the best 1 1 players on the field," said Steele.
"Kevin has great versatility, size, and strength to do the
job at both positions. So he is listed at both defensive
end and strongside linebacker. He will be a big key for
us this season."
Alexander is listed as the starter at strongside line-
backer and the backup at defensive end behind Sapp.
Depending on the formation and personnel on the
field, one could see Alexander at either position on
any play.
In the season-opener against Middle Tennessee,
he tallied a team-high two tackles for loss, including a
sack. Alexander has now recorded a tackle in 28 con-
secutive games in a Tiger uniform dating back to the
2007 season. With his new role in the defense clearly
defined, Alexander is ready to make the most out of
his last season in a Tiger uniform, not only individually,
but for his teammates, friends, family, and fans that
have always supported him.
Alexander has appeared in all 41 games the Tigers
have played during his career. In these past three sea-
sons, the Tiger defense has finished in the top 25 in
the nation in both scoring defense and total defense,
and there is no doubt that he has played a role in those
numbers.
His ability to play a variety of positions at a high
level and his team-first attitude has made him a valu-
able contributor to not only the defense, but the Tiger
football program as a whole. In his three years, Alexan-
der has steadily improved into one of the Tigers' stron-
gest and most physical defensive players. His bench
press of 470 pounds is second-best on the team, in-
cluding best by a defensive player.
Alexander's mix of strength and speed has made
his versatility a valuable asset to the new defensive
schemes. He has set goals for the 2009 season that he
believes are obtainable by both he and his teammates.
"I want to go out there and play every game like it's
my last," he exclaimed. "I want to know when I leave
that stadium for the final time that I have left every-
thing on the field."
Four years after recruiting Alexander, Swinney has
nothing but praise for the talented 6'4", 265-pound
Tiger. "Kevin has been a dependable player for us
for four years. We have asked him to be a top player
on special teams, and he has led the team in special
teams tackles. Now we are asking him to play two dif-
ferent positions and he has taken on those responsi-
bilities. He is one of the leaders of our defense."
When it comes to life after football, it is no surprise
to learn that Alexander is just as versatile in life as he is
on the field. As with most college athletes, their goal
is to play at the professional level. This is also the case
with Alexander, but he realizes that there is a life out-
side of football and has focused himself in the class-
room as well.
Alexander was named to the academic honor roll
for the 2009 spring semester. His ability to juggle his
school and football responsibilities while excelling at
both is a testament to his work ethic. When the 2009
season comes to an end, he is slated to graduate with
a degree in sociology.
"I hope to reach the NFL," said Alexander. "After
that, I plan to work as a parole officer, to help others
get their lives headed in the right direction. I also plan
to work with underprivileged children. I believe it is
important for me to give back, to help children who
cannot help themselves, and to make sure that they
are growing in the right direction."
When Alexander leaves Clemson, he may not be a
player who rewrote the defensive recordbook. How-
ever, if there was a recordbook for hard work, passion,
and versatility, he would be at the top of all those
charts.
Heath Bradley, a senior from Piedmont, SC, is a student assistant
in the Clemson Sports Information Office.
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By William Qualkinbush
After a seven-season stint as an assistant coach at
Clemson under Head Coach Danny Ford in the 1980s,
Woody McCorvey spent 20 years coaching in the SEC.
When he returned last December, he noticed that, ex-
cept for newer facilities and more students on campus,
things are much the same two decades later.
"The passion for Clemson football is still the same
and it's always been the same," said McCorvey, Clem-
son's associate athletic director for football adminis-
tration. "Clemson has a great tradition and history in
football. From a competitive standpoint, people used
to call Clemson an SEC school in the ACC."
When Dabo Swinney was hired as head coach of
the Tigers on December 1, 2008, one of his priorities
was to bring McCorvey, his former position coach at
Alabama, into the fold. Just 1 1 days after he was hired,
Swinney announced that McCorvey would fill an ad-
ministrative role on his staff, even referring to him as
his "national security advisor."
"Basically, I'm here for Coach Swinney every day,"
the veteran coach said. "I spend a lot of time over in
Vickery Hall. I have to go over to Jervey Athletic Center
and work with the administration. I also work with IP-
TAY, as I make speeches and proposals for fundraising
projects that have to do with football."
In addition to these duties, McCorvey has a key role
in a group, called the "Swinney Huddle,"that meets on
Tuesdays to discuss issues with the football program.
The "Swinney Huddle" consists of representatives from
Vickery Hall, the training staff, support staff, and oth-
ers involved in football operations. In these meetings,
all aspects of the program are discussed to create the
best environment possible for the football squad.
McCorvey also leads a group called the Players
Council, which is made up of players from each posi-
tion, including both scholarship players and walk-ons.
This group is similar to the "Swinney Huddle," except
that the issues addressed come from players instead
of staff members.
These meetings could cover, as he said, "anything
from the training table to the way we dress when we
go to road games."
Being a part of these groups is a far cry from roam-
ing the sidelines, which McCorvey had done for three
decades before returning toTigertown. While he miss-
es the day-to-day interaction on the field with players
and coaches, he has chosen to take it all in stride.
"After having done it for over 30 years, this gives
me another side of it," the Alabama State alumnus
said. "I'm seeing some things now that I would not
have seen in my position as an assistant coach. So
it's given me a different view and a different perspec-
tive on what goes on day-to-day in running a football
program, and also in running an athletic department.
I'm 58-years-old. I'm not going to sit here and say I'm
never going to coach again. But I'm really enjoying the
job I have here."
Between his stops at Clemson, McCorvey has ex-
perienced life in the SEC in abundance. He has spent
time at Alabama, Tennessee, South Carolina, and Mis-
sissippi State in a variety of positions. His time coach-
ing in the SEC gave him a fresh perspective on being
competitive on a weekly basis.
"It's so competitive week in and week out," McCor-
vey said. "No matter who you play against, it's not a
dropoff. The crowds are exciting. You will always have
a lot of noise, a lot of enthusiasm wherever you go
play, and then it's the same thing in your venue. When
you look at that SEC Championship game, it's a great
atmosphere."
Another plus for McCorvey is that he has gotten
the opportunity to re-unite with Swinney, who he
helped develop from his time as a walk-on wide re-
ceiver at Alabama to a starter, and then to a full-time
staff member. Being able to watch Swinney grow as
a player and coach has given McCorvey the ability to
track his development.
"One thing that I saw in him that inspired me to
give him the opportunity to play was his daily work
habits and how he was a student of the game," the
former coach said. "When he sat in meetings, he was
always a notetaker. You could ask him a question and
he always responded, and most of the time it was the
right answer, because he was a good listener.
"We hired him as the wide receivers coach at the
age of 26, and I watched how he dealt with some guys
who he had played with and saw the amount of re-
spect that all of them had for him. I knew at that time
that somewhere down the road he was going to have
a great future in football."
McCorvey sees some similarities between Clem-
son's 2009 team and the ones he coached more than
20 seasons ago, particularly on defense and in the run-
ning game. He is hopeful that the program can recap-
ture the magic that made it so successful during the
1980s when Clemson had the fifth-best winning per-
centage in college football and won five ACC Champi-
onships along with a national title.
"The thing we have to be able to do is put together
some good seasons, string together some wins, and
get back to winning championships like Clemson is
accustomed to doing."
William Qualkinbush, a junior from Central, 5C, is a student as-
sistant in the Clemson Sports Information Office.
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FOR MORE TAILGATING SUPPLIES TO FILL YOUR TABLE ON GAME DAY, VISIT US IN STORE OR AT BI-LO.COM.
Q. What is your most memorable gameday experi-
ence?
A. During my freshman year against Florida State, It
was the first play of my career and I had a half sack.
Q. What have you done individually to prepare for
this season?
A. I went back home to refocus on my goals and what I
needed to do to succeed in accomplishing them.
Q. What kind of rush do you get when you are play-
ing a game?
A. When the ball is snapped, it feels like I've been
struck with lightning. I get a surge of adrenaline that
runs through my veins.
Q. What type of leader are you on the field?
A. I'm more of a vocal leader. I say what's on my mind
and I love pumping my teammates up and encourag-
ing them.
Q. Who or what Inspires you the most?
A. I inspire myself the most by being able to see what
God has made of me and the gifts He has given me.
Q. If you could be famous, in what way would you
choose to be famous?
A. I would love to be a singer.
Q. Your teammates call you "Sunshine." How did
you get that nickname?
A. They call me "Sunshine" because they say I smile a
lot. No matter what, you'll always see me smiling.
Q. What was your favorite aspect of your trip to
Ghana?
A. The people and interacting with them (see picture
below). Their culture is so different from ours and I en-
joyed being able to experience it.
Favorites
Date location Movie theater
Food My mama's mac-n-cheese
Game moment Kickoff
Musician Anthony Hamilton
Personal trait People skills
Pro sports team Green Bay Packers
Sport other than football Basketball
Superhero Hulk
Vacation destination Paris, France
Interview conducted by Brittney Earle, a senior from Easley, SC
and a student assistant in the Clemson Sports Information Office.
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As an architect, James F. Barker is a rarity among
major university presidents and he has often won-
dered why. He believes architecture is the ideal back-
ground for the challenges of university leadership, as it
strikes the right balance between art and science, the
creative, and the practical.
"I often tell people I learned everything from
plumbing to poetry in architecture school, and I use
every bit of that knowledge as president of Clemson
University," Barker said.
Add to that his love of sports and his college expe-
rience as a varsity athlete on Clemson's track team, and
Barker is the total package.
The 1970 Clemson graduate became president
in 2000 with a vision and mandate from the Board of
Trustees to lead Clemson to the top ranks of public
universities...an institution that attracts outstanding
faculty and students, provides an unmatched educa-
tional experience, and helps drive innovation and eco-
nomic development for the state.
During his presidency, the University has har-
nessed the competitive, can-do spirit of the Clemson
family to help improve the quality of a Clemson educa-
tion and the value of a Clemson degree.
It has climbed from #39 to #22 among public uni-
versities in the U.S. News & World Report, which also
recognized Clemson in its 2009 guide as an "up and
coming" institution.
In the last decade, Clemson has also:
• been granted a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, America's
oldest and most prestigious undergraduate honor
society in the arts and sciences.
• been recognized for value and affordability by Ki-
plinger's and Smart Money magazine, and twice
ranked #1 among the "Best Places to Work in Aca-
demia" by The Scientist magazine.
• developed and implemented an academic "Road
Map" with eight emphasis areas aligned with South
Carolina's economic needs.
• created an Academic Success Center to help under-
graduates learn and succeed. Retention rates for
freshmen have gone up and graduation rates have
risen from 71 percent in 2001 to 78 percent in 2008.
According to the National Survey of Student Engage-
ment, 91 percent of Clemson seniors would choose
Clemson again.
• strengthened its cyberinfrastructure and informa-
tion technology capabilities, and connected to na-
tional high-speed research networks.
• been ranked as high as #61 on the top-500 list of su-
percomputing sites.
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• launched majOT^aUcatTon and research-based eco-
nomic initiatives, including the Clemson University
International Center for Automotive Research (CU-
ICAR) in Greenville, the Center for Advanced Materi-
als in Anderson County, and the Clemson University
Restoration Institute in North Charleston, all in con-
junction with the South Carolina Centers of Econom-
ic Excellence program.
• developed an innovative undergraduate research
program called "Creative Inquiry," which pairs small
teams of students with a senior faculty member on
multi-year voyages of discovery.
• created the Bridge to Clemson program to help stu-
dents make the transition from the state's technical
and community colleges to Clemson.
• set records for student applications (undergradu-
ate and graduate levels), private giving, external-
research support, and study-abroad participation.
Working with state leaders and private indus-
try partners, he has steered Clemson into a greater
economic development role. The first phase of the
CU-ICAR campus near 1-85 is complete and graduate
students in automotive engineering are studying at its
Campbell Graduate Engineering Center.
Leading the academic and research program are
distinguished professors in endowed chairs supported
by BMW, Michelin, and Timken. The Restoration Insti-
tute is spearheading research and public education ef-
forts to improve watershed management and restore
water quality in the state.
He is a leading voice in higher education, not only
in the state but nationwide. He currently chairs the Di-
vision I Committee of the NCAA Board of Directors and
delivered a keynote address at a symposium in Wash-
ington on global best practices in science & technol-
ogy parks. It was sponsored by the U.S. National Acad-
emy of Sciences in cooperation with the Association of
University Research Parks, as his topic was CU-ICAR.
For his leadership, he has received the Order of the
Palmetto, the state's highest civilian honor, and The
Cliff's Business Person-of-the-Year Award from Green-
ville Magazine. He has also received the James T.
Rogers Meritorious Service Award from the Southern
Association of Colleges & Schools.
As Clemson's president. Barker remains committed
to the classroom. Each spring, he is part of a team that
teaches a course exploring "a sense of place" in archi-
tecture, literature, and history.
In presenting Barker with the Distinguished Alum-
nus Award in 2005, Washington University Chancellor
Mark Wrighton said, "James F Barker has taken the ar-
chitectural skills and knowledge required to design a
building and applied them to the future of a university.
His architect's vision, collaborative instincts, and sense
of place are rapidly pushing Clemson up through the
ranks of the nation's top public universities.
"He has become a leader in national academic
circles by creating a new model of education, building
interdisciplinary partnerships among the professional
schools and the basic curriculum by tearing down arti-
ficial walls between disciplines."
A native of Kingsport, TN, Barker earned his bache-
lor of arts degree from Clemson in 1 970 and his master
of architecture & urban design degree from Washing-
ton University m 1973. He and his wife Marcia have
two sons and one grandchild.
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On June 30, 2009, Clemson's football staff moved
into the West Endzone at Memorial Stadium. It was a
day of physical exertion for a lot of coaches, but the
football staff performed the strenuous activity with
smiles on their faces because the move meant the
completion of Phase II of the West Endzone project,
which has brought the Clemson football facilities to
among the best in the nation.
It was also a day that brought a smile to the face
of Clemson Athletic Director Terry Don Phillips, who
had been working toward that day before he arrived
on campus seven years ago. The creation of the West
Endzone facility is another in a long line of accom-
plishments for Phillips throughout his 30-year career
in athletic administration.
His vision was to create a top-of-the-line facility
for the football program, but at the same time have a
positive effect on the total sports program. The facility
at Memorial Stadium creates more office space, new
locker rooms, and training room and strength training
facilities for the Olympic sports programs.
There have been many facility and infrastructure
enhancements since Phillips came to Clemson and
they have led to a quality all-around program. In
2008-09, Clemson played in the NCAA Men's Basket-
ball Tournament, the NCAA Baseball Tournament, and
a bowl game, one of just 13 schools nationally to par-
ticipate in all three. It was also the first time Clemson
had done that in 1 1 years.
The men's basketball program reached the NCAA
Tournament for the second straight year and finished
in the top 25 of the AP poll for the second consecutive
year, a first in school history. The rowing program had
a remarkable year, winning its first ACC title, and the
Varsity 4-1- won the national title. The volleyball team
played host to the NCAA Tournament for the second
year in a row and the women's tennis team finished in
the top 20 (#1 1 ) for the seventh straight year.
The baseball team won an NCAA Regional and
had a #14 final ranking, the golf team finished #5 in
the Sagarin ratings, and the indoor track team finished
23rd at the NCAA Championships. Overall, six pro-
grams earned NCAA Tournament berths.
Academically, 17 of the 19 programs were above
the national average for public institutions in terms
of APR scores. In the 2009 spring semester, the 19
programs had a 2.97 combined CPA, the highest on
record, and 54 percent of the student-athletes made
the Academic Honor Roll.
These statistics and accomplishments were con-
tributing factors to his selection as one of the top- 100
Most Influential Sports Educators in America in 2008
by The Institute for International Sport at the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island. Its objective involved a four-year
process and resulted in a list that spans scholars. Olym-
pians, coaches, and other industry leaders "who have
creatively and effectively used sport in the very best
way as a means to educate and shape positive values."
Phillips' athletic career and academic pursuits epit-
omize that desire. Perhaps still the only Division I ath-
letic director with both a doctorate and law degree, he
uniquely blends the discipline and inspiration created
on each side of campus. In his eighth year at Clemson,
he has firmly put his imprint on the University and Ti-
ger athletics by creating a balanced, positive environ-
ment for success that emphasizes academic integrity,
student-athlete welfare, and competing at the highest
levels with unequivocal NCAA compliance.
Phillips was recognized nationally for his perfor-
mance at Clemson in 2006 when he was honored by
the NACDA (National Association of Collegiate Direc-
tors of Athletics) as the 2005-06 GeneralSports Turf
Systems Athletic Director-of-the-Year for the South-
east Region of the FBS. He was one of just four FBS
athletic directors honored at the annual convention.
Excellence in academics has been a constant on his
resume. He has an undergraduate degree from Arkan-
sas (1970), a master's degree from Virginia Tech (1974),
a doctorate degree from Virginia Tech (1978), anda law
degree from the University of Arkansas School of Law
(1 996). He is a member of the Arkansas Bar, American
Bar Association, and Sports Lawyers Association.
He remains a classroom presence by teaching a
sports law section in the Accountancy & Legal Studies
department. In addition, he is past chair of the NCAA
Division I Infractions Appeals Committee. He has writ-
ten on diverse areas, such as antitrust and the NCAA,
student-athlete welfare, alternative dispute resolu-
tion, and Title IX. His doctoral dissertation on Title IX
involved a historical review of the law and was the first
national study of Title IX implications on college ath-
letic programs. This research spawned his intent and
desire to study law.
Prior to coming to Clemson, he served as athletic
director at Oklahoma State. Football was transformed
from a perennial losing status to defeating Oklahoma
during five of the eight years he was associated with
Oklahoma State (1994-02). For this, he received the
National Football Foundation Oklahoma Chapter Out-
standing Contribution to Amateur Football Award in
2002. Additionally in 2006, he was named one of the
top-25 most influential people in the history of Okla-
homa State Athletics by Go Pokes Magazine.
When it came to success on the field and in the
classroom, Oklahoma State's programs were among
the Big 1 2's best. The program achievements included
two national titles in men's golf, a men's basketball
Final Four appearance, two trips to the men's College
World Series, 1 3 Big 1 2 titles, and 1 1 individual nation-
al champions along with 53 academic All-Americans.
Before leading Oklahoma State, he served as senior as-
sociate athletic director at Arkansas from 1 988-94.
Phillips served as athletic director at Liberty (1 980-
81) and Louisiana-Lafayette (1983-88). He was an
assistant athletic director at Missouri (1981-83) and
began his administrative career in 1 979 as an assistant
athletic director at Florida.
He began his career in college athletics coaching
football. He started as a graduate assistant at Arkansas
(1970,71). He moved on to Virginia Tech as an assistant
coach (1971-78) before joining the ranks of athletic ad-
ministration. At Virginia Tech, he served on staffs that
included future Clemson Head Coaches Charley Pell
and Danny Ford.
Winning has been on Phillips' resume since his
playing days at Arkansas. He lettered on three Frank
Broyles teams (1966,68,69), where he and his brother
Loyd, an Outland Trophy winner, were starting defen-
sive tackles, the first brother combination to start to-
gether under Broyles. Arkansas had a 27-5 record in
the three years, played in two Sugar Bowl games, and
played in the memorable 1969 National Champion-
ship game against Texas.
Phillips has two children (John Dennis, Sarah-Jane)
and three stepchildren (Meagan, a junior and proud
member of Tiger Band, Marshall, Madison). His wife
Tricia is a graduate of the University of Missouri School
of Journalism and earlier enjoyed a career in athletics
and development. She is active in the Clemson and
Seneca communities.
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Playing Experience
Lettered three years at Alabama (1990-92); also a member
of the 1 989 team...member of the 1 992 National Champi-
onship team...Academic All-SEC and SEC Scholar-Athlete
Honor Roll member in 1990,92.
Bowl Participation as a Player
1990 Sugar Bowl, .1991 Blockbuster Bowl. ..1991 Fiesta
Bowl... 1993 Sugar Bowl,
Education
B,S, degree in commerce & business administration from
Alabama in 1 993,.,master of business administration from
Alabama in 1995.
Personal Data
Pronounced DA-boh SWEE-nee...born November 20, 1 969 in
Birmingham, AL...married to the former Kathleen Bassett...
couple has three sons (Will 11, Drew 9, Clay 6).
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Dabo Swinney became Clemson's interim head
coach on October 13, 2008 when Tommy Bowden
stepped down after guiding the program for nearly 1
seasons. Then on December 1, 2008, the "interim" tag
was removed, as he took over on a full-time basis as
the Tigers' 25th head coach. The 39-year-old had been
Clemson's assistant head coach for two years and had
been in charge of the wide receivers since 2003.
Swinney, who had never been a head coach prior
to the 2008 season, led Clemson to a 4-3 record in
2008. That mark included four victories in the last five
regular-season games, with its only loss at #24 Florida
State. That 4-1 record to end the regular season tied
for the best mark in the ACC. Four of his six regular-
season opponents were later bowl participants. His
4-3 record included a 2-1 road record, wins over Bos-
ton College and Virginia.
Swinney hit the ground running in his first week
as interim head coach, as he prepared for a 5-1 Geor-
gia Tech team. He had to re-organize his staff, and re-
group his team and Clemson Nation in just five days.
While the Tigers lost by four points, he accomplished
many goals in that first week through his outstanding
leadership. One of the most impressive demonstra-
tions of unity came during the team's "Tiger Walk."
Prior to the game against the Yellow Jackets, Swin-
ney decided to have his team depart buses outside
the Lot 5 parking lot near the WestZone at Memorial
Stadium and experience the gameday atmosphere.
Dressed in jackets and ties, the team was embraced
by thousands of Tiger fans who stood 10 deep for the
200-yard march to the stadium. It was the centerpiece
of his "All In" theme in his first week as head coach. It is
a tradition that will continue in the future.
In his second week as head coach, an off-week, he
invited the Clemson student body to a practice, and
nearly 1,000 students showed up. He spoke to the
group and actually allowed some students to partici-
pate during practice, as they were selected to attempt
a field goal, punt against a live rush, and field a punt.
He also took the entire team to the Greenville Chil-
dren's Hospital for a visit with young men and women
fighting cancer.
The Tigers played at Boston College in his first-ever
road game as head coach on November 1. Despite
committing four turnovers and trailing in the fourth
quarter, his troops rallied for a 27-21 win, giving Clem-
son its first win over the Eagles since 1 958. It also came
against the eventual ACC Atlantic Division champion.
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The Tigers suffered a 41-27 defeat at #24 Florida
State a week later, but they rebounded to trounce
Duke 31-7 at Memorial Stadium by outgaining the
Blue Devils 466-168 under Swinney, who also served
as offensive coordinator during the second half of
2008. Clemson showed its road prowess the following
weekend by claiming a 1 3-3 victory at Virginia.
Rival South Carolina awaited for the final regular-
season game. Against one of the SEC's best defenses,
the Tigers used a balanced attack (184 rushing yards,
199 passing yards) to top the Gamecocks 31-14 at
Memorial Stadium. Clemson also had four intercep-
tions against Steve Spurrier's offense and held it to just
22-47 passing for 212 yards. The following week, the
Tigers accepted an invitation to play in the Gator Bowl
against Nebraska, a game in which the Cornhuskers
were victorious by a score of 26-21
.
The 1993 Alabama graduate joined the Clemson
staff prior to the 2003 season. In his six years, the Ti-
gers have finished in the top 25 of the final polls three
times and totaled 10 wins over top-25 teams, includ-
ing victories over Florida State (4), Miami (FL) (1), and
Tennessee (1), during his tenure inTigertown.
Swinney coached his wide receiver position to a
level of consistency that had not been seen previously
at Clemson. He had a wideout finish first or second in
the ACC in catches each of the last five years. In his first
year, he had three of the top-10 receivers in the ACC, a
first in Tiger history. He coached a First-Team AII-ACC
wideout every year from 2004-07 (three different play-
ers), also an unprecedented feat at Clemson.
In 2004 and 2005, he coached the ACC recep-
tion champion (Airese Currie (2004), Chansi Stuckey
(2005)). It was the first time Clemson had two differ-
ent players lead the ACC in receptions in consecutive
years. In 2007, Aaron Kelly led the ACC in yards, giving
Swinney an ACC receiving king three out of four years.
Stuckey earned First-Team AII-ACC honors in back-to-
back years, a first for a Tiger wideout in 25 years. He is
now one of the top wideouts for the New York Jets.
The play of Swinney's wide receivers was a big
reason Clemson led the ACC in total offense, rushing
offense, and scoring offense during the 2006 season,
just the second time an ACC team led the conference
in all three categories during the previous 25 seasons.
The Tigers also led the league and set school records
for yards per
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In 2007, he coached Kelly, a First-Team AII-ACC se-
lection who led the league in receiving yards per game
and touchdown catches (11). He also finished second
in receptions per game with a school-record 88 catch-
es, tied for the second-highest total in ACC history. His
1 1 touchdown catches were a Tiger record as well.
Kelly is Clemson's and the ACC's career reception
leader with 232 catches. He also owns the school
touchdown reception record with 20. The previous re-
cord of 18 was held by Glenn Smith, who established
the record in 1951.
The Alabama native has a reputation as one of the
top recruiters in the nation. In 2006, he was listed as
the fifth-best recruiter in the nation by Rivals.com . It
marked the second straight year that he was lauded by
the website as a top-25 national recruiter. He signed
38 players in his five recruiting seasons and was a ma-
jor reason Clemson's 2008 recruiting class was rated #2
in the nation by ESPN.com when he signed 1 1 players.
He was named one of the top-25 recruiters in the na-
tion by Rivals.com in 2007 as well.
When Swinney accepted the interim head coach-
ing position on October 13, 2008, he described his
feelings as "bittersweet" because he was taking over
for Bowden, who had been his first position coach at
Alabama in 1989. He had also brought Swinney back
to the coaching profession in 2003 and has had a
profound effect on his life. Both had followed similar
paths as players, as Bowden was a walk-on at West Vir-
ginia and Swinney was a walk-on at Alabama.
Swinney received a commerce & business admin-
istration degree from Alabama in 1993 after lettering
three times (1990-92). A walk-on who went on to
earn a scholarship, Swinney was a wide receiver on
Alabama's 1 992 National Championship team. He was
also named Academic All-SEC along with being an SEC
Scholar-Athlete Honor Roll member in 1 990 and 1 992.
Along with his appearance in the 1 993 Sugar Bowl,
his Alabama teams played in the 1990 Sugar Bowl,
1991 Fiesta Bowl, and 1991 Blockbuster Bowl. Both
Sugar Bowl appearances came after winning the SEC
Championship game.
After his playing career, Swinney served as a grad-
uate assistant coach from 1993-95 at Alabama, where
he coached in the 1994 Gator Bowl and 1995 Citrus
Bowl. In December of 1 995, he received a master's de-
gree in business administration from Alabama.
He became a full-time assistant coach at Alabama
in February of 1996 under Head Coach Gene Stallings
and coached a total of five seasons there on a full-time
basis. He was assigned to coach the Crimson Tide's
wide receivers and tight ends in 1996, a season that
saw Alabama win the SEC Western Division title and
make an Outback Bowl appearance. The following
year, he solely coached the tight ends under Head
Coach IVlike DuBose.
In 1998, he coached Alabama's wide receivers, a
position he held for three seasons. At the end of the
1 999 campaign, Swinney coached the Crimson Tide in
the 2000 Orange Bowl after winning the SEC Champi-
onship game. Wide receiver Freddie Milons was the
game MVP.
Since 1997, he has had 17 former players either
drafted or sign free-agent contracts with NFL teams.
The list includes Currie, Derrick Hamilton, Kevin
Youngblood, Stuckey, and Milons, an Ail-American
who is still second in career receptions at Alabama.
During his time at Alabama, Swinney was a part
of six teams with at least 10 wins, five top-10 fin-
ishes, one national title (1992), three SEC champion-
ships (1989,92,99), and five SEC Western Division
titles (1992,93,94,96,99) as a player and coach. He has
coached the #2 receiver at Alabama (Milons) along
with the #1 (Kelly) and #2 (Hamilton) receivers in Tiger
history.
From April of 2001 through February of 2003,
Swinney was in private business in Alabama. He mar-
ried the former Kathleen Bassett in 1994. They have
three sons. Will (11), Drew (9), and Clay (6).
Year School Positlon(s) W-L Bowl
1993 Alabama GA 9-3-1 Gator
1994 Alabama GA 12-1 Citrus
1995 Alabama GA 8-3
1996 Alabama WR,TE 10-3 Outback
1997 Alabama IE 4-7
1998 Alabama WR 7-5 IVlusic City
1999 Alabama WR 10-3 Orange
2000 Alabama WR 3-8
2003 Clemson WR 9-4 Peach
2004 Clemson WR 6-5
2005 Clemson WR 8-4 Champs Sports
2006 Clemson WR 8-5 Music City
2007 Clemson AHCWR 9-4 Chick-fil-A
2008 Clemson AHCWR 3-3
Clemson HC 4-3 Gator
Years as a full-time college coach: 1
1
Winning Seasons: 9
Bowl Seasons:
Record as an assistant coach: 77-51 (.602)
Record as a head coach: 4-3 (.571
Record at Clemson: 47-28 (.627)
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Associate Head Coach
onenslve Guards & Centers
• 11th Season at Clemson
• 25th Season Overall
• South Florida '79
• Born September 30, 1954
• In his 1 seasons at Clemson, theTigers have been bowl eligible
all! years and have played in nine bovul games. The Tigers
have also set over 1 00 school records on offense.
• Has been the offensive coordinator on two (2001,03) of the
top-four offenses in Tiger history.
• Has coached at least one AII-ACC player four straight years.
• As offensive coordinator at Clemson in 2001 , Woodrow Dantzler
became the first player in NCAA history to total 2,000 passing
yards and 1 ,000 rushing yards in one season.
• The 2005 offensive line paved the way for James Davis and C.J.
Spiller to gain over 2,000 combined rushing yards, a big reason
Clemson was fifth in the nation in rushing that year.
• He coached Second-Team AII-ACC player Thomas Austin in
2008. Austin was the only three-time ACC Offensive Lineman-
of-the-Week during the 2008 season.
• Served as an assistant coach at Florida State from 1 983-93. He
was on the 1 993 staff that won the national title. He was the
offensive coordinator of that record-setting team that featured
Heisman Trophy winner Charlie Ward.
• Florida State was 10-0-1 in bowl games with him on the staff
and 44-6 while he was offensive coordinator.
• Came to Clemson after five seasons as head coach at South
Carolina. He led the Gamecocks to a win over West Virginia in
the 1 994 Carquest Bowl, the first bowl win in school history.
• His son Jeff is Clemson's wide receivers coach and recruiting
coordinator, giving the Tigers their first full-time, father-son
coaching combination in history.
Playing Experience
Three-year letterman and two-year starter on the offensive line
at Missouri-Rolla (1973-75).
Education
B.A. degree in science education from South Florida in 1979...IVI.S.
degree in athletic administration from Florida State in 1984.
Personal Data
Born September 30, 1954 in Arcadia, FL...married to Daryle...
the couple has two sons (Jeff, John); Jeff is an assistant coach at
Clemson on the 2009 staff.
Steele
Defensive Coordinator
Linebacliers
• 1 St Season at Clemson
• 24th Season Overall
• Tennessee '81
• Born March 17, 1958
• Has 23 years of experience in the college ranks and four in the
NFL with the Carolina Panthers.
• Has coached in 16 bowl games, including eight that are now
considered BCS bowls. That includes six Orange Bowls.
• Has been on 1 1 coaching staffs that have finished in the top
20 at five different schools. That includes Alabama in 2008.
Has coached under National Championship Head Coaches
Bobby Bowden, Johnny Majors, Tom Osborne, and Nick Saban
in his career that dates to the 1 982 season.
• Spent the 2007 and 2008 seasons at Alabama under Nick Saban
and helped the Crimson Tide to the 2008 SEC Championship
game. Alabama finished the regular season with a 12-0 record
and finished third in the nation in total defense, fourth in rush-
ing defense, and sixth in scoring defense in 2008. Alabama also
led the SEC in rushing defense and total defense in 2008.
• Spent 2003-06 at Florida State, where he was executive head
coach and linebackers coach under Bobby Bowden. He helped
the Seminoles to three top-25 finishes and two ACC titles.
• Named the nation's top recruiter by Rivals.com in 2005.
• Served as head coach at Baylor from 1 999-02 and as an assistant
with the Carolina Panthers from 1 995-98. In 1 995, the Panthers
played their home games at Clemson.
• Coached six years at Nebraska (1989-94), as it had a 61-1 1-1
record and won four Big 1 2 titles.
• On the 1994 Nebraska staff that won the national title.
Coached at his alma mater (Tennessee) in 1987 and 1988,
helping it to a 10-2-1 record in 1987.
• In 1984, he helped Oklahoma State to a 10-2 record and #5
ranking in the final AP poll.
Playing Experience
Began his football career at Furman in 1976...transferred to Ten-
nessee and played in 1978,79.
Education
Earned an undergraduate degree from Tennessee in 1 981
.
Personal Data
Born March 1 7, 1 958 in La Jolla, CA...he and his wife Linda have
a son Gordon and daughter Caroline.
Co-Defensive Coordinator
Defensive Dacl(s
• 5th Season at Clemson
• 19th Season Overall
• Gardner-Webb '95
• Born October 27, 1959
• In his second tour of duty at Clemson. He served as defensive
backs coach under Head Coach Tommy West from 1995-97. So
this is his fourth full year overall in Tigertown.
• From 1995-97, he helped the Tigers to three bowl games (1996
Gator, 1996 Peach, 1998 Peach).
• Coached some great players in the 1 990s at Clemson, including
seven-time Pro Bowl selection Brian Dawkins, among the best
players in the history of the Philadelphia Eagles. Dawkins was
a third-team All-American and led the ACC in interceptions in
Harbison's first year at Clemson ( 1 995). He also coached future
Super Bowl Champion Dexter McCleon and Washington Red-
skin safety Leomont Evans. Antwan Edwards was a first-round
draft pick after three years under Harbison's tutelage.
Came from Mississippi State, where he was defensive coordina-
tor and safeties coach. He helped it to the Liberty Bowl in 2007.
The Bulldogs were seventh in the nation in pass defense.
• Has had two tours of duty at Alabama ( 1 998-00, 2003-06). He
helped Alabama to five bowl games in seven years, including
1999 when the Crimson Tide won the SEC title and played in
the Orange Bowl. Alabama finished ranked #8 in the nation
that year. He coached defensive backs in his first tour of duty
and wide receivers the second time around at Alabama.
• Coached at Louisiana State under Head Coach Nick Saban in
2001 and 2002. The 2001 Louisiana State team won the SEC
title and ranked #7 in the final AP poll with a 10-3 record.
• Started his coaching career at Gardner-Webb in 1 984,
Playing Experience
Played four years as a defensive back at Gardner-Webb ( 1 978-81
)
and had 1 1 career interceptions. ..signed as a free agent with the
Buffalo Bills (1982). ..played in the USFL in 1983,84.
Education
B.S. degree in business administration from Gardner-Webb
in 1995.
Personal Data
Born October 27, 1 959. ..married to the former Tammy Mc-
Cluney...the couple has four children (Charlie, Stedman, Masai,
Msiba).
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Quarterbacl(S
• 4th Season at Clemson
• 5th Season Overall
• Furman'03
• Born July 21, 1979
• In hisfourth season as a full-time coach at Clemson. He is now
the offensive coordinator He moved into that position at the
age of 29 and was 30 when he called plays in the opener against
Middle Tennessee. He is the youngest coordinator in Clemson
history and one of the youngest in the nation.
Has been ranked among the top-25 recruiters in the nation by
Rivals.com two of the last three years, including 2008 when
Clemson ranked #2 in the nation in recruiting by ESPN.com .
• Joined theTiger staff as tight ends coach in 2006. That year, the
Tigers led the ACC in total offense, rushing offense, and scoring
offense. Clemson was also fifth in the nation in rushing.
• Served as an assistant coach at S.C. State in 2005 and helped
that program to a 9-2 record, including 7-1 in the conference.
S.C. State was 12th in the nation in rushing (236 yards per
game), 15th in the nation in passing efficiency, and 17th in
the nation in scoring (34 points per game).
Helped the Bulldogs to the fourth-best turnover margin in the
country in 2005, as the team committed just 1 1 turnovers after
losing 33 turnovers in 2004. He was elevated to the offensive
coordinator position after the 2005 season, but he never
coached in that role due to his hiring at Clemson.
• Served as a graduate assistant at Clemson during a nine-win
season in 2003 and during the 2004 season.
• Lettered four times (1999-02) at Furman and was a two-time
captain as a starting quarterback. He holds the Paladin career
record for completion percentage (64.8) and is third in passing
yards (4,247), He also set the school single-season record with
2,475 passing yards and was a finalist for the Walter Payton
Award (PCS National Player-of-the-Year) in 2002.
Playing Experience
Four-year letterman and two-year starter at quarterback at Fur-
man (1999-02)...two-time All-SoCon selection at quarterback-
Education
B.A. degree in health & exercise science from Furman in 2003.
Personal Data
Born July 21, 1979 in Cookeville, TN... married to the former
AM Gunn.
Assistant Head Coach
Offensive Tacliles & Tiglit Ends
• 2nd Season at Clemson
• 19th Season Overall
• Clemson '87
• Born February 17, 1965
• Joined Clemson's staff in December of 2008 and coached in
the 2009 Gator Bowl. Therefore, he joined a small group of
people who have played for Clemson in a bowl game and later
coached the Tigers in a bowl game. He donned the orange &
white in the 1 986 Gator Bowl and 1 987 Citrus Bowl.
• One of two Clemson graduates on the coaching staff; Jeff
Scott is the other. He played tight end on Clemson's 1 986 and
1 987 ACC Championship teams, then he served as a graduate
assistant coach on the Tigers' 1 988 ACC Championship team.
• In 1 8 years as a full-time Division I head coach, his teams have
played 14 bowl games. Including three years as a graduate
assistant coach, it is 1 7 bowl games in 21 years.
• His coaching career got off to a great start with an eight-year
tenure at Alabama. In just his second year as a full-time coach,
he directed the offensive tackles and served as special teams
coordinator on Alabama's National Championship team.
• After eight years at Alabama, he moved to Virginia Tech, where
he worked eight years under Frank Beamer. The Hokies went
to eight bowl games during his eight years there.
• Coached tight ends and was a special teams assistant at Virginia
Tech. He coached two tight ends who later played in the NFL.
• Coached at North Carolina in 2006, Duke in 2007, and IVlaryland
in 2008, so he is very familiar with the ACC. He helped Maryland
to the Humanitarian Bowl in 2008.
Playing Experience
Lettered three times as a tight end at Clemson (1 985-87)...played
on the 1986 and 1987 ACC Championship teams...strength &
conditioning Ail-American (1987).
Bowl Participation as a Player
1 985 Independence Bowl... 1 986 Gator Bowl... 1 988 Citrus Bowl.
Education
Bachelor's degree in finance from Clemson in 1987...master of
business administration from Clemson in 1989.
Personal Data
Born February 1 7, 1 965 ...he and his wife Kristy have one daughter
(Taylor) and two sons (Tanner, Trent).
Defensive Tackles
' 1 St Season at Clemson
' 26th Season Overall
' Western Carolina '76
Born June 25, 1951
Coached the last 15 years at Tennessee under Head Coach
Phillip Fulmer. He coached in 1 3 bowl games during those 1
5
years and was part of eight teams that won at least 10 games.
The Volunteers finished in the top 25 of the polls in 1 2 of those
seasons, including six top- 10 finishes. Tennessee also finished
in top 1 of the AP poll five straight years (1 995-99).
• Tennessee's defense finished third in the nation in total defense
in 2008. The Volunteers were also 10th in scoring defense and
1 2th in rushing defense.
• Coached first-round draft pick Albert Haynesworth, the high-
est-paid defensive player in the NFL, with the Redskins. He also
coached first-round draft picks Shaun Ellis, Justin Harell, and
John Henderson. Henderson won the 2000 Outland Trophy.
Tennessee's recruiting coordinator from 1 999-02.
• Coached on the 1998 Tennessee staff that won the national
title with a 13-0 record. That team had six wins over top-25
teams and gave up just five rushing touchdowns.
• Tennessee won back-to-back SEC titles in 1 997 and 1 998.
• In 1 998, he was named the SEC's top defensive line coach.
• Coached six years under Head Coach Mack Brown at North
Carolina from 1988-93. He helped the resurgence of North
Carolina during that era (9-3 in 1 992 and 1 0-3 in 1 993).
• Helped take the Tar Heels to the Peach and Gator Bowls in
consecutive years.
• Coached five years at Florida from 1 983-87.
• Served as a graduate assistant coach at Florida in 1 983.
• Coached former Clemson star and NFL All-Pro running back
Kevin Mack in high school in the 1970s.
Playing Experience
Began his football career at Appalachian State in 1969...trans-
ferred to Western Carolina and played in 1973.
Education
Earned an undergraduate degree from Western Carolina in
1976...master's degree from Florida in 1984.
Personal Data
Born June 25, 1951 in Sparta, NC.he and his wife Kathy have
two children (Tara, Rhett).
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Special Teams Coordinator
Running Baciis
• 3rd Season at Clemson
• 19th Season Overall
• Indiana '89
• Born September 29, 1966
• In his third year at Clemson as running bacl<s coach and his
second season as special teams coordinator. He has coached
all-star running bacl<s James Davis and C.J. Spiller.
• Has coached an AII-ACC player each of his first two years, James
Davis in 2007 and C.J. Spiller in 2008.
• Has been in charge of Clemson's l<ickoff return team each of
the last two years and Clemson has finished in the top 1 5 in
the nation in that category each season.
• Had a positive effect on Clemson's special teams in 2008, as the
Tigers led the ACC in kickoff return coverage and were 1 4th in
the nation in kickoff returns. Spiller was in top 25 in the nation
in kickoff returns and all-purpose yards as well.
• Coached Pittsburgh Steeler Super Bowl Champion Willie Parker
at North Carolina along with Ronnie McGill, who finished his
career 10th in school history with 2,393 rushing yards. He
coached at North Carolina from 2001-05.
• Was an assistant coach at Virginia for five seasons (1 996-00), as
he coached future NFL standouts Germaine Crowell, Thomas
Jones, Charles Kirby, Pat Washington, and Terrence Wilkins.
• Spent two stints as an assistant coach at Army (1991,95).
• Played two seasons at Lees-McRae ( 1 984,85) prior to earning
two letters at Indiana (1986,87). He was the lead blocker for
1 ,000-yard rusher Anthony Thompson in 1 987.
Playing Experience
Letterman at Indiana in 1 986 and 1 987...named Most Improved
Player in 1987 as a senior., attended Lees-McRae prior to
attending Indiana.
Bowl Participation as a Player
1 986 All-American Bowl... 1 988 Peach Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree in health, physical education, & recreation from
Indiana in 1989.
Personal Data
Born September 29, 1966 in Lockhart, SC. ..married to Joann...
the couple has one son (Andre II 1 3) and two daughters (Alayna
10, Mikala7).
(Sim
Defensive Ends
' 4th Season at Clemson
' 8th Season Overall
' South Carolina '94
' Born December21, 1971
• Defensive ends coach in his fourth season at Clemson. In each
of his first three years, Clemson's defense finished in the top
25 in the nation in scoring defense, rushing defense, and total
defense.
• In his first three years at Clemson, the Tigers went to three
bowl games and won 24 games, including a high of nine wins
in 2007 when Clemson finished the season ranked in the top
25 of both polls.
• Coached Tiger defensive end Phillip Merling, who went on to
be the #32 overall pick of the 2008 NFL draft by the Dolphins.
Merling, Rumph's nephew, had a strong rookie season with
the Dolphins in 2008 after finishing in the top 1 in the ACC in
sacks in 2007. Clemson's defense finished in the top 10 in the
nation in both total defense and scoring defense in 2007.
• Clemson finished in the top 20 in the nation in total defense
and rushing defense in his first year (2006) at Clemson.
• Coached under Tommy West at Memphis and helped the team
to three straight bowl games (2003-05).
• Head coach at Calhoun County (SC) High School from 1997-
01 . He also served as offensive coordinator and quarterbacks/
running backs coach there.
• Four-time letterman at South Carolina (1991-94). He had 52
tackles in 1 1 regular-season games as a senior. In 1994 under
Head Coach Brad Scott, hehelped theteam toa winoverWest
Virginia in theCarquest Bowl, the first bowl victory in Gamecock
history.
Playing Experience
Lettered four times as a linebacker at South Carolina (1991-
94).
Bowl Participation as a Player
1995 Carquest Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree in retail management from South Carolina in 1 994.
Personal Data
Born December 21, 1971 in Orangeburg, SC. ..married to Kila...
the couple has two sons (Christopher, Elijah).
Scoti
#^ n Recruiting Coordinator
Wide Receivers
' 2nd Season at Clemson
' 3rd Season Overall
• Clemson '03
' Born December 28, 1980
• Youngest member of Clemson's full-time staff at the age of 28.
He became a full-time coach on October 1 3, 2008.
• During the second half of the 2008 season, he had the oppor-
tunity to coach wideout Aaron Kelly, the ACC's all-time leading
receiver.
• Son of Clemson Associate Head Coach Brad Scott, therefore Jeff
IS a part of the first full-time, father-son coaching combination
in Tiger football history.
• One of two Clemson graduates on the staff; Danny Pearman
is the other.
• A member of three bowl teams as a player at Clemson from
2000-02. He played in the 2001 Gator Bowl, 2001 Humanitarian
Bowl, and 2002 Tangerine Bowl during his Tiger career.
• Noted for his ability as a runner in fake-field-goal situations.
He also played wide receiver for the Tigers during that time
period.
• Had his first full-time college job at Presbyterian in 2007 as
wide receivers coach, then came to Clemson as a graduate
assistant in 2008. He moved into full-time status when Head
Coach Tommy Bowden resigned at midseason.
• Began his coaching career at BIythewood (SC) High School and
won a state title in his first year and the program's first year.
It is believed to be the first time that has happened in South
Carolina high school football history.
Playing Experience
Lettered three years as a wide receiver and holder at Clemson
(2000-02).
Bowl Participation as a Player
2001 Gator Bowl. ..2001 Humanitarian Bowl. . 2002 Tangerine
Bowl.
Education
Degree in secondary education from Clemson in 2003.
Personal Data
Born December 28, 1980 in Arcadia, FL...married to the former
Sara McDanieL.son of Clemson Associate Head Coach Brad
Scott.
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Associate Athletic Director
Football Administration
• 8th Season at Clemson
• Alabama State '72
• Born September 30, 1950
Woody McCorvey returned to Clemson after 20 years to
become Associate Athletic Director for Football Administra-
tion. McCorvey was Dabo Swinney's position coach during his
playing days at Alabama and served as a wide receivers and
tight ends coach on Danny Ford's Tiger staff from 1 983-89.
McCorvey serves as the primary liaison between Swinney
and the athletic and IPTAY administration. He also oversees the
management of the football administrative offices.
McCorvey supervises the football budget and works with
the staff at Vickery Hall to oversee the team's academic prog-
ress. He also makes speaking engagements and represents the
football staff at various meetings and functions.
McCorvey worked seven years at Clemson between 1983-
89. With McCorvey coaching the tight ends from 1 983-85 and
the wide receivers from 1986-89, Clemson posted a 60-19-3
record and won three ACC titles. During that time, the Tigers
were invited to the 1985 Independence Bowl, the 1986 and
1 989 Gator Bowls, and the 1 988 and 1 989 Citrus Bowls. Clem-
son posted a 10-2 record in each of his last three seasons under
Ford. Among the student-athletes he recruited were future Pro
Bowlers Donnell Woolford and Chester McGlockton. He also
coached future NFL players Keith Jennings and K.D. Dunn.
McCorvey coached at the Division I level for 26 years and
went to a bowl game 1 7 of those seasons. Overall, he totaled
36 years of experience as a football coach. He coached or
signed 36 players who went on to a professional football career
as well.
From 1990-08, he coached in the SEC every year, including
each of the last five at Mississippi State, where he was assistant
head coach and offensive coordinator in addition to coaching
the quarterbacks. He was a big reason it won eight games, in-
cluding wins over Auburn, Alabama, and Mississippi, in 2007.
McCorvey coached at Tennessee for five years (1999-03).
With him heading the running game, the Volunteers had a 46-
1 4 record. He helped guide Tennessee to the 2000 Fiesta Bowl,
2001 Cotton Bowl, 2002 Citrus Bowl, and 2002 and 2003 Peach
Bowls. Tennessee won three consecutive New Year's Day Bowl
games from 2000-02 as well.
Prior to joining the staff at Tennessee, McCorvey worked
one season at South Carolina, where he served as the wide
receivers coach in 1998 under current Tiger Associate Head
Coach Brad Scott.
McCorvey took the South Carolina job following an eight-
year stay at Alabama from 1990-97. He served seven seasons
as its wide receivers coach and the 1 996 campaign as offensive
coordinator. He was the assistant head coach in 1 997 as well.
Alabama had five top-25 final rankings in his tenure in Tus-
caloosa, including three seasons in the top five. The Crimson
Tide won the 1 992 national title with McCorvey serving as wide
receivers coach and Swinney as one of his student-athletes.
That season culminated with a 34-1 3 win over heavily-favored
Miami (FL) in the Sugar Bowl. Current Clemson Assistant Coach
Danny Pearman was also on that staff.
During the 1990-96 era, Alabama posted a 70-16-1 record
and played six bowl games. With McCorvey at the controls of
the offense in 1996, Alabama finished 10-3, including a win
over Michigan in the Outback Bowl.
From 1979-82, he served as an assistant coach at Alabama
A&M and helped that program to the #6 rushing offense in Di-
vision II in 1981 after finishing 1 1th in the nation in scoring of-
fense the previous year. McCorvey began his collegiate coach-
ing career at North Carolina Central in 1 978.
McCorvey began his coaching career with a six-year stint
(1972-77) at Tate High School in Pensacola, FL. A quarterback
at Alabama State from 1968-71, McCorvey earned his bache-
lor's degree from Alabama State in 1972 and a master's degree
from West Florida in 1977.
The Atmore, AL native is married to the former Ann Brown.
The couple has a son Marlon.
Graduate Assistant Coach
onense
• 1 St Season at Clemson
• Clemson '08
• Born August 13, 1986
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant coach who works on the
field with the offense...runs the scout-team defense . .assists
Jeff Scott with the wide receivers.
Playing Experience: Wide receiver at Clemson who lettered
from 2004-07.
Coaching Experience: Student assistant at Clemson in 2008.
Education: Earned a degree in sport management from Clem-
son in 2008,
Personal: Born August 13, 1986 in Gadsden, AL, „engaged to
Britney Spratt,
Graduate Assistant Coach
Defense
• 3rd Season at Clemson
• Charleston Southern '98
. Born June 29, 1977
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant coach who works on the
field with the defense...runs the scout-team offense...assists
Charlie Harbison with the defensive backs.
Playing Experience: Defensive back and special teams player
at Charleston Southern who lettered from 1995-98.
Coaching Experience: Graduate assistant defensive backs
coach at Charleston Southern in 1999...defensive backs coach
at Fairfield in 2000...quarterback5 coach, defensive backs coach,
special teams coach, strength & conditioning coordinator, and
junior college recruiting coordinator at Pikeville in 2001,02...
defensive backs coach and special teams coach at Newberry
in 2003. ..defensive backs coach and special teams coach at Tru-
man State from 2004-06. ..video graduate assistant (defense) at
Clemson in 2007,08.
Education: Earned a degree in science & physical education
as well as science & psychology from Charleston Southern in
1998. ..master's degree in youth development & leadership
from Clemson in 2009.
Personal: Born June 29, 1977 in Sycamore, IL...single.
Video Graduate Assistant
Defense
• 1st Season at Clemson
• Mississippi State '07
• Born December 28, 1984
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant who works with the of-
fense on both practice and game video...works on scouting
reports.
Coaching Experience: Student assistant at Mississippi State
in 2006 and 2007...graduate assistant coach at Mississippi State
in 2008.
Education: Earned a degree in business administration from
Mississippi State in 2007. ..master of business administration
from Mississippi State in 2009.
Personal: Born December 28, 1984 in Grove Hill, AL...single.
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Video Graduate Assistant
Offense
• 1 St Season at Clemson
• Furman'07
• Born July 7, 1983
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant who works with the of-
fense on both practice and game video. ..in charge of the break-
down of opponents and practice cutups.
Playing Experience: Wide receiver and punt returner who let-
tered at Furman from 2003-06...his team won the 2004 SoCon
title.. .All-SoCon selection in 2005,06...fourth in career recep-
tions at Furman.
Coaching Experience: Wide receivers coach at North Green-
ville in 2008.
Education: Earned a degree in health & exercise science from
Furman in 2007.
Personal: Born July 7, 1983 in Pelion, SC.his brother Josh
played quarterback at Newberry from 2004-06 and was an All-
American...single.
QfficsjailmiRistratioR
Administrative Assistant.
Defense
Administrative Assistant,
Head Coach Dabo Swinney
Administrative Assistant,
Recruiting
Administrative Assistant,
Offense
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Director of Football
Programs
' 4th Season at Clemson
Tennessee '01
' Born November 23, 1978
Daniel Bassett is in his first year as director of football pro-
grams at Clemson. He is in charge of on-campus meals and
housing, maintaining the football recruiting database, and
community outreach.
Prior to being hired as director of football programs in
2008, Bassett worked as a student volunteer and later in office
administration from 2003-05.
He received his undergraduate degree in broadcasting
from Tennessee in 2001 . He then came to Clemson, vifhere he
earned his master's degree in professional communication in
2005.
The Birmingham, AL native was born November 23, 1978
and is single.
Assistant Athletic Director
Planer Relations & External Aflairs
• 6th Season at Clemson
• Clemson '84
• Born January 26, 1 960
Jeff Davis is in his first year as assistant athletic director for
player relations & external affairs within the Clemson football
program. During the previous five years, he served as an as-
sistant athletic director for fundraising, where he helped raise
funds for the WestZone Club at Memorial Stadium. He also
served as the primary spokesman for Clemson University's
Call Me Mister Program and served as director of that program
from 1999-03.
Davis was an All-America linebacker from 1978-81 who
captained the Tigers during their 1981 National Championship
run. "The Judge" registered a then-Clemson-record 1 75 tackles
on the 1981 defense. That same season, he became just the
third defensive player in ACC history to be named conference
MVR Davis registered 14 tackles as Clemson topped Nebraska
22-15 in the 1982 Orange Bowl to claim its first National Cham-
pionship.
He was named to Clemson's Centennial Team in 1996. In
1995, he became the fourth member of the Clemson Ring of
Honor. Then in 2002, he was named to the ACC's 50-Year An-
niversary team.
In 2007, Davis was accorded the highest honor attainable
for a college football player when he was inducted into the Na-
tional Football Foundation College Football Hall of Fame. Da-
vis has made a name for himself outside of the Clemson com-
munity. A fifth-round selection by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
in the 1982 NFL draft, he played six productive seasons in the
NFL. During his time as a professional, Davis also completed
his remaining coursework and graduated from Clemson in
1984.
In 1 999, Davis returned to Clemson as field director of Call
Me Mister. The program seeks to recruit, train, certify, and se-
cure employment for African-American males as elementary
teachers in the state's public schools. In 2001 , he was awarded
$100,000 for the program from Oprah Winfrey's "Angel Net-
work."
He is president of Goal Line Stand, a group that supports
young people as adults as they seek to remain committed to
values that shape and govern their lives. Davis, an ordained
pastor, lives in Clemson with his wife Joni and their six chil-
dren.
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1 Director of H.S. Relations
& Player Personnel
' Sth Season at Clemson
• Furman '98
Born May 1,1975
Mike Dooley is in his fifth year with the Tiger football pro-
gram and serves as director of high school relations & player
personnel. He is responsible for maintaining and improving
relationships between high school coaches and Clemson.
Prior to being hired at his current position, he served two
years (2005,06) as a video graduate assistant (defense) and two
years (2007,08) as a graduate assistant coach (offense) at Clem-
son. Dooley also served as interim tight ends coach in 2008
when Dabo Swinney was hired as head coach at midseason.
Dooley worked as an assistant coach at Greenville (SC)
High School from 1998-04 before coming to Clemson. His
responsibilities included defensive coordinator from 2000-04
and assistant head coach in 2004.
Dooley is a native of Toccoa, GA. He lettered as a defen-
sive end at Furman from 1993-1995. He was also an Academic
Honor Roll member and received his degree in health & exer-
cise science from Furman in 1 998.
Assistant Athletic
Director
nth Season at Clemson
' Louisiana State '88
' Born April 4, 1963
Donald Hymel is in his 1 1th season with the Tiger football
program as an assistant athletic director. His emphasis areas
include working with pro scouts, handling coaches clinics and
summer camps, team travel, official and unofficial campus visits
by recruits, and serving as the liaison for ACC referees.
Hymel (pronounced HEE-mehl) came to Clemson after a
three-year stint as an assistant equipment manager at Tulane.
In 1 998, he was an administrative assistant at Tulane in addition
to his duties as assistant equipment manager.
Hymel was the head football equipment manager at Nicholls
State before accepting his position at Tulane. He is familiar with
the ACC, as he worked as a student assistant in North Carolina's
recruiting office.
Hymel is a 1 988 graduate of Louisiana State, where he was a
student equipment manager. He also performed postgraduate
studies at the U.S. Sports Academy in Mobile, AL. In 2009, Hymel
married the former Dana Lapointe.
Associate Athletic Director
Football Operations
• 1 3th Season at Clemson
• Clemson '79
• Born May 22, 1957
Andy Johnston is in his 13th year with the Tiger football
program and currently serves as associate athletic director for
football operations. His responsibilities include managing the
program's day-to-day operations. In his first 1 2 years, Clemson
has gone to 1 bowl games. Although this is his 1 3th year with
the football program, he has been involved with the Clemson
athletic department for 27 years. From 1983-97, he was the
winningest women's tennis coach in school history.
In those 1 5 years, he guided his squads to five straight ACC
titles (1983-87), 12 top-25 finishes, and six NCAA Tourneys. He
had a 254-160 Clemson record and 263-167 career mark. He
was the coach at Furman in 1982 before coming to Clemson.
Johnston played for Clemson on the hardcourt and earned
his degree in administrative management in 1979. He then served
as the assistant men's tennis coach during the 1980 season.
Johnston is a native of Summerville, SC. He is married to
the former Sophie Woorons. Johnston has a daughter Kiera (19)
and a son Noah (2). A second daughter Caylynn passed away in
2008.
Director of
Sports Medicine
' 27th Season at Clemson
' Western Carolina '79
• Born June 7, 1957
Danny Poole is in his ninth season as Clemson's director
of sports medicine, but he is a veteran of more than 26 years
working in the Tiger athletic training facility. He supervises the
athletic training needs of all student-athletes, but his primary
area of emphasis is with the football program. He has 29 years
of full-time experience in the athletic training field.
Poole served as head athletic trainer for the Carolina Char-
gers of the American Football Association in 1 979. In 1 980, he
became an assistant trainer at Memphis. As a full-time assistant
there, he earned his master's degree in health education.
A 1 979 Western Carolina graduate, Poole earned a degree
in health & physical education. He was student trainer for the
Catamounts for four years. He was published in the NATA
Journal in 1979, "The D.R Method for Blisters" as a student.
Poole was honored in 2001 by his peers with the Athletic
Trainers Service Award. The award is presented by the National
Athletic Trainers Association to role models who are future lead-
ers of the training profession. The Charlotte, NC native is married
to the former Beth Morgan. The couple has two daughters,
Jacqui Elaine (22) and Abby Blair (20).
Alphonso Smith is in his 14th season at Clemson, and he is
in his 1 0th year overseeing all equipment operations. He served
as a basketball manager during his undergraduate and graduate
years at Clemson from 1985-92. He was a member of the staff of
Clemson's only ACC regular-season championship team in his-
tory(1990). Smith also served as a graduate assistant in 1992.
Smith worked as assistant equipment supervisor at Mem-
phis for three years. He was responsible for assisting the football
program and was in charge of men's and women's basketball,
women's golf, and men's and women's track & field.
He is a 1 991 graduate of Clemson, as he earned his degree
in social science secondary education. He is a member of the
Athletic Equipment Managers Association and serves as newslet-
ter editor for District III. He was named Equipment Manager-of-
the-Year for District 111 in 2006-07 as well.
Smith is married to the former KimTeel of Omaha, NE. The
couple has a son Andrue Christopher.
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TOP DECK GATE #20
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Concession Stands
Concession stands are located beneath all stands Inside Memo-
rial Stadium and can be reached from any portal.
Emergencies
First Aid stations are located on the South side under Section
J, North Side under Section T, North Top Deck under Section K, and
South Top Deck under Section E. Trained nurses are on hand. If a
doctor Is needed, ask any usher. For emergencies, call 911.
Handicapped
Entrances are at Gates 1 and 5 for the handicapped.
Lost& Found
Please report any Item to the Gate 1 information booth.
Notice
Solicitation for any purpose is prohibited at an athletic contest
In Memorial Stadium. Memorial Stadium is also a smoke-free facility.
Smoking Is prohibited inside the gates.
Passouts
Passouts are allowed, however, fans will have to go through the
same level of security screening as they did upon entering.
Prohibited Items
Umbrellas, folding chairs, chaise lounges, food, and beverage
containers of any type.
Public Address System
The public address system is intended for spectators' Informa-
tion. Do not request Its use to make social contacts.
Season Ticketholders & Other Visitors
All visitors to Memorial Stadium are requested to enter at Gates
1, 5, 9, 1 1, or 13. Top Deck ticketholders must enter via the ramps,
located behind the North and South stands. Ramp entrances are
adjacent to Gates 1 and 1 3 (South) and Gates 5 and 9 (North).
Will-Call
Will-call tickets can be picked up at the ticket office (Gate 9).
TOP DECK GATE #16
> To YMCA and General p,
OENTRV HALt COLLEGE AVE CLEMSON f LEMSON UNIVERSITY
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
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Clemson's Memorial Stadium has been held in high
esteem for many years. Whether it be players from the
1 940s and 1 950s, opposing players from the 1 970s and
1980s, or even professional players in the 1990s, the
ambiance of this special setting is what college football
is all about.
The storied edifice added to its legend when the first
meeting of father and son head coaches (Bowden Bowl
I) took place before a sellout crowd of more than 86,000
fans in 1999. Clemson has been in the top 20 in the
nation in attendance 28 straight seasons. A crowd has
exceeded 80,000 fans 55 times since the 1 983 season. In
2008, Clemson was 1 8th in the nation in average home
attendance with its 79, 1 64 average.
The facility's mystique is derived from its many tradi-
tions, which date to its opening in 1 942, the legendary
games and players, and Clemson's corresponding rate of
success. Clemson has won 245 games in 67 years there
and has won over 71 percent of the games (245-96-7).
The stadium has definitely been good to theTigers,
but It was constructed against the advice of at least one
coach. Just before Head Coach Jess Neely left for Rice
after the 1 939 season, he gave Clemson a message.
"Don't ever let them talk you into building a big
stadium," he said. "Put about 10,000 seats behind the
YMCA. That's all you'll ever need."
Instead of following Neely's advice, however, Clem-
son officials decided to build the new stadium in a valley
on the western part of campus. The place took some
clearing, as there were many trees, but luckily there were
no hedges.
The crews went to work, clearing, cutting, pouring,
and forming. Finally on September 1 9, 1 942, Memorial
Stadium opened with Clemson defeating Presbyterian
DgESMiMniiBaHiiDiiiDe
Rk School Stadium Capacity
1 . Penn State Beaver Stadium 107,282
2. Michigan Michigan Stadium 106,201
3. Ohio State Ohio Stadium 102,329
4. Tennessee Neyland Stadium 100,011
5. Texas Texas Memorial Stadium 94,113
6. Georgia Sanford Stadium 92,746
7. UCLA Rose Bowl 92,542
8. Louisiana State Tiger Stadium 92,400
9. Alabama Bryant-Denny Stadium 92,138
10. Southern California Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum 92,000
11. Florida Ben Hill Griffin Stadium 88,548
1 2. Auburn Jordan-Hare Stadium 87,451
1 3. Texas A&M Kyle Field 83,002
14. Florida State Doak S. Campbell Stadium 82,300
15. Oklahoma Oklahoma Memorial Stadium 82,112
16. Clemson Memorial Stadium 81,500
17. Nebraska Memorial Stadium 81,067
18. Notre Dame Notre Dame Stadium 80,795
19. Wisconsin Camp Randall Stadium 80,321
20. South Carolina Willlams-Brlce Stadium 80,250
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32-13. Those 20,000 seats installed for Openfhg Dly
would soon grow.
When the original part of the stadium was built
in the early 1940s, much of the work was done by
scholarship athletes, including many football players.
The first staking out of the stadium was done by two
members of the football team, A.N. Cameron and Hugh
Webb. Webb returned to Clemson years later to be an
architecture professor and Cameron went on to become
a civil engineer in Louisiana.
The building ofthe stadium did not proceed without
problems. One day during the clearing of the land, a
young player proudly announced that he was not allergic
to poison oak. He then proceeded to attack the poison
oak with a swing blade, throwing the plants to and fro.
Rk Attendance Date Opponent Score
1. 86,092 10-23-99 Florida State 14-17
2. 85,872 11-19-94 South Carolina 7-33
3. 85,187 11-18-00 South Carolina 16-14
4. 85,036 11-3-01 Florida State 27-41
5. 84,869 10-20-01 North Carolina 3-38
6. 84,867 11-19-88 South Carolina 29-10
7. 84,576 9-17-88 Florida State 21-24
8. 84,423 11-21-98 South Carolina 28-19
9. 83,909 11-23-02 South Carolina 27-20
10. 83,823 11-17-90 South Carolina 24-15
11. 83,752 10-14-00 Maryland 35-14
12. 83,472 11-17-07 Boston College 17-20
13. 83,428 11-25-06 South Carolina 28-31
14. 83,356 10-15-88 Duke 49-17
IS. 83,312 11-21-92 South Carolina 13-24
16. 83,194 9-28-91 Georgia Tech 9-7
17. 83,170 9-12-92 Florida State 20-24
18. 83,127 1 0-6-90 Georgia 34-3
19. 82,929 11-23-96 South Carolina 31-34
20. 82,630 10-21-06 Georgia Tech 31-7
21. 82,492 11-22-86 South Carolina 21-21
22. 82,456 1 1 -29-08 South Carolina 31-14
23. 82,422 11-10-07 Wake Forest 44-10
24. 82,372 11-20-04 South Carolina 29-7
25. 82,333 10-12-91 Virginia 21-21
The next day, the boy was swollen twice his size and
was hospitalized.
There are many other stories about the stadium,
including one that Frank Howard put a chew oftobacco
in each corner as the concrete poured.
Howard said that the seeding of the grass caused a
few problems. "About 40 people and I laid sod on the
field," he said. "After three weeks on July 1 5, we had only
gotten halfway through.
"I told them that it had taken us three weeks to get
that far, and I would give them three more weeks'pay for
however long it took. I also told them we would have 50
gallons of ice cream when we got through. After that,
it took them three days to do the rest ofthe field. Then
we sat down in the middle of the field and ate up that
whole 50 gallons."
Howard said that on the day ofthe first game in the
stadium, "the gates were hung at 1:00 and we played
at 2:00." But that would be all ofthe construction for a
while. Then in 1 958, 1 8,000 sideline seats were added,
and in 1960, 5,658 west endzone seats were added
in response to increasing attendance. With the large
east endzone ("Green Grass" section), this expansion
increased capacity to 53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to each side of the
stadium as crowds swelled - the first in 1978 and the
second in 1983. It increased capacity to over 80,000,
which makes it one ofthe nation's largest on-campus
stadiums. In 2006, the WestZone was added, an area
that contains locker rooms and a luxury club level that
holds 1,000 seats.
The effect that inflation has had can be dramatically
seen in the differences in stadium construction. The
original part of Memorial Stadium was built at a cost of
only $ 1 25,000, or $6.25 per seat. The stadium's newest
upper deck was finished in 1 983 at a cost of $ 1 3.5 mil-
lion, or $866 per seat.
Through the years, Memorial Stadium has become
known as "Death Valley." It was tagged by the late
Presbyterian Coach Lonnie McMillan. After bringing
his teams to Clemson for years and getting whipped.
"Running down the Hill is still talkedabouteverywhere
I go. Players who played against Clemson when I was in
college remember us running down the Hill and thinking
we would gain some type of spirit. The adrenalin rush was
unbelieveable for a Clemson player and quite a shock for
the opponent."
Former Clemson All-American Jerry Butler
"/ came here knowing it would be loud and Clemson
would hit hard, but the noise was the biggest factor I didn t
concentrate as well because ofit"
Herschel Walker after Clemson's 13-3 win In 1981, his
only regular-season loss
"The Rock has strangepowers. Whenyou rub itandrun
down the Hill, the adrenaline flows. It's the most emotional
experience I've ever had."
Six-time All-Pro and Tiger All-American Michael Dean
Perry
"When Clemson players rub thatRockandrundown the
Hill, it's the most exciting 25 seconds in college football."
Brent Musburger, ABC Sports
"There is no place louder or more picturesque than
Death Valley. There, where Clemson folks see magic in a
hill and a rock, orange gets more respect than anywhere
this side of Gainesville, Florida."
Terence Moore, Atlanta Journal-Constitution
"Whenyou get to the bottom ofthe Hill, it 's likeyou're in
a holeandallaroundyou are nothing but Clemson fans. It 's
like the crowd is one big voice. You feel like little kings."
Former Clemson running back Rodney Blunt
"Death Valleyreallylives up to its image. I was impressed
with this stadium. When you put 80,000 people in there,
it feels like they are on top ofyou. I'd hate to be whoever
comes here to play Clemson."
San Francisco quarterback Steve Young
"Florida was loud in the swamp. But the loudest, not
only the stadium, but the loudest place I have ever been
around in my life was definitely Death Valley. I was yelling
at the top ofmy lungs and I couldn't even hear what I was
saying. That place was unreal in how loud it was. I don't
think I will ever be in a louder place than Clemson"
Florida State quarterback Chris Rix, 2001
"I'm very thankful that we're playing a day game at
Clemson. The last time we were up there, it was extremely
loud. I yelled the calls to my guard, but we couldn 't hear
each other and we couldn 't hear each other in the huddle.
When you have fans that can get that loud and distract
offenses like that, that's as important as having an All-
American on your defense."
Florida State center David Castillo, 2005
"In 2005, Clemson's Memorial Stadium, commonly
knownas'Death Valley'reachedan astounding I26decibels
when a packed crowd of 79, 135 fans observed Charles
Bennett's sack ofquarterback Kyle Wright during the Tigers'
three-overtime heartbreaker against the Miami Hurricanes.
This level easilysurpassed the old recordof 121 decibels set
by Louisiana State fans in TigerStadium, which holds 92,400
fans."
RealFootball365.com
"The game when I was a sophomore (in 2005) stands
outforme. What an awesomeplace that is to play. I'llnever
forget that atmosphere, and I know for a fact I've never
seen so much orange in one place at one time. Ifyou've
never been there, going out on the field for the first time
at Clemson is incredible"
Boston College quarterback Matt Ryan, 2007 '
he said the place was like "Death Valley." A few years
later, the name stuck.
In 1974, the playing surface was named Frank
Howard Field for the legendary coach because of his
long service and dedication to the University.
Luckily, it wasn't built behind the Y.
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ClemsonTeam Clemson Individual
Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
Plays: 95 vs. N.C. State, 10-7-00
Yards Per Play: 9.1 vs. Louisiana Tech, 9-30-06
Rushing Yards: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
Carries: 73 vs. Virginia, 10-21-72
Yards Per Carry: 10.3 vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
Rushing Touchdowns: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
Passing Yards: 372 vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07
Completions: 38 vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07
Passing Attempts: 67 vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07
Passing Efficiency: 262.9 vs. Furman, 9-1 5-07
Passing Touchdowns: 6 vs. CentrallVlichigan, 10-20-07
First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
35 vs. Central Michigan, 10-20-07
Points: 82 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
Punting Average: 56.6 vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-77
Punts: 13 vs. Furman, 1 1-21-42
13 vs. Pensacola N.A.S., 10-13-45
Penalties: 15 vs. Wake Forest, 1 1 -2-85
15 vs. Duke, 10-17-87
Penalty Yards: 155 vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-77
Punt Return Yards: 227 vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-87
Kickoff Return Yards: 165 vs. Maryland, 1 1-16-02
Interception Return Yards: 131 vs. Western Carolina, 9-25-82
Interceptions By Defense: 5 vs. Virginia, 1 0-31-64
5 vs. Virginia, 10-21-72
5 vs. Georgia, 9-19-81
5 vs. North Carolina, 1 1-4-95
5 vs. N.C. State, 10-30-04
Fumbles: 14 vs. Presbyterian, 9-1-53
Fumbles Lost: 5 vs. many
Sacks By Defense: 12 vs. Furman, 9-7-96
Tackles for Loss: 19 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
Pass Breakups: 18 vs. The Citadel, 10-4-86
Total Offense: 378 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. Florida State, 1 1 -3-01
Rushing Yards: 263 by Raymond Priester vs. Duke, 1 1 -1 1 -95
Carries: 36 by RayVaugervs. Wake Forest, 10-18-69
Passing Yards: 372 byCullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07
Completions: 38 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07
Passing Attempts: 66 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 1 0-6-07
Completion % (min. 1 5 att.): 94.1 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. The Citadel, 9-2-00
Passing Efficiency: 261.1 by Cullen Harper vs. Central Michigan, 1 0-20-07
Passing Touchdowns: 5 by Cullen Harper vs. Louisiana-Monroe, 9-8-07
Receptions:
5
12
by Cullen Harper vs. Central Michigan, 1 0-20-07
by Airese Currie vs. Middle Tennessee, 9-1 3-03
Receiving Yards:
Receiving Touchdowns:
174
3
by Aaron Kelly vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07
by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1 1 -21-53
3 by Tony Home vs. Texas-El Paso, 1 0-4-97
All-Purpose Yards:
* ' Punt Return Yards:
267
126
by Tony Home vs. Florida State, 9-20-97
by Donnell Woolford vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-87
Kickoff Return Yards: 160 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1 0-25-69
Interceptions: 3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-30-65
3
3
by Brian Dawkins vs. Duke, 1 1-1 1-95
by Alex Ardley vs. Maryland, 1 0- 1 4-00
Tackles:
3
24
by Michael Hamlin vs. The Citadel, 9-6-08
by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1 1 -8-80
Sacks:
Tackles For Loss:
4
6
by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 1 1-6-99
by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 1 1-6-99
^ - triple-overtime game; Note: Clemson first played its home games at
Memorial Stadium in 1942.
Opponent Individual
Total Offense: 450 by George Godsey (Georgia Tech), 10-28-00
Rushing Yards: 227 by Ted Brown (N.C. State), 1 1-25-75
Carries: 38 by Torin Kirtsey (Georgia), 10-7-95
Passing Yards: 454 by George Godsey (Georgia Tech), 10-28-00
Completions: 35 by George Godsey (Georgia Tech), 10-28-00
Passing Attempts: 57 by Kip Allen (The Citadel), 1 0-4-86
57 by George Godsey (Georgia Tech), 10-28-00
Receptions: 14 by Kelly Campbell (Georgia Tech), 10-28-00
Receiving Yards: 249 by Peter Warrick (Florida State), 9-20-97
All-Purpose Yards: 374 by Peter Warrick (Florida State), 9-20-97
Tackles for Loss: 4 by Ross Browner (Notre Dame), 11-12-77
Buckle Up, Drive Sober.
To request a highway safety presentation or child safety
seat demonstration for your organization, please call the
Highway Patrol at 803-896-7920 or visit our web site at
www.schp.org.
mson Tiger
huc^Sf^ up and so
shouldyou. Make
safety part ofyour
game day routine.
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What has been described as, "the most exciting 25
seconds in college football from a color and pageantry
standpoint," actually started out as a matter-of-fact
entrance, mainly because of necessity.
The first 20,000 seats in Memorial Stadium were
built and ready for use before the 1942 season, less than
a year after Pearl Harbor was bombed and the United
States was drawn into World War II.
The shortest entry into Memorial Stadium was a
short walk down Williamson Road from FikeFieldhouse's
dressing rooms to a gate at the top of the Hill, which
is located behind the east endzone. There were no
dressing facilities inside the west endzone of Memorial
Stadium. ..there was only a giant clock, where the hands
turned, and a scoreboard that was operated manually
by hand.
The team would dress at Fike, walk down William-
son Road, come in the gate underneath where the
scoreboard now stands, and jog down the Hill for its
warmup exercises. There was no fanfare, no cannon
shot fired, no Tiger Paw flag, no'Tiger Rag" played...just
the team making its entrance and lining up to do the
side-straddle hop.
That is pretty much the way things went for the next
25 years.
Either in 1 954 or 1 965, S.C. Jones, a member of the
class of 1 91 9, made a trip to California. He stopped at
a spot in Death Valley, CA and picked up a white flint
rock. He presented it to Head Coach Frank Howard
as being from Death Valley, California to Death Valley,
South Carolina.
The rock laid on the floor in Howard's office in Fike
Fieldhouse for years. One day, he was cleaning up
his office and told Gene Willimon, who was executive
secretary of IPTAY, to "take this rock and throw it over
the fence or out in the ditch. ..do something with it, but
get it out of my office!"
Willimon did not think that was the way a rock
should be treated. After all, it had been brought 3,000
miles by a very sincere Clemson fan.
By the mid-1960s. Memorial Stadium was living up
to its moniker ("Death Valley") because of the number
of Tiger wins that had been recorded there. Actually,
the name was first used by Lonnie McMillan, head coach
at Presbyterian during the 1940s.
McMillan and the other Blue Hose coaches before
him used to open each season by playing at Clemson.
Seldom scoring (24 shutouts in 39 games), and with only
three victories and four ties to show for it, his teams were
getting"killed"bythe Tigers regularly. In 1948, McMillan
made the comment to the press that he was taking his
team to play Clemson in "Death Valley."
An occasional reference to Memorial Stadium
by that name could be heard for the next four years,
but when Howard started calling it "Death Valley" in
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the 1950s, the name took off like wildfire. Clemson
celebrated its 67th year in the "Valley" in 2008.
But getting back to Howard's Rock.
The Rock was nnounted on a pedestal at the top of
the Hill on the east side of the stadium. It was unveiled
September 24, 1966 when Clemson played Virginia. The
Tigers were down 18 points with 17 minutes left and
came back to win 40-35 on a 65-yard pass from Jimmy
Addison to Jacky Jackson in the fourth quarter. That
was quite a debut for the Rock.
The team members started rubbing the Rock prior
to running down the Hill on September 23, 1 967, a day
when Clemson defeated Wake Forest by a score of 23-
6.
Priorto running down the Hill that day, Howard told
his players, "If you're going to give me 1 1 percent, you
can rub that Rock. If you're not, keep your filthy hands
off it."
Howard told of the incident during the following
day on his television show, and the story became leg-
end.
When Hootie Ingram succeeded Howard as head
coach prior to the 1 970 campaign, Ingram decided that
the team would make its final entrance on the field out
of the dressing room in the west endzone. In all home
games during the 1 970 and 1 971 seasons and the first
four games of 1 972 when the Tigers did not run down
the Hill, their combined record was 6-9.
The team decided it wanted to come down the Hill
once prior to the South Carolina contest during the
1972 season. The result, in a cold, freezing rain, was
a 7-6 victory when Jimmy Williamson knocked down
a two-point conversion attempt, which preserved the
narrow win.
The Tigers have made the entrance for every home
game since 1942, except for the seasons mentioned
above (333 times entering the 2009 season).
After final warmups, the team gathers back in its
dressing room under the west endzone stands for its
final game instructions. Approximately 10 minutes
prior to kickoff, the team boards three buses, rides
around behind the north stands to the east endzone,
and disembarks to the top of the Hill behind Howard's
Rock.
At the appointed time, the cannon booms, and led
by a giant Tiger Paw flag, the band forms two lines for
the team to run between and strikes up "Tiger Rag"...the
frenzy starts in all sincerity and usually lasts for three
hours.
It is a tradition that has inspired Clemson players for
many years.
Rk School Stadium
1. Louisiana State Tiger Stadium
2. Virginia Tech Lane Stadium
3. Florida Ben Hill Griffin Stadium
4. Southern California Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum
5 Penn State Beaver Stadium
6. Clemson Memorial Stadium
7 Miami (FL) "Orange Bowl
8. Oklahoma Oklahoma Memorial Stadium
9. Ohio State Ohio Stadium
10. California Memorial Stadium
no longer exists; Note: List compiled from survey of
coaches by ESPN The Magazine In 2007.
For the first time in Clemson football history, the
everyday activities for the football program have
moved to Memorial Stadium. On July 1, 2009, Tiger
coaches moved into new offices in the WestZone of
Memorial Stadium. A month later, the team made the
locker room In Death Valley its full-time facility.
Additionally, a new equipment facility, athletic
training facility, and strength training facility opened
with all the modern conveniences of an NFL franchise's
facility.
The new facility is 142,000 square feet, which adds
over 50,000 square feet to previous facilities in the Jer-
vey Athletic Center. It includes a two-floor strength
training facility that is 14,000 square feet, among the
largest dedicated solely for football in the nation.
"The motto for our program since I became head
coach Is 'All-in'," said Head Coach Dabo Swinney. "This
facility shows any Clemson football player, recruit, or
supporter that our University is'AII-ln'with this football
program. The facility is among the best In the nation
and allows our student-athletes to develop and be-
come the best they can be."
The equipment room has been expanded to Include,
among other Items, new offices and a new laundry room
that encompasses approximately 6,000 square feet of
space. The football staff offices and meeting rooms
are composed of approximately 4,000 square feet of
existing space and more than 1 8,000 square feet of new
space.
The facility includes offices for the head coach,
assistant coaches, and support staff along with position
meeting rooms and a 1 50-seat auditorium with a sloped
floor and theater seating.
The training room, located on the north side of
the home team's locker room, is expanded to include a
new hydrotherapy room, new offices, and examination
Year ESPN.com Rivals.com Scout.com Lemminq
2003 67 43 NR
2004 53 40 NR
2005 17 21 22
2006 1
3
15 22 16
2007 18 16 23 18
2008 2 12 11 10
2009 19 •11 »8 NR
'
- average star ranking; NR - not ranked in top 25 (Lemming
only ranks top 25); Note: ESPN.com rankings not available
prior to 2006.
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rooms. The training room occupies about 6,200 square
feet of space as well.
The level-three concourse has been expanded with
the addition of the football offices. This space, the
roof of the new football offices, is utilized for gameday
marketing activities and to provide fans additional
space to gather inside the stadium.
Clemson is committed to building a model sports
program - one that propels our university into achieving
and maintaining national athletic rankings that riva
our competitors. The WestZone project is a major step
forward in building a total sports program.
In order to be a consistent contender at the highest
level of competition, Clemson must recruit the best
student-athletes in the nation - student-athletes who
can compete both academically and athletically. The
nation's best recruits are impressed by superior facilities,
top coaches, and a strong sense of excitement along
with school spirit. They desire an environment in which
they will have a positive, nurturing experience.
It is not a coincidence that the quality of Clemson's
recruiting classes has improved dramatically since the
WestZone project began in 2004.
Coaching is the most critical component of such an
environment. An outstanding coach can sometimes
transform meager resources into a good program, but
the greatest success comes when top-quality coaching
combined with top-quality facilities allows that coach
to recruit successfully on a consistent and continuing
basis.
Former Clemson running back James Davis,
the 2005 ACC Rookie-of-the-Year, stated that one
of the biggest contributing factors in deciding on
_
Clemson was the University's commitment
to upgrading facilities. "Does Clemson want
to be a championship program?"asked Davis
when he was considering Clemson. "The
WestZone (initiative) showed me that it
does!"
Building success requires building for
success. While the WestZone is located in
Memorial Stadium, the completed project
will provide resources for Clemson's total
sports program, permitting all Tiger teams
and athletes to compete with the nation's
best. Moving all football operations to
the WestZone has opened up space in the Jervey
and McFadden buildings for the other 18 Clemson
sports to improve their facilities for recruiting, and
have more office, training, conditioning, and sports
medicine space. This will greatly enhance the overall
performance, both on and off the field of competition,
for all 19 sports.
A look to Clemson's history shows the importance
infrastructure enhancements have on the football pro-
gram. The following chart summarizes the relation-
ship.
Infrastructure Improvement
1934, Formation of IPTAY
1942, Memorial Stadium opening
1953, Joined ACC
1 973, Built Jervey Athletic Center
1 978, Built South upper deck
1983, Built North upper deck
3-to-6 Years Later
1939, 9-1, first bowl
1948, 11-0, top-1 5 ranking
1958, Sugar Bowl
1978, 1 1-1, #6 ranking
1981, National Champions
1988, Top-10 ranking
2009, Completion of WestZone Phases 1,2
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A significant aspect of Phase
II of the WestZone project was the
construction of a new strength
training facility on the first floor that
is adjacent to the Tiger locker room
and the Frank Howard Field playing
surface.
For the first time, there is a
strength training facility exclusively
for the development of the Tiger
football team. Director of Strength
& Conditioning Joey Batson, who is
in his 1 3th season at Clemson, makes sure that all Tiger
gridders are ready to compete against the top teams
1 1 power racks
1 1 8x8 Olympic platforms
1 1 custon-built racks
Football sleds that monitor power
output and speed off the ball
Cardio equipment
Full line of leverage equipment
Powerstation/nutrition bar
Nine fiat-screen televisions
Awards wall
son has gone to 1 bowl games and
he has coached 1 7 football strength
All-Americans, including Tiger run-
ning back C.J. Spiller.
It is the fourth major facilities
construction since Batson joined
the program, an example of his
desire to keep Clemson at the fore-
front of strength training.
The new facility has the best in
all strength training equipment, not
to mention the existence of a new
sound system and nine new flat-screen televisions
that give the Tiger football player a pleasant atmo-
The strength training facility actually has two
floors. The first floor has all the free-weight equip-
ment, Including a dumbbell area, and the second floor
is a cardio-equipment area.
Batson has a staff of eight assistants working with
the football team. Joining Batson are veteran Strength
Coaches David Abernethy and Larry Greenlee. Three
more assistants deal in player development year-
round. Those
include former
Tigers Damonte
McKenzie and
Marion Dukes
along with Bran-
don McCombs.
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Jeff Davis, LB
Jeff Bryant, DT
Lee Nanney, OT
William Perry, IVIG
Kenny Flowers, TB
Jim Riggs, TE
Ty Granger, OT
Danny Pearman,TE
Donnell Woolford, DB
Vince Taylor, LB
Levon Kirkland, OLB
Mike Brown, C
Brentson Buckner, DT
Stacy Seegars, OG
Nelson Welch, PK
Brian Dawkins, SS
Raymond White, MG
Lament Hall,TE
Jason Gamble, C
Damonte McKenzie, DL
Terry Jolly DT
Woodrow Dantzler, QB
TJ.Watkins, OG
Kyle Young, C
NickEason, DT
John Leake, LB
Gregory Walker, OT
Leroy Hill, LB
Steven Jackson, FB
Dustin Fry, C
Anthony Waters, LB
Cullen Harper, QB
Chris demons, S
CJ. Spiller, RB
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Director of
Strengtli a Conditioning
' 1 3th Season at Clemson
' Newberry '85
' Born June 22, 1961
Joey Batson Is In his 24th year as a strength & condition-
ing coach at the collegiate level and 13th year as director of
strength & conditioning at Clemson. He has served as a head
strength & conditioning coach 20 of his 24 years of service.
Batson was named master strength & conditioning coach
by the Collegiate Strength & Conditioning Coaches Association
(CSCCA) in May of 2009. This honor is the highest given in the
strength & conditioning coaching profession. Batson was pre-
sented with a blue MSCC jacket on May 7, 2009.
Batson has had a strong Impact on the Clemson program
since he became director In 1997. He has had much to do
with the success of the football program, helping It to 10 bowl
games and four top-25 final rankings. While at Clemson, he
has worked for three head coaches and has had a tremendous
impact in the state at many notable high school programs.
An example of his respect level in the profession Is dem-
onstrated by the number of former assistants who are now as-
sistants and/or directors at other universities. Including confer-
ences such as the ACC and SEC along with several high-profile
high school programs in the state.
Not only does Batson bring professional experience to the
position at Clemson, he brings experience as a football player
at the collegiate level. The Travelers Rest, SC native was a tight
end at The Citadel in 1979 before transferring to Newberry,
where he was a two-year letterman and team co-captain dur-
ing his senior season.
Batson earned his bachelor of arts degree in physical
education from Newberry in 1985 and his master's degree In
education from Clemson In 1 988. Prior to his collegiate career,
Batson was named to the 1977 all-state football team as a de-
fensive end In high school.
Batson Is married to the former Susan Malone of Green-
ville, SC. The couple has two sons, Michael and Benjamin.
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The new 2010 Taurus gives you much to rave about. The 3.5L EcoBoost™ V6, pumping out an impressive 365-hp
while giving you 25 IVIPG highway performance.* A race-inspired six-speed SelectShift™ automatic transmission
with paddle shift. Available Adaptive Cruise Control. BLIS® (Blind Spot Information System). Get behind the
wheel of a new Taurus and you'll become an enthusiast. Drive one at your Carolina Ford Dealer today.
''':i?:y YourCarolinaFord.com
*Class is Five-Passenger Large Cars. "•' •
EPA-estimated 17 city/25 higliway (AWD).
Trehel Corporation
Over 25 Years of Construction Experience Where the Tigers Ploy
Financial
Historic
Industrial
institutional
Medical
Multi-Family
municipal
Worship
Trehel Corporation is /ftt ' providing Clemson
with buildings & relationships that lost a lifetinne
Trehel
Design/Build
800.319.7006 (p) • 864.654.7788 (f)
Clemson • Greenville • \wAv.trehel.com
LB • Jr.
Lake City, SC
,] iMflBOnnnsB
DT • *Jr.
Morris, IL
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OT • Fr.
Spartanburg, SC
OT . Fr.
Bowersville, GA
Simpsonville, SC
CB- "Jr.
La Crescenta, CA
QB • Fr.
Gatlinburg,TN
I I
I
I
WR -So-
OklahomaCity, OK
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I
Adams, Spencer S 6-2 185 *Fr.
Charlotte, NC (David W. Sutler HS) • Undeclared
nDye, Xavier WR 6-4 210 Jr.
<
I
Greenwood, 5C (James F. Byrr)es HS) • Sociology
I
Norris, Wilson OG 6-4 310 *So.
Pukens, SC (Pickens HS) • Park & Protected Area Managemer^t
I
Alexander, Kevin DE/LB....6-4 265 Sr.
Raiford, fi (Union County HSI • Sociology
i
Ellington, Andre RB 5-10 180 Fr.
'\loni:hCorner,SClBerkeleyHS}'CommunitvRecreation,Sport.&Camp Management
(?) Page, Kenneth OG 6-5 285..
Ill
•Fr.
olumbia, SC (A C Flora HS) • Financial Management
Allen, Dwayne TE 6-4 255 *Fr.
(JiQP fayetteville, NC (Terry Sanford HS) • Biological Sciences
m
drews, Daniel LB 5-1 1 200 So.
I^sonville, Fi (Trinity Christian Academy) - Pre-Business
Ashe, Terrance WR 6-2 190 'Jr.
i^e^aw, SC (Cheraw HS) • History
I
Austin, Thomas OG 6-4 310 *Gr.
Camden, SC (Camden HS) • Political Science
t Barry, Durrell TE 6-4 250 *Gr.
North Charleston, SC (Fort Dorchester HS) • Sociology
ifC) Benton, Spencer PK 6-2 190 *Fr.
jSKv Myrtle Beach, SC (Myrtle Beach MS) Landscape Architectuie
M Bowers, Da'Quan DE 6-4 280 So.
Bamberg,SC(Bamberg-EhrhariltHS)'CommunityHecreation,Sport,&CampManagement
rjV] Bowers, Jess DL 6-4 260 'Sr.
VyU Mountain Rest, SC IWalhalla HS) • Secondary Education
I Boyd,Tajh QB 6-1 225..
I Hampton, VA (Phoebus HS) Undeclared
) Branch, Andre DE 6-5..
Richmond, VA (Varina HS) • Sociology
,.Fr.
*So.
I
Ford, Brandon WR 6-4 210 'Fr.
Wando, SC (Hanahan HS) • Sociology
I
W
M
il
Ford, Jacoby WR 5-1 185 Sr.
Royal Palm Beach, Ft (Cardinal Newman HS) • Sociology
i
Freeman, Dalton C 6-5 280..
Pelion, SC (Pelion HS) • Communication Studies
*Fr.
Gilchrist, Marcus DB 5-1 1 1 90 Jr.
High Point, NC (T Wmgate Andrews HS) • Management
Goodman, Malliciah DE 6-4 265 Fr.
Florence, SC (West Florence HS) • Environmental & Natural Resources
Grant, Jamarcus OL 6-5 320 *Sr.
Mullms, SC (Mullins HS) • Sociology
Hairston, Chris OT 6-7 325 'Jr.
Winston-Salem, NC (Carver HS) • Management
Hall, Rashard S 6-2 1 95 'Fr.
Sam! Augustine, FI (Saint Augustine HS) • Marketing
Harper, Jamie RB 6-0 230 So.
Jacksonville, FL (Trinity Christian Academy) • Communication Studies
I Hawkins, Corico LB 6-0 230.,
I Milledgeville, GA (Baldwin HS) • Psychology
.Fr.
I
Palmer, Michael TE 6-5 260 Sr.
Stone Mountain, GA (Parkview HS) • Marketing
1
I
I
I
Parker, Kyle QB 6-1 200 *Fr.
Jacksonville, FL (Bartram Trail HS) • Communication Studies
Price, Phillip OT 6-6 265 'So.
Diilon,'>ClDiilor\CtiristianSchool)' Community Recreation, Sport, &Camp Management
Ramsey, Ben OL 6-4 280 *Jr.
Greensboro, NC (Grimsley HS) • Construction Science & Management
Richardson, Chris DE 6-2 235..
Lithia Springs, GA (Lithia Springs HS) • Management
•So.
(Rollins, Tarik LB 6-2 2 10 *Fr.
Hollywood, fl iCi)<immde-MadQni\a(oileqePiepaiQlory)-CommiittyR&:r&i(iOii, Spoil, SCompMonagement
(Sanders, Matt OG 6-6 315 'Fr.
Crestview, FL (Crestview Senior HS) • History
Sapp, Ricky DE 6-5 240 ..
Bamberg, SC (Bamberg-Ehrhardt HS) • Sociology
..Sr.
f Sensabaugh, Coty CB 6-0 1 80 'So.Kingsport. TN (Dobyns-Bennett HS) • Communication Studies
m Shatley, Tyler DT 6-3 280 Fr.
Icord, NC (Fast Burke HS) • General Engineering
Brewer, Xavier CB 5-11 180 *Fr.
Jacksonville, FL (Bartram Trail HS) • Psychology
I
Brown, Jaron WR 6-2 1 95..
I
Cheraw, SC (Cheraw HS) • Management
f Brown, Kantrell S 6-1 190..
Saint Matthews, SC (Calhoun County HS) • Travel & Tourism
•So.
rjYi^ Brown, Kourtnei DE 6-5 240 Jr.
V^JI^ ihariotte,NC(VictoryChristianCenterSctiool)-Commmtyliecreation,Sport,&CampManagemenl
..6-0..(Butler, Crezdon CB.
Asheville, NC (Asheville HS) • Sociology
I
Campbell, Jeremy LB 6-2 225..
Port Orange, FL (Spruce Creek HS) • Management
..Sr.
Chambers, Sadat S...
Pageland, SC (Central HS) • Sociology
•Gr.
GY!^ Chancellor, Chris CB 5-10 1 70 *Gr.
QJliJ Miami, FL (Miami Edison Senior HS) • Sport Management
.Jr.
.210..
JTl
Chavis, Miguel DT 6-5 ....
JCj fayetteville, NC (Terry Sanford HS) • Political Science
Christian, Quandon LB 6-4 ....
Lake View, SC (Lake View HS) • Undeclared
I
Clear, Brandon WR 6-5 210 *So.
Hoover, AL (Hoover HS) • Marketing
I
Clear, Byron DE 6-5 235 ..
I Hoover, AL (Hoover HS) • Communication Studies
So.
i
Jackson, Richard PK/P 6-0 195 *Jr.
Greer, SC (Riverside HS) • Economics
I
Jay,J.K OT 6-5 295 Fr.
Greenville, SC (Christ Church Episcopal School) • Communication Studies
.Jr.|(Y7j Jenkins, Jarvis DT 6-4 310..
CJeJ Clemson, SC (D.W Daniel HS) Sociology
• Johnson, Kyle WR 6-3 205 »Gr.
Charlotte, NC (Hopewell HS) • Youth Development Leadership
Jones, Marquan WR 6-0 195 So.
Columbia, SC (BIytliewood HS) • Community Recreation, Sport, &CampManagement
I
Korn, Willy QB 6-2 215..
Lyman, SC (James F. Byrnes HS) • Communication Studies
•So.
Lambert, Cory OT 6-6 300..
b9 Greenville, SC (Greenville HS) • Sociology
Cfi) Lewis, Carlton S 6-3 205..
vYA Saint Augustine, FL (Saint Augustine HS) • Sociology
Fr.
(Maxwell, Byron CB 6-1 200 •Jr.
North Charleston, SC (Fort Dorchester HS) • Sociology
a
R
1
Maye, Brandon LB 6-3 ..
Mobile, AL (Davidson HS) • Sociology
.230.. So.
McClain, Antoine OG 6-6 320 So.
Anniston, AL (Anniston HS) 'Community Recreation, Sport, & Camp Management
McDaniel, DeAndre S 6-1 210 Jr.
Tallahassee, FL (Amos P- Godby HS) • Sociology
I
Shuey, Spencer LB 6-3 240 Fr.
Charlotte, NC (South Mecklenburg HS) Undeclared
I
Simmons, Caleb OL 6-0 255 'So.
Lake City, SC (Lake City HS) - Elementary Education
I
Skinner, Matt LS 6-7 225 •Fr.
I
Jacksonville, FL (Bolles School) • Pre-Busmess
[Smith, Darrell DE 6-3 230 Fr.
( Gadsden, AL (Gadsden City HS) • Sociology
I Smith, David OG 6-5 290 •So.
I Greenville, SC (Greenville HS) • Sociology
InSpiller,CJ RB 5-11.
D Lake Butler, FL (Union County HS) * Sociology
I
Taylor, Rendrick FB 6-2 265..
Clio, SC (Marlboro County HS) • Special Education
..Sr.
Sr.
Thomas, Brandon OT 6-4 295 Fr.
vill/ Spartanburg, SC (Dorman HS) • Secondary Education
pfi) Thompson, Brandon DT 6-3 305 So.
^*j^J Thomasville, GA (Thomasville HS) • Pre-Busmess
ITraylor, Drew TE 6-4 245 •So.
Birmingham, AL (Mountain Brook HS) • Management
t Wade, Michael QB 6-2 210..Greer, SC (Riverside HS) - Financial Management Jr.
Walker, Landon OT 6-6 305 *So.
North Wilkesboro, NC (East Wilkes HS) • Management
tCloy, Mason C 6-4 310 So.
Columbia, SC {Spring Valley HS) • Park & Protected Area Management
i
McDowell, Roderick RB 5-9 1 80 Fr.
Sumter, SC (Sumter HS) • Pre-Business
Watson, Ronald RB 5-9 1 95 •Sr.
Mautdin, SC (South Florence HS) • Civil Engineering
Cim Conner, Kavell LB 6-1 235 •Sr.
[iCj Richmond, VA (Manchester HS) • Sociology
HQ Cooper, Scotty LB 6-1 220 Jr.
LakeCity,SC (LakeCityHS) •Community Recreation, Sport, &CampManagement
I
a
McNeal, Bryce WR 6-1 170 Fr.
Minneapolis, MN (Breck HS) • Communication Studies
Meeks, Jonathan S 6-1 205 Fr.
Rock Hill, SC (Rock Hill HS) Pre-Business
IWillard, Jonathan LB 6-2 21 5 *Fr.
Loris, SC (Loris HS) • Sociology
I
Wright, John DT 6-2 250 'Jr.
Anderson, SC ( T.L- Hanna HS) • Financial Management
Cumbie, Jamie DT 6-7 290 •Jr.
Morns, IL (Morns HS) • Sociology
(Tffl Moore, Rennie DT 6-4 265..
^j/ij Sanit Marys, GA (Camden County HS) • Sociology
•So. j Zimmerman, Dawson P 6-2 200 So.
'
/ awrenceville, GA (Brookwood HS) • English
iDiehL Chad FB 6-2 255 So.
Lyman, SC (James F Byrnes HS) • Construction Science & Management
ffG) Nobles, Kasey TE 6-1 240 Jr.
Pi A L'lke Butler, FL (Union County HS) • Management
- spent one season as a red-shirt player
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2 DeAndre McDaniel S Jr.
3 Willy Korn QB *So.
5 Rendrick Taylor FB *Sr.
6 Jacoby Ford WR Sr.
7 Ricky Sapp DE Sr.
7 Bryce McNeal WR Fr.
8 Jamie Cumbie DT *}r.
8 Jamie Harper RB So.
9 Spencer Adams S •Fr.
10 Tajh Boyd QB Fr.
n Kyle Parker QB Fr.
12 Marcus Gilchrist DB Jr
13 Spencer Benton PK *Fr.'
15 Coty Sensabaugh CB •-So.
16 Michael Wade QB 'Jr.
18 Crezdon Butler CB Sr.
19 Richard Jackson PK/P Vr.
20 Brandon Maye LB 'So.
21" Xavier Dye WR Jr.
22 Jonathan Meeks S Fr.
23 Andre Ellington RB *Fr.
24 Kevin Alexander DE/LB Sr.
25 Roderick McDowell RB Jr.
26 Marquan Jones WR So.
27 Sadat Chambers S *Gr.
28 CJ.Spiller RB Sr.
29 Xavier Brewer CB *Fr
30 ChadDiehT FB • So.
31 Rashard Hall S *fr.
32 Carlton Lewis S *Fr.
33 Kavell Conner LB •Sr.
34 Tarik Rollins LB 'fr.
36 Byron Maxwell CB *Jr.
37 Kantrell Brown S *Sa
37 Ronald Watson RB *Sr.
38 Chris Chancellor CB *Gr.
40 Andre Branch DE 'So.
41 Daniel Andrews LB So.
42 Byron Clear DE 'So.
43 Tyler Shatley DT Fr.
44 Scotty Cooper LB £
45 Corico Hawkins LB Fr.
46 Jonathan Willard LB *Fr
47 Spencer Shuey LB fr.
48 Jeremy Campbell LB Sr.
49 Quandon Christian LB Fr.
50 John Wright DT •Jr.
54 Man Sanders 06 *Fr.
55 Dalton Freeman C •Fr.
58 Caleb Simmons OL •So.
61 Chris Hairston ^OT •Jr.
62 Mason Cloy C *So!
63 Brandon Thomas OT fr.
64 Wilson Norris OG •So.
65 Thomas Austin OG *Gr.
68 Kenneth Page OG •Fr
70 Jamarcus Grant OL '
"
•Sr.
71 Matt Skinner LS ' •Fr.
72 Landon Walker OT •So.
73 David Smith OG •So.
74 Antoine McClain OG So.
76 Cory Lam.bert OT •Sr.
77 J^K. Jay OT Fr.
78 Ben Ramsey OL •Jr.
79 Phillip Price OT "So.
79 Chris Richardson DE "So^
80 Brandon Ford WR •Fr.
81 Jaron Brown WR •Fr.
82 Durrell Barry TE •Gr.
83 Dwayne Allen TE •Fr.
84 Darrell Smith DE Fr
85 Brandon Clear WR 'So.
86 Michael Palmer TE Sr.
87 Terrance Ashe WR •Jr.
88 Kyle Johnson WR •Gr.
89 Miguel Chavis DT Jr.
90 Kourtnei Brown DE Jr.
91 Jess Bowers DL •Sr.
92 Kasey Nobles TE Jr.
93 Da'Quan Bowers DE So^
94 Rennie Moore DT •So.
95 Drew Traylor TE jO.
96 Dawson Zimmerman p So.
97 Malliciah Goodman DE fr.
98 Brandon Thompson DT So.
99 Jarvis Jenkins DT Jr.
WhBB '^'•"^ip" fffpf thB Ball
Clemson Offense
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
LT 61 Chris Hairston 6-7 325 *Jr.
LG 65 Thomas Austin 6-4 310 *Gr.
C 62 Mason Cloy 6-4 310 •So.
RG 74 Antoine McClain 6-6 320 So.
RT 72 Landon Walker 6-6 305 So.
TE 86 Michael Palmer 6-5 260 Sr.
WR 85 Brandon Clear 6-5 210 •So.
QB 11 Kyle Parker 6-1 200 *Fr.
RB 28 C.J. Spiller 5-11 195 Sr.
WR 87 Terrance Ashe 6-2 190 •Jr.
WR 6 Jacoby Ford 5-10 185 Sr.
PK 19 Richard Jackson 6-0 195 •Jr.
Boston College Defense
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
DE 98 Alex Albright 6-5 248 Jr.
LOT 52 Austin Giles 6-3 278 Sr.
RDT 55 Damik Scafe 6-3 291 Jr.
DE 86 Jim Ramella 6-4 247 Sr.
SLB 26 Dominick LeGrande 6-2 218 So.
MLB 40 Luke Kuechly 6-3 225 Fr.
WLB 44 Alexander DiSanzo 6-3 230 Fr.
FCB 9 DeLeon Gause 5-11 179 Jr.
SS 8 Marcellus Bowman 6-2 225 Sr.
FS 45 Wes Davis 6-1 221 Jr.
BCB 20 Roderick Rollins 6-0 189 Sr.
P 46 Ryan Quigley 6-3 191 So.
Boston College
1 Josh Haden RB So.
2 Montel Harris RB So.
3 Ifeanyi Momah WR Jr.
4 Donnie Fletcher CB So.
5 Ryan Lindsey WR Jr.
6 Jeff Smith RB Sr.
7 Justin Tuggle QB Fr.
8 Marcellus Bowman S Sr.
9 DeLeon Gause CB Jr.
1 Colin Larmond, Jr. WR So.
1
1
Clarence Megwa WR Sr.
1 3 Codi Boek QB Jr.
1
4
Billy Flutie WR/P Jr.
1 5 Dave Shinskie QB Fr.
1
6
Mike Marscovetra QB Fr.
1 7 Clyde Lee WR Fr.
1
8
Rich Gunnell WR Sr.
1
9
Isaac Johnson CB So.
20 Roderick Rollins CB Sr.
23 Jim Noel DB Fr.
24 Dan Mulrooney S So.
25 Chris Fox WR Jr.
26 Dominick LeGrande LB So.
27 Okechukwu Okoroha S Fr.
29 Rolandan Finch RB Fr.
33 Dan Williams LB So.
34 Mike McLaughlin LB Sr.
36 James McCluskey FB Jr.
39 Darius Bagan LB Jr.
40 Luke Kuechly LB Fr.
43 Nate Freese PK Fr.
44 Alexander DiSanzo LB Fr.
45 Wes Davis S Jr.
46 Ryan Quigley P/PK So.
47 Brad Newman DE Jr.
48 Stephen Atkinson S Fr.
50 Will Thompson LB So.
51 Jack Geiser LS Sr.
52 Austin Giles DT Sr.
53 Mike Morrissey LB Jr.
54 Nick Clancy LB Fr.
55 Damik Scafe DT Jr.
56 Max Holloway DE Fr.
57 Sean Flaherty LS Fr.
58 Bill Ferguson DL Sr.
60 Bryan Davis OL Fr.
61 Conor O'Neal DL Fr.
62 Ian White OL Fr.
64 Nick Rossi DL Sr.
65 MattTennant C Sr.
66 Rich Lapham OT Jr.
69 Mark Spinney C So.
71 iMicK Haiioran OG Fr.
72 Mike Goodman, Jr. OT Fr.
73 John Wetzel OT Fr.
74 Anthony Castonzo OT Jr.
75 Nathan Richman OG So.
76 Michael Stone OT Fr.
77 Emmett Cleary OG Fr.
78 Thomas Claiborne OG Jr.
81 Chris Pantale TE Fr.
82 Justin Jarvis WR Sr.
83 Steve Aponavicius PK/P Sr.
84 John Lowell WR Sr.
86 Jim Ramella DE Sr.
87 Lars Anderson TE So.
88 Jordon McMichael TE Jr.
89 Mike Naples P|.
92 Dillon Quinn DT Fr.
93 Bryan Murray DT Fr.
95 Brendan Deska TE/DL Sr.
96 Kaleb Ramsey DL So.
98 Alex Albright DL Jr.
m\r^Mmmim 1
Loc3tion rhp<;tnut Hill MA 1
Enrollm€nt 14 500 1
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President Rev.WilliamP. Leahy, SJ.
Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo
First Year of Football 1893
Series Record Tied 8-8-2 '
Athletic Website BCEagles.com t
MGUES
Boston College was founded in 1863 by the Soci-
ety of Jesus to serve the sons of Boston's Irish immi-
grants. It was the first institution of higher education
to be founded in the city of Boston. Today, it is one
of the foremost universities in the nation, with a co-
educational enrollment of 14,500 undergraduate and
graduate students. Boston College has drawn stu-
dents from all 50 states and more than 80 countries.
Boston College has grown not just in size, but also
in stature and diversity. Today, it is ranked among the
top-34 national universities by U.S. News & World
Report. Its Graduate School of Social Work is listed
among the nation's top 1 5, also by U.S. News & World
Report, while the graduate programs of its Lynch
School of Education are among the top 20 and its Con-
nell School of Nursing and law school are among the
top 30.
After more than a century of growth and evolution,
Boston College holds fast to the ideals that inspired its
Jesuit founders. The University remains focused on its
mission of helping students to develop their minds
the development of the whole person in body as well
as in mind and spirit. Boston College offers 31 men's
and women's varsity sports, all of which compete at
the NCAA Division I level, and annually has one of the
highest graduation rates in the nation.
and talents while providing them with the motivation
and compassion to use those talents in the service of
others.
Today, the Boston College motto "ever to excel"
also extends to a broad array of extracurricular ac-
tivities and opportunities, ranging from sports to the
arts. Athletics is integral to the University's focus on
Head Coach
QjMSrgaEii]
Head Coach
Head Coach Frank Spaziani (Penn State '69)
Record at School (Seasons) 2-0 (1st)
Career Record (Seasons) 2-0 (1st)
Assistant Coaches
Coach Position(s) Alma Mater
Bill McGovern DC, LB Holy Cross '85
Gary Tranquil! OCQB Wittenberg '62
Dave Brock TE Salisbury State '94
Jeff Comissiong DL Maine '97
Mike Dawson STC, DL Massachusetts '97
Ryan Day WR New Hampshire '02
Sean Devine OL Colby '94
Mike Siravo RC, DB Boston College '98
Ben Sirmans RB Maine '93
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(7Y7^ Albright, Alex DL
Cill) Cincinnoli. OH ISainlXavier HS)
Anderson, Lars TE
(jjfy Winter Spnngi, FL (Winter Springi HS)
(?G\ Aponaviclus, Steve PK/P ..
(jJCj fasten. PA (Boston Area HS)
rr?) Atkinson, Stephen S
^iXj Coral Springs, FL (Cardinal Gibbons HS)
..6-5 248 Jr.
...6-3 243 So.
.5-10 193 Sr.
...6-1 209 Fr.
8
Megwa, Clarence WR
Binghamton, NY (Binghamton HS)
Momah, Ifeanyi WR
Greenlaivn. NY (tlwood-John H. Glenn HS)
..6-1 214 Sr.
..6-6 228 Jr.
Morrissey, Mike LB
QJOJ Lincolnshire. IL (Adlai E. Stevenson School!
..6-2 219 Jr.
Gil Mulrooney, Dan S
Ziu Prospect, CT(Holy Cross HS)
,....6-1 209 So.
CYT^Bagan, Darius LB.,
QjtJ Wallington, NJ (Queen ofPeach HS)
i
8
Boek, Codi QB...
Fair Oaks, CA (Del Campo HS)
Bowman, Marcellus S
Girard, OH (Liberty HS)
I
Castonzo, Anthony OT ...
\ Hawthorn Woods, IL (Lake Zurich HS)
^TTI Claiborne, Thomas OG.,
IxJ Randolph. MA (Wellesley HS)
..6-2 232 Jr.
...6-3 221 Jr.
..6-2 225 Sr.
...6-7 295 Jr.
6-3 325 Jr.
Clancy, Nick LB..
Plainfield, IL (Joliet Catholic Academy)
..6-3 226 Fr.
..6-7 297 Fr.
1 Davis, Wes S ,
El Cajon, CA (Steele Canyon HS)
...6-1 221 Jr.
Deska, Bi
CJCJ Orlando. FL
rendan TE/DL
(Olympia HS)
rn DiSanzo, Alexander LB.,
^_nj Fair Lawn. NJ (Don Bosco Prep)
..6-3 230 Fr.
2S
i
Ferguson, Bill DL .
Weston. MA (Weston HS)
Finch, Rolandan RB
.
New Albany IN (Saint Xavier (KY) HS)
..6-2 227 Sr.
..5-10 201 Fr.
rei Flaherty, Sean LS.
Vll Loveland. OH (Loveland HS)
Fletcher, Donnie CB .
Cleveland, OH (Glenville HS)
6-2 212 Fr.
..6-1 196 So.
I Flutie, Billy WR/P 6-2..,
} Natick, MA (Natick HS)
...194 Jr.
CBFox,
LSD Hull. I
Chris WR 5-11.
MA (Xaverian Brothers HS)
Yjn Cleary, Emmett OG.,
ilU Arlington Heights, IL (Saint Viator HS)
1 Davis, Bryan OL 6-3 284 Fr.
Lithia Springs. GA (Lithia Springs HS)
....6-5 256 Sr.
rn Freese, Nate PK 6-0...,
kSj Strongsville. OH (Strongsville HS)
...170 Fr.
9 Cause, I
Miami, FL
\UAMa
DeLeon CB 5-11.
(Miami Central HS)
.179 Jr.
Geiser, Jack LS 6-2 ...
Dallas, TX (Jesuit College Preparatory School)
Giles, Austin DT 6-3 ...
M rshHeld, MA (Marshfield HS)
TO Goodman, Jr., Mike OT 6-6.,
/f n Miami, FL (Christopher Columbus HS)
ijTTj Gunnell, Rich WR 5-1 1
.
LU fasf Windsor, NJ (Notre Dame HS)
ijl Haden,Josh RB 5-8.
U Fort Washington, MD (Friendly HS)
...221 Sr.
....278 Sr.
.302 Fr.
.196 Sr.
....181 So.
SO
Hailoran, Nick OG 6-6.
Somerville, MA (Buckingham Browne & Nichols)
Harris, Montel RB 5-1 .
Jacksonville, FL (Trinity Christian Academy)
.277 Fr.
.200 So.
nriHolloway, Max OE 6-2.
tUl) Lutz, FL (Jefferson Senior HS)
Jarvis, Justin WR 6-5...,
Bloomheld, CKAvon Old Farms School)
.225 Fr.
ijXI Lee, Clyde.
1 1/ Missouri City, TX (Hightower HS)
C]ra LeGrande, Dominick LB 6-2 ...
Z4iJ stolen Island NY (Curtis HS)
....218 So.
Lindsey, Ryan WR 5-8.
Mahwah, NJ (Don Bosco Prep)
(TVI LoweM, John WR 6-4 ....
Miami, FL (Ransom Everglades School)
rZ) Marscovetra, Mike QB 6-4...
LlJ Oakland, NJ (Indian Hills HS)
CriiMcCluskey, James FB 6-2....
CliJ Billerica, MA (Billerica Memorial HS)
Cyn McLaughlin, Mike LB 6-0....
Woburn, MA (Woburn Memorial HS)
rTYT] McMichael, Jordon TE 6-5 ....
(lU Eden Prairie, MN (Breck HS)
.251 Jr.
.245 Sr.
(Tfl Murray, Bryan DT
.
Cjl) O/ney, MD (Good Counsel HS)
rTYH Naples, Mike TE..
(jJcJ Branchburg, NJ (Somerville HS)
6-2 295 Fr.
.6-4 234 Fr.
Newman, Brad DE
NJ (Manosquan HS)
...242 Fr.
...196 Sr.
.183 So.tJTT^ Johnson, Isaac CB 6-0.,
LhJ Everett, MA (Everett HS)
n7| Kuechly, Luke LB 6-3.,
tJJJ Cincinnati, OH (Saint Xavier HS)
rarilLapham, Rich OT 6-8 322 Jr.
UjjJ Amherst, NH (Souhegon HS)
(jT?| Larmond, Jr., Colin WR 6-3 200 So.
UJJ Whippany, NJ (Morristown-Beord School)
.WR 6-0 191 Fr.
raNewr
SJL/ Brielle,
GC\ NoeL Ji
LSU Everett, M
..6-2 256 Jr.
.DB 6-4 181 Fr.
A (Everett HS)
CVj Okoroha, Okechukwu S....
(Jil Lanham, MD (Eleanor Roosevelt HS)
6-1 195 Fr.
rjyi O'Neal,
IJJU Valrico, FL
Conor DL
(Newsome HS)
..6-3 299 Fr.
i Pantale, Chris TE....Wayne, NJ (Wayne Valley HS) ....6-6 244 Fr.
rrZ) Quigley, Ryan P/PK 6-3 191 So.
^JiJ Little River, SC (North Myrtle Beach HS)
(7C) Quinn, Dillon DT
Elmsford, NY (Trinity Pawling HS)
Ramella, Jim DE
(ili) Westlake, OH (Saint Ignatius HS)
..6-6 279 Fr.
6-4 247 Sr.
rpra Ramsey, Kaleb DL
Cli) Uniontown, PA (Laurel Highlands HS)
..6-3 274 So.
UDno
1
Richman, Nathan OG
North Easton, MA (Thayer Academy)
Rollins, Roderick CB
Dallas, TX (Skyline HS)
...6-6 292 So.
...6-0 189 Sr.
1 Rossi, Nick DL 6-6 295 Sr.
Walpole, MA (Catholic Memorial HS)
[jl^Scafe, Damik DT
Windsor, CT (Windsor HS)
ij^ Shinskie, Dave QB
\xj Mount Carmel, PA (Mount Cormel Area HS)
..6-3 291 Jr.
..6-4 216 Fr.
Smith, Jeff RB ...
Plympton, MA (Silver Lake Regional HS)
...5-9 204 Sr.
fiyri Spinney, Mark C 6-4 292 So.
UJcJ Westford, MA (Bishop Guertin (NH) HS)
...168 Jr.
..193 Sr.
TO Stone, Michael OT
US Holliston. MA (Holliston HS)
rn^Tennant, Matt C
IjJcJ Cincinnati, OH (Archbishop Moeller HS)
..6-6 259 Fr.
..6-4 291 Sr.
....192 Fr.
rTTj Thompson, Will LB.,
CJUJ Jersey City, NJ (Saint Peter's Prep)
BTuggle, Justin QB.
Alpharetta. GA (Northview HS)
TO Wetzel, John OT.
LRj Pittsburgh, PA (BrashearHS)
6-1 230 So.
6-3 222 Fr.
..6-7 286 Fr.
White, Ian OL
Conway NH (A. Crosby Kennett HS)
..242 Jr. Williams, Dan LB
CJCL) Cambridge, MA (Belmont Hill School)
.6-5 299 Fr.
,.6-2 240 So.
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It's time for Turner's Jewelers CVM
DIAMOND IMPORTERS
Applewood Shopping Center
Seneca • 864-882-5414
Mall Corners • Clemson Boulevard
Anderson '864-231-6300
Middle Tennessee
Opponent W-L Score
at Clemson L 14-37
Memphis W 31-14
Date
9-19
9- 26
10-6
10-17
10-24
10- 31
11-7
11-14
11-21
11 28
Opponent
at Maryland
at North Texas
at Troy
Mississippi State
Western Kentucky
at Florida Atlantic
Florida International
Louisiana-Lafayette
Arkansas State
at LouiSiana-Monroe
Time
3:30
7:00
8:00
4:00
3:30
4:00
LJ
Miami (fU
Opponent W-L Score
W
Opponent W-L Score
Jacksonville State W 37-17
Clemson W 30-27
Date Opponent Time
9-17 at Miami (FL) 7 45
9-26 North Carolina
10- 3 at Mississippi State
10-10 at Florida State
10-17 Virginia Tech
10-24 at Virginia
10- 31 atVanderbilt
11-7 Wake Forest
11-14 at Duke
1 1 -28 Georgia
at Florida State
Coastal Carolina
Opponent W-L Score
at Kent State L 0-18
Monmouth W 24-17
Date Opponent Time
9-17 Georgia Tech 7:45 Date Opponent Time
9-26 at Virginia Tech 9-19 atTowson 7:00
10-3 Oklahoma 9-26 North Carolina A&T 7:00
10-10 Florida A&M 10-10 Virginia Military 7:00
10-17 at Central Florida 7:30 10-17 at Liberty 3:30
10-24 Clemson 10-24 at Stony Brook 3:30
10-31 at Wake Forest 10-31 at Clemson
1 1 -7 Virginia 11-7 Gardner-Webb 12:30
11-14 at North Carolina 11-14 Presbyterian 12:30
11-21 Duke 11-21 at Charleston Southern 1:30
Boston College
Opponent W-L Score
Texas Christian
W-L Score
Maryland
It W-L Score
Wake Forest
ent W-L Score
Northeastern W 54-0 at Virg nia W 30-14 at California L 13-52 Baylor L 21-24
Kent State W 34-7 James Madison W'°" 38-35 Stanford W 24-17
Date Opponent Time
Opponent 9-19 Texas State 7:00 Opponent Opponent
9-19 at Clemson 12:00 at Clemson 9-19 Middle Tennessee 3:30 9-19 Elon 6:30
9-26 Wake Forest 10-3 Southern Methodist 8:00 9-26 Rutgers 9-26 at Boston College
10-3 Florida State 10-10 at Air Force 7 30 10-3 Clemson 10-3 N.C. State
10-10 at Virginia Tech 10-17 Colorado State 4:00 10-10 at Wake Forest 10-10 Maryland
10-17 N.C. State 10-24 at Brigham Young 7:30 10-17 Virginia 10-17 at Clemson
10-24 at Notre Dame 10-31 Nevada-Las Vegas 4:00 10-24 at Duke 10-24 at Navy 3:30
10-31 Central Michigan 11-7 at San Diego State 4:00 11-7 at N.C, State 10-31 Miami (FL)
1114 at Virginia 11-14 Utah 7:30 11-14 Virginia Tech 11-7 at Georgia Tech
11-21 North Carolina 11-21 at Wyoming 2:00 11-21 at Florida State n-14 Florida State
11-28 at Maryland 11-28 New Mexico 1:00 11-28 Boston College 11-28 at Duke
Florida State
Opponent W-L Score
N.C. State
Opponent W-L Score
Virginia
Opponent W-L Score
South Carolina
Opponent W-L Score
Miami (FL) L 34-38 South Carolina L 3-7 William & Mary L 14-26 at N.C State W 7-3
Jacksonville State W 19-9 Murray State W 65-7 Texas Christian L 14-30 at Georgia L 37-41
Date Opponent Time Date Opponent Time Date Opponent Time Date Opponent Time
9-19 at Brigham Young 7:00 9-19 Gardner-Webb 6:00 9-19 at Southern Mississippi 3:30 9-19 Florida Atlantic 7:00
9-26 South Florida 9-26 Pittsburgh 3:30 10-3 at North Carolina 9-24 Mississippi 7:30
10-3 at Boston College 10-3 at Wake Forest 10-10 Indiana 10-3 S.C. State
10-10 Georgia Tech 10-10 Duke 10-17 at Maryland 10-10 Kentucky
10-22 at North Carolina 8:00 10-17 at Boston College 10-24 Georgia Tech 10-17 at Alabama
10-31 N.C. State 10-31 at Florida State 10-31 Duke 10-24 Vanderbilt
11-7 at Clemson 11-7 Maryland 11-7 at Miami IFL) 10-31 at Tennessee
11-14 at Wake Forest 11-14 Clemson 11-14 Boston College 11-7 at Arkansas
11-21 Maryland 11-21 at Virginia Tech 11-21 at Clemson 11-14 Florida
1 1-28 at Florida 11-28 North Carolina 11-28 Virginia Tech 11-28 Clemson
Thursday, September 3
South Carolina 7 at N.C. State 3
Saturday, September 5
Northeastern at Boston College 54
Micidle Tennessee 14 at Clemson 37
Richmond 24 at Duke 1
6
Jacksonville State 17 at Georgia Tech 37
Maryland 13 at California 52
The Citadel 6 at North Carolina 40
William & Mary 26 at Virginia 14
Alabama 34 vs. Virginia Tech 24*
Baylor 24 at Wake Forest 21
Monday, September 7
Miami (FL) 38 at Florida State 34
Thursday, September 10
Clemson 27 at Georgia Tech 30
Saturday, September 12
Kent State 7 at Boston College 34
Duke 35 at Army 19
Jacksonville State 9 at Florida State 19
James Madison 35 at Maryland 38 (OT)
North Carolina 1 2 at Connecticut 1
Murray State 7 at N.C. State 65
Texas Christian 30 at Virginia 1
4
Marshall 1 at Virginia Tech 52
Stanford 1 7 at Wake Forest 24
Thursday, September 17
Georgia Tech at Miami (FL) "™7:45
Saturday, September 19
Boston College at Clemson fvar^^
Dukeat Kansas *""n2:00
East Carolina at North Carolina ESPN, 2:00 Saturday, October 17 Saturday, November 14
Middle Tennessee at Maryland "™3«3:30 Miami (FL) at Central Florida CBSCS7.30 Boston College at Virginia TBA
Virginia at Southern Mississippi CBSCS3.30 N.C. State at Boston College TBA Clemson at N.C. State TBA
Nebraska at Virginia Tech .803.30 Wake Forest at Clemson TBA Georgia Tech at Duke TBA
Gardner-Webb at N.C. State 6;00 Virginia Tech at Georgia Tech TBA Florida State at Wake Forest TBA
Elon at Wake Forest 6:30 Virginia at Maryland TBA Virginia Tech at Maryland TBA
Florida State at Brigham Young ""'"7:00 Miami (FL) at North Carolina TBA
Saturday, September 26
Thursday, October 22
Florida State at North Carolina ESPNg.QO Saturday, November 21
Pittsburgh at N.C. State ESPNU3.30 North Carolina at Boston College TBA
North Carolina Central at Duke 7:00 Saturday, October 24 Virginia at Clemson TBA
Wake Forest at Boston College TBA Wake Forest at Navy CBSCS3.30 Duke at Miami (FL) TBA
Texas Christian at Clemson TBA Boston College at Notre Dame TBA Maryland at Florida State TBA
South Florida at Florida State TBA Clemson at Miami (FL) TBA N.C. State at Virginia Tech TBA
North Carolina at Georgia Tech TBA Maryland at Duke TBA
Rutgers at Maryland TBA Georgia Tech at Virginia TBA Saturday, November 28
Miami (FL) at Virginia Tech TBA Boston College at Maryland TBA
Saturday, October 3
Thursday, October 29
North Carolina at Virginia Tech
Florida State at Boston College TBA
Clemson at Maryland TBA Saturday, October 31
Virginia Tech at Duke TBA Central Michigan at Boston College TBA
Georgia Tech at Mississippi State TBA Coastal Carolina at Clemson TBA
Oklahoma at Miami (FL) TBA Duke at Virginia TBA
Virginia at North Carolina TBA N.C. State at Florida State TBA
N.C. State at Wake Forest TBA Georgia Tech at Vanderbilt
Miami (FL) at Wake Forest
TBA
TBA
Saturday, October 10
Boston College at Virginia Tech TBA
Duke at N.C. State TBA
Georgia Tech at Florida State TBA
Maryland at Wake Forest TBA
Florida A&M at Miami (FL) TBA
Georgia Southern at North Carolina TBA
Indiana at Virginia TBA
Clemson at South Carolina
Wake Forest at Duke
Florida State at Florida
Georgia at Georgia Tech
Miami (FL) at South Florida
North Carolina at N.C. State
Virginia Tech at Virginia
Saturday, December 5
ACC Championship Game^
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
!:00
Thursday, November 5
Virginia Tech at East Carolina """7:45
*
- Atlanta, GA; - Tampa, FL; Note: All times
are PM and Eastern.
Saturday, November 7
Florida State at Clemson
Duke at North Carolina
Wake Forest at Georgia Tech
Maryland at N.C. State
Virginia at Miami (FL)
TBA
TBA
TBA
JTBA
TBA
• * * THE ROAD TO * * •
TAMPABAX
• ATIANVCCOASTCONFERENCE 09 •
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What is Clemson?
If there's anything Serji Amirkhanian loves more than
teaching, it's winning. And as faculty adviser to Clemson's
Concrete Canoe team, the soccer-playing civil engineering
professor gets to combine both passions.
Amirkhanian wears many different hats at Clemson —
Mays Professor of Transportation Engineering, Alumni
Distinguished Professor and director of the Asphalt
Rubber Technology Service. It's his students' three titles
as American Society of Civil Engineers National Concrete
Canoe Competition champions, however, that are among
his proudest accomplishments.
For the last 16 years, the Clemson team has made it to
nationals where they compete with other top engineering
schools. The boats resemble slick racing canoes.
Students use high-
ly-
tech materials to
develop extremely
lightweight and strong
concrete mixes. They
not only have to
design, build and race
their canoes, they
also have to make
a presentation that
incorporates written,
oral and visual
elements to explain the concepts behind the canoe.
Hundreds of hours go into preparation.
"I'm very competitive, and I like to win," says
Amirkhanian. "But that's not what keeps me doing it.
It's the friendships and associations with students that
drive me. I enjoy challenging them to make it all work.
We learn to overcome difficulties together."
^CLEMSON
\889 UNIVERSITY
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Thomas Green Clemson believed that South Caro-
lina needed an institution of higher education dedi-
cated to science and agriculture. With his belief came
the foundation that was laid for Clemson Agricultural
College. On April 5, 1 888, Thomas Clemson died, leav-
ing most of his estate to the state of South Carolina
with the purpose of establishing a college that would
teach scientific agriculture and the mechanical arts to
the young people of South Carolina.
The college formally opened its doors in 1 893 with
an enrollment of 446 students. As an all-male military
school, it quickly became recognized across the nation
as an important part of the national system of state
universities and land-grant colleges. In 1955, Clemson
became a civilian co-educational college. As the school
expanded its academic offerings and research pursuits,
the state legislature renamed it Clemson University in
1964.
Today, the University is much more than Thomas
Clemson could have ever envisioned. The campus is
located on 1,400 acres of beautiful rolling hills on what
once was the plantation of former U.S. Vice President
Founded: 1889
Total Enrollment (2008-09): 1 8,3 1
7
Undergraduate Enrollment (2008-09): 14,71
3
Graduate Enrollment (2008-09): 3,604
Freshman Class Enrollment (2008-09): 2,923
Average SAT of 2008-09 Freshmen: 1 ,223
Freshmen in Top-10 Percent of Class: 52%
Freshman-Year Retention Rate: 91%
Degrees Awarded in 2008: 2,779
Undergraduate Degree Programs: 68
Graduate School Degree Programs: 1 1
1
Full-Time Teaching Faculty Members: 1,223
John C. Calhoun. Landmarks such as Fort Hill, the former
home of the Clemsons and the Calhouns, Tillman Hall
with its clocktower and Carillon Garden, the statue of
Thomas Green Clemson, and the outdoor amphitheater
all help retain the air of tradition.
Clemson Unviersity Facts
• U.S. News & World Report ranked Clemson the
leading university in South Carolina and #22 among
the nation's top public universities in August of 2009.
The university's goal is to be one of the top-20 public
universities in the nation. Clemson has improved 52
spots since 1997.
• Clemson's five colleges include Agriculture, Forestry,
& Life Sciences; Architecture, Arts, & Humanities; Busi-
ness & Behavioral Science; Engineering & Science; and
Health, Education, & Human Development.
• Kiplinger's magazine ranks Clemson #34 among pub-
lic institutions in its roundup of institutions providing
a top-quality education at a reasonable price.
• The Program for Educational Enrichment and Reten-
tion (PEER) helped bring Clemson's graduation rate
of African-American engineering students to the
highest in the nation among predominantly non-
historically black schools.
• Fike Recreation Center, which just completed a
renovation and expansion project, has a host of
opportunities for students to let off steam through
physical activity. Inside Fike is an eight-lane swim-
ming pool, a diving tank, two gyms for basketball
and other activities, various weightlifting facilities,
and room for aerobics. Outside Fike are several
spacious fields used for the extensive intramural
program and for student enjoyment. There are
indoor and lighted outdoor tennis courts across
the street at Hoke Sloan Tennis Center.
The Hendrix Student Center is a 1 08,000 square-foot
facility in the heart of Clemson's campus that contains
a convenience store, food court, movie theater, and
bookstore. The center has 15,000 square feet of meet-
ing rooms and a 2,600-square-foot student lounge. It
is also the home of the IVlichelin Career Center, student
media, and Campus Life offices.
The Michelin Career Center can help with planning
and finding summer and full-time employment.
The office assists in career counseling and planning,
searching for a job, preparing resumes, and develop-
ing job interview strategies. Resources include staff
expertise, books, videotapes, and literature provided
by companies and agencies. Clemson has developed
one of the best automated placement systems in the
country, allowing students to research employers and
sign up for interviews from any mainframe computer
terminal on campus.
The Princeton Review ranked Clemson students the
nation's #1 "Happiest Student Body" in 2008.
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Since its inception in 1991, tlie Student-Athlete
Enrichment Programs have provided student-athletes
a continued commitment to excellence. Our approach
is to address the total student-athlete, and we are com-
mitted to coaching our student-athletes to success in
the academic, personal grow/th, career, and community
service arenas.
As an original member of the NCAA CHAMPS/Life
Skills Program, we provide opportunities and services
to address the changing needs and skills of student-
athletes during college and after graduation. This
program was selected for the FBS Athletic Director's
Association "Program of Excellence" Award, a lifetime
award recognizing CHAMPS/Life Skills excellence.
Clemson's commitment to provide its student-
athletes with the best facilities is evident in many ways.
From the soaring upper decks of Memorial Stadium
and the beautiful WestZone, to the "New Littlejohn
Coliseum," to the state-of-the-art strength training
facility, young men and women from all of Clemson's
intercollegiate varsity sports have the best in facilities
for both training and competition.
The Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs are
housed in Vickery Hall, located in the center of campus.
The $3-million structure is as impressive aesthetically as
other athletic facilities. It recently underwent $300,000
in renovations to further assist our student-athletes in
the classroom. But the importance of Vickery Hall to
our student-athletes is not found in the structure itself
but in the many programs that the building houses.
Vickery Hall opened in the fall of 1991 and was the
first facility in the country constructed solely to provide
academic support to student-athletes. The two-story,
27,000 square-foot building is open all day and into the
evening hours to accommodate the student-athletes'
extended schedules.
Vickery Hall programs are dedicated to providing
a holistic, educational experience by inspiring an envi-
ronment of respect, integrity, and excellence. Through
these services, Vickery Hall guides and encourages each
individual to reach his or her full potential as a student,
athlete, and citizen.
Academic Commitment
Clemson's 19 sports programs had an overall GPA
of 2.97 for the 2009 spring semester, the highest on re-
cord. Additionally, 242 of the 448 student-athletes (54
percent) were named to the Academic Honor Roll (3.0
GPA or better). That is a record for the highest percent-
age of student-athletes on the Academic Honor Roll
for one semester.
The Tiger football team had a record 44 of its 96
student-athletes earn a 3.0 GPA or better. The previous
record was 41 during the fall of 2000. The team GPA in
Dabo Swinney's first full semester as head coach was
2.61, the second-highest team GPA on record.
The list of football team members on the Aca-
MieKBnHHail
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Associate Athletic Dirert'.H,
Academic Services
Director of
Academic Services
Learning Specialist Learning Specialist Athletic Academic
Advisor, Football
Athletic Academic
Advisor, Football
Technical Consultant Administrative Assistant
i'faaiiiiate^tfiMi^ijW
Learning Specialist Tutor/Mentor Athletic Academic
Advisor
Athletic Academic
Advisor
Athletic Academic Advisor &
CHAMPS/Life Skills Coordinator
Administrative Assistant Athletic Ai .idrdui Advisor
& Career L>v('lopfiu-nt
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demic Honor Roll Included starters Kevin Alexander,
Thomas Austin, Da'Quan Bowers, Mason Cloy, Rashaad
Jackson, Jimmy Maners, Brandon Maye, Akeem Robin-
son, and Ricky Sapp. Thirteen of the players on the ros-
ter made the Dean's List (3.50 to 3.99 GPA), including
Austin, a starting offensive guard, and Maye, a starting
linebacker. Both are returning AII-ACC Academic play-
ers. Maners received an ACC Postgraduate Scholarship
and was inducted into Clemson's initial Phi Beta Kappa
class in 2008 as well.
The Clemson football program had the most Aca-
demic Honor Roll members (44), seven more than the
rowing program. It marked the first time since the
spring of 2002 that the football team had the depart-
ment's most Academic Honor Roll members.
Clemson had five student-athletes on the AII-ACC
Academic team in 2008, including C.J. Spiller, who was
First-Team AII-ACC on the field and in the classroom.
He made the Dean's List in the first semester with a 3.5
GPA. He also became the first running back in Tiger
history to earn First-Team AII-ACC honors on the field
and in the classroom in the same academic year.
Athletic Commitment
It was a noteworthy year for Clemson athletics in
2008-09. From a team standpoint in the high-profile
sports of football, basketball, and baseball, Clemson
played in a bowl game, the NCAA Men's Basketball
Tournament, and the NCAA Baseball Tournament in
the same year for the first time since the 1997-98 aca-
demic year. It was just the eighth time in history that
it played in all three major postseason events in the
same academic year, as Clemson was one of just 13
schools to do so.
Clemson received team bids to NCAA Tourna-
ments in women's volleyball, men's basketball, wom-
en's tennis, rowing, men's golf, and baseball, and the
Tigers were ranked in the top 25 of the final polls in
men's basketball, women's tennis, rowing, men's golf,
men's indoor track & field, and baseball.
It was a landmark year for the Tiger rowing pro-
gram. Richard Ruggieri led Clemson to a team bid in
the NCAA Championships for the first time and the
varsity 4+ boat won the national title.
There were many remarkable individual perfor-
mances as well. In addition to the women in the Na-
tional Championship varsity 4+ boat (Allison Colberg,
Callen Erdeky, Lydia Hassell, Kelly Murphy, Meredith
Razzolini), Jacoby Ford won the NCAA title in the 60m
indoors. Kyle Stanley won the Ben Hogan Award as
the nation's top golfer and finished second at the
NCAA Championships.
aiHljBailSTIIDQanMQ^
Rk Year Semester GPA Head Coach
1. 2008 Spring 2.63 Tommy Bowden
2. 2009 Spring 2.61 Dabo Swinney
3. 2001 Spring 2.58 Tommy Bowden
4. 2002 Spring 2.56 Tommy Bowden
5.
6.
2007
2004
Fall
Spring
2.53
2.52
Tommy Bowden
Tommy Bowden
7. 2000 Spring 2.49 Tommy Bowden
8. 2000 Fall 2.46 Tommy Bowden
2007 Spring 246 Tommy Bowden
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at is
emson?
Clemson University is defined by its "determined
spirit" — the shared sense that drives our progress,
unites us as a family and pushes us to reach greater
heights. In fact, the very foundation of the University
rests on the determination of Thomas Green Clemson.
Determined spirit is in our DNA.
o
o
A new set of communications
tools will better convey what we
all know to be true — there is
no other place like Clemson.
Over the next few months,
you will see a refreshed
look in our print and online
communications. But what you
love about Clemson's brand
— the Tiger Paw and Clemson
Orange — are still there,
only stronger. Rest assured
that Clemson's DNA and our
commitment to honoring it
have not changed.
Take a look!
www. clemson.edu/guidelines
9.
This brief NCAA rules education is aimed at outlining basic
recruiting rules to help potential Tiger students-athletes and
parents better understand the extensive process. Clemson
University iscommitted to recruiting and conducting our athletic
program with the highest level of integrity. Ifyouhavequestions
about NCAA rules, pleasecontactClemson's compliance services
at (864) 656- 1 580 or through our website at ClemsonTiaers.com
and click on compliance.
Important NCAA Terms
Academic Credentials - A prospect should check with his
high school guidance office to see if he is taking classes that
will meet NCAA eligibility standards. A prospect should do
this early (prior to his sophomore year) and keep track of core
courses. A prospect will need to take either the ACT or SAT for
NCAA certification.
Contact - NCAA rules define a contact as a face-to-face
interaction with a prospect and/or his parents by a coach off
Clemson's campus. The NCAA sets a contact period for football
prospects from late November through the end of January. That
Is the only time coaches can meet with a prospect away from
the Clemson campus.
Core Courses - Courses at a prospect's high school that
are considered college preparatory. The NCAA requires 16
core courses, including four in English, three in math, two in
science, one additional from English, math, or science, two
social sciences, and four additional courses. A high school
prospect's guidance counselor will have a list of the school's
core courses (48H), or visit the NCAA Eligibility Center's website
at EliqibilitvCenter.com for more information.
Dead Period - Recruiting period when coaches may not have
face-to-face contact with prospects on or off campus. Coaches
may continue to telephone and write a prospect.
Evaluation - In April and (Way of a prospect's junior year, coaches
will visit a prospect's high school and review his athletic and
academic credentials with his coach. In the fall, they may watch
a prospect compete one time but will not have any contact.
Home Visit - During the contact period, a senior prospect may
invite college coaches to his home to meet his parents and to
talk in detail about the football program and academic offerings
at any college the prospect is considering.
Prospect - Any student who has entered the ninth grade. Once
a person becomes a prospect, NCAA rules define how college
coaches can interact with that prospect.
Receiving Mail - Prior to September 1 of a prospect's junior
year, NCAA rules allow Clemson to mail a questionnaire, NCAA
Statement
The Department of Athletics offers nationally promi-
nent athletic programs. Through a dedicated commitment
to educational interests, a competitive athletic program,
and integrity in all areas, the student-athletes, coaches,
and staff strive to bring credit and recognition to Clemson
University.
The mission of the Athletic Department is to sponsor
a broad-based athletic program that provides educational
and athletic opportunities for young men and women to
grow, develop, and serve the interests of Clemson University
by complementing and enhancing its diversity and quality
of life.
Furthermore, the Athletic Department seeks to be a
source of pride for the citizens of the State of South Carolina
and to be recognized as a nationally-prominent program,
through consistently high levels of performance and ac-
complishment in athletic competitions.
The Athletic Department strives to develop student-
athletes academically and athletically with the total com-
mitment of aiding their efforts to graduate from Clemson
University and advance to careers that will enable them to
be productive members of society.
The Athletic Department will act in an ethical and hon-
est manner, dedicated to compliance with all Federal, State,
NCAA, Conference, and University rules and regulations.
Associate Athletic Director,
Compliance Services
Email - saetlis^clemson.edu
educational information, and
a summer-camp brochure to
a prospect. After September
1 of the prospect's junior
year, coaches can provide a
prospect with personalized
letters, a media guide, and
copies of newspaper articles
A prospect can receive
a football game program
when he visits the Clemson
University campus.
Recruiting - A term used
to describe the process of
acquainting a prospect with
a college and the coaches of
that college who are striving to
learn more about a prospect.
Only coaches can recruit.
No one else is permitted to
persuade a prospect to play at a particular college.
Standardized Test - A prospect must take the ACT or SAT before
enrolling in college full-time. A prospect may take the ACT or SAT
more than once and use the best subscore from different tests to
achieve the highest score. Both Clemson and the NCAA Eligibility
Center require scores to be reported directly from the testing
agency. When registering for the test, list the Eligibility Center
Code (9999) and Clemson (3842 (ACT), 51 1 1 (SAT)). Clemson
University admissions requires students to present either an
ACT or SAT writing score. The writing score will not be used to
determine a prospect's qualifier status.
Telephone - Clemson football coaches can call a prospect once
in (Way during the prospect's junior year. After September 1 of
a prospect's senior year, a coach can call a prospect only once a
week. A prospect can expect unlimited calls during the contact
period...before his official visit and once the prospect has signed
a National Letter of Intent (NLI).
Frequently Asked Questions
• Are a prospect's parents invited for an official visit?
Yes. NCAA rules allow a school to provide lodging and
meals for parents or legal guardians who accompany their
child. However, NCAA rules do not allow schools to provide
transportation for parents unless they drive with their son.
• Can a prospect visit Clemson anytime during his high
school career? Yes. A prospect can have his high school coach
call Clemson coaches to set up an unofficial visit. He can attend
a football game and talk with Tiger coaches, and it does not
count as a contact when it is on Clemson's campus. There are
times when a prospect cannot visit...NCAA rules refer to them
as"dead periods,"as coaches will not schedule to meet with a
prospect during that time.
• Can IPTAY members help recruit? No. NCAA rules are clear...
only Clemson coaches can telephone, contact, and evaluate a
prospect. Only college coaches can offer unofficial and official
visits.
®mi]I[ffiIIB©QH5!nSE©QM]
Assistant Athletic Director,
Compliance Services
Email - cbwoody(S)clemson.edu
Director of Compliarice Services
Email - cvinsoniojclemson ecju
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Compliance Services Phone: (864) 656-1 580 I
Compliance Services Fax: (864) 656-1 243
Compliance Services Address: P.O. Box 31;
^
Clemson, SC 29633 \
Overnight Address: Jervey Athletic Center;
1 00 Perimeter Road; Clemson, SC 29633
Website: .. ClemsonTiaers.com/Compliance/Compliance-Home.html
' What Is a National Letter of Intent (NLI)? It is a contract. A
prospect and his parents sign a promise that the prospect will
attend a particular college. In return, that college promises a
prospect financial aid. A prospect signs a National Letter of
Intent during his senior year (in February for football). Once
the prospect signs a National Letter of Intent, he cannot be
recruited by any other institution, and it is a binding contract
for the prospect's first year in college at the school that provides
the National Letter of Intent.
' What is an official visit? A prospect is allowed to take a total
of five official visits (one per institution), which are expense-
paid. Before the official visit, the prospect must present his
high school transcript, proof of an ACT, PACT, SAT, or PSATtest,
and be registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center Official visit
invitations are extended by Clemson coaches only. Official
visits may not be taken prior to the first day of classes during
the prospect's senior year of high school.
What is the NCAA Eligibility Center? It is the agency that
certifies a prospect's initial academic and amateur eligibility
for both NCAA Division I and Division II. A prospect should
register with the NCAA Eligibility Center at the conclusion of
his junior year in high school online at EliaibilitvCenter.com .
Cost is $60. Remember to keep the PIN in a place for easy
retrieval. A prospect should request the guidance counselor to
send a transcript after his junior year and final transcript after
graduation. A prospect should also request a final amateur
decision beginning on April 1 of his senior year.
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Senior Assistant Strength &
Conditioning Coach
Learning Specialist Administrative Specialist,
Ticket Operations
Director of Athletic Video Services Administrative Coordinator,
Olympic Sports
Learning Specialist
Director of
Strength & Conditioning
Assistant Supervisor of
Athletic Grounds
Assistant Athletic Trainer Human Resource Manager Football Administrative Assistant,
Defense
Senior Associate Sports
Information Director
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Assistant Athletic Director.
Sports Information
DNlarrviBowman
Team Orthopedic Surgeon Associate Athletic Director,
Academic Services
Assistant Athletic Trainer Assistant Athletic Trainer Athletic Academic Advisor
Athletic Academic Advisor Technical Consultant Administrative Assistant,
IPTAY
Executive Director of Major Gifts,
IPTAY
Administrative Assistant,
VickeryHall
Senior Associate Athletic Director,
External Affairs
Assistant Athletic Director,
Football Player Relations & External Affairs
Administrative Specialist,
IPTAY
Football Administrative Assistant,
Head Coach
Director of Academic Services Strength & Conditioning
Player Development Assistant
annyiEarnhardt
Equipment Room Technician
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Supervisor of Athletic Grounds Associate Athletic Director,
Compliance Services
TlCTiptlltiMIa
Team Advisor Assistant Director of
Athletic Video Services
Assistant Athletic Director,
Ticket Operations
Administrative Assistant,
Women's Basketball
Assistant Ticket
Operations Manager
Assistant Director of
Athletic Video Services
Associate Athletic Director,
Administration
Assistant Director of
Strength & Conditioning
Assistant Director of
Athletic Video Services
Administrative Assistant,
Men's Basketball
Women's Tennis Head Coach Assistant Strength &
Conditioning Coach
IPTAY Executive Director Learning Specialist Associate Sports
Information Director
Learning Specialist
Associate Athletic Director,
Event Manager
Senior Associate Athletic Director,
Internal Affairs
Men's Soccer Head Coach Women's Volleyball Head Coach Assistant Athletic Director Men's & Women's Swimming &
Diving Head Coach
Performance Coordinator Administrative Specialist,
Ticket Operations
Director of Donor Services,
IPTAY
Director ofTrack& Field,
Cross Country
Associate Athletic Director,
Football Operations
Travi»lohnston
Assistant Athletic Trainer
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Assistant Sports
Information Director
Tutor/Mentoi Coordinator Webmaster & Assistant Sports Associate Athletic Director,
Information Director Senior Women's Administrator
Travel & Purchasing,
Business Office
Spirit Squad Coordinator/Coach
NCAA'ACC Representative Assistant Director of
Athletic Video Services
Donor Services Support,
IPTAY
Baseball Head Coach
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IPTAY AsMstant Director Assistant Business Manager
Assistant Strength &
Conditioning Coach
Assistant Director of Major Gifts, Athletic Academic Advisor
IPTAY
Donor Services Support,
IPTAY
Associate Athletic Director,
Marketing & Sponsorship
Strength & Conditioning
Player Development Assistant
Administrative Specialist,
Ticket Operations
Mens Tennis Head Coach Strength & Conditioning
Player Development Assistant
Women's Basketball Head Coach Accounts Payable,
Business Office
Assistant Ticket
Operations Manager
Supervisor of Athletic Facilities Director of Marketing Athletic Academic Advisor
QEni/tMIIiJ
Men's Golf Head Coach Director of Sports Medicine Atfiletic Academic Advisor &
CHAMPS/Life Skills Coordinator
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Men's Basketball Head Coach Assistant Athletic Trainer Football Equipment Managei Team Physician Donor Services Support,
IPTAY
UndseviBicfcens
Administrative Assistant,
Vickery Hall
Associate Athletic Director,
Facilities & Grounds
Assistant to the Men's Basketball
Head Coach
Rowing Head Coach Assistant Equipment Manager Assistant Athletic Director,
Promotions
Associate Sports
Information Director
Athletic Academic Advisor &
Career Development
Director of Equipment Director of Sales Women's Soccer Head Coach Assistant to the Athletic Director Assistant Athletic Trainer
Administrative Coordinatoi
External Affairs, IPTAY
Community Services Director
Football Administrative Assistant, IPTAY Assistant Director
Recruiting
Assistant Equipment IVlanager Football Administrative Assistant,
Offense
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Assistant Athletic Director,
Compliance Services
Associate Athletic Director,
Administration
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Coach I.M. Ibrahim's
& BUCK
WeatherTec
Bainbridge
Jacket
Chilly 1/4 Zip
and
ArmourFleece™ Pant
Largest & Finest Selection
of Clemson Sportswear &
Gifts Anywhere!
Youth L/S T-shirt
Two Clemson Locations
To Serve You!
the tiger sports shop
364 College Avenue, Downtown Clemson
THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
1102 Tiger Boulevard, US 123
Clemson, Lots OfParking!
Order or Call for a Free Catalog
1-800-933-7297
Order Online at
www.tigersports.com
Women's Sport
Watch
Multifunction II
Watch
nUSSELLATHLETIC.
Classic Hood
The IPTAY Repre-
sentative program con-
tinues to be one of the
most important market-
ing tools available for
the growth of the IPTAY
Scholarship Fund. This
group of over 650 wom-
en and men throughout
the country volunteer
their time to encourage
those in their communi-
ties and in their circle of
influence to join IPTAY
on an annual basis and
to support Clemson in
all endeavors. Despite economic challenges through-
out the state and region, IPTAY had a successful 2009
campaign due to the tireless efforts of this group.
The recruitment of new donors, those that have
a potential for leadership gifts and creating a link
between Clemson, and its constituents is the goal of
each IPTAY representative. With the continued leader-
ship provided by the IPTAY Board of Directors and our
past presidents, the REP program will continue to be
successful. If you are interested in becoming an IPTAY
representative, please contact the chairperson in your
area or visit ClemsonTiqers.com .
Dr. Jim Bostic
Charlie Bussey
Lynn Campbell
Eddie N, Dalton
Don Golightly
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr
Johnny H. Holcombe, Jr.
F.E.Hughes
Dr Glenn Lawhon, Jr
Edgar C. McGee
Thurmon McLamb
Jim Sanders
Lawrence Starkey
John lice
Dr John Timmerman
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Prnydent
Director, District IX
President-Elect
Director, District I
c
BE
HAMPIONSHIPS
INWITH SCHOLARSHIPS
Secretary
Director, District IV
Treasurer
Director, District VI
Alumni Associdtion President NCAA/ACC Representative
The IPTAY Scholarship Foundation, founded in 1 934,
was the first scholarship fundraising organization in col-
lege athletics. Its roots trace back to October 16, 1931
following a surprising 6-0 football loss to The Citadel.
After the game, captains Frank Jervey and Pete Heffner
along with Head Coach Jess Neely and Assistant Coach
Joe Davis met in a car outside the stadium in Florence,
SC to discuss various ways Clemson could establish its
football program to a competitive status.
Shortly after the meeting. Dr. Rupert Fike offered his
help after corresponding with Jervey. Neely believed he
could run a successful football team if he was provided a
$10,000-a-year increase in scholarships. Initially, Jervey
called for members to pay $30 a year, but Fike recom-
mended a smaller amount, which he believed would
lead to more members. Fike charged 1 00 people to step
forward and pay $10 a year, which is where the name
IPTAY (I Pay Ten A Year) originated.
The purpose of IPTAY is "to provide annual financial
scholarship support to the athletic department and to
assist in every way possible to regain the high athletic
prestige which rightfully belongs to Clemson."
In 1934, the first year of IPTAY, over $1,600 was
raised by the organization. Some donors negotiated
payments in the form of bartering because of the Great
Depression. Milk, sweet potatoes, turnip greens, and
other goods were accepted in an attempt to build a
solid membership base.
However, the hard work of Fike and his colleagues
began to pay off during the 1 939 season, as the Tigers
went to their first bowl game, the 1940 Cotton Bowl,
where they defeated Boston College 6-3 and finished
the season in the top-25 of the AP poll. Coincidentally,
IPTAY reached Neely's $10,000 goal for the first time in
1939.
In 2009, IPTAY has over 15,000 annual donors and
over 5,000 Collegiate Club members who continue
Pike's mission of providing annual scholarship support
for Clemson's student-athletes, paying the operating
expenses of IPTAY, and maintaining an adequate re-
serve fund deemed appropriate by the IPTAY Board of
Directors. Our donors' contributions ensure that all 19
varsity sports annually obtain the maximum amount of
scholarships offered by the NCAA.
Even though the mission of IPTAY set forth in 1 934
remains the same, its scope has grown tremendously
over the years. IPTAY not only provides annual athletic
scholarships, but it has also provided over 1,600 aca-
demic scholarships and raised over $3.5 million through
the IPTAY Academic Scholarship Endowment, which was
established in 1982.
IPTAY has been the key in building and maintain-
ing the outstanding facilities essential for Clemson to
remain one of the top programs in the country. It has
played a critical role in various construction projects
and renovations throughout the athletic department.
In addition to fulfilling the mission of raising funds for
scholarships, IPTAY has played a vital role in providing
a wide variety of amenities enjoyed by all students,
including being a strong supporter of Tiger Band
through payment of new uniforms, instruments, and
travel expenses.
IPTAY is considered by many to be the father of
athletic fundraising. It was the first organization in the
nation to build and fund an academic support facility
built solelyfor educational support of student-athletes.
Vickery Hall opened in 1991 and has established itself
as a nationally-recognized program for student-athlete
support.
The IPTAY Collegiate Club, started in 1 997, continues
to be the model student fundraising organization in the
country. The IPTAY Representative program continues
to be a leadership group that grows the IPTAY organiza-
tion through its role as volunteer annual fundraisers.
Operating under the guidance of its board of direc-
tors and the leadership of the athletic department's
external affairs division, IPTAY continuously receives
the annual support of our donors.
Some changes in recent years include the addition
of theTiger Cub Club, CATS (Clemson Active Teen Sup-
port), and the Collegiate Club, an update in its database
technology, and the addition of two new levels to IPTAY
membership, the Howard ($2,100) and McFadden
($5,600) levels of giving.
IPTAY introduced the endowment of positions pro-
gram under former Executive Director George Bennett.
IPTAY implemented the program in April of 1 994 during
the 85th-bi rthday celebration for former Clemson Head
Coach Frank Howard. The first endowment honored
Howard, who coached the Tigers for 39 seasons and
established much of Clemson football's storied tradi-
tions.
The Heisman Scholarship Level, established in
2005, is IPTAY's highest annual donation level. IPTAY
Executive Director Bert Henderson set a goal to recreate
Fike's 1934 vision of having 100 people come forward
giving $10 annually. The 100-charter-member goal
for the $10,000 donation level was not only reached
but surpassed thanks to the generous support of our
donors.
Under the department of external affairs, IPTAY
will expand its organizational service to move toward
a broader scope of full-service. This will include capital
gifts, improved marketing plans, estate planning, and
increasing our membership through our representative
program.
For more information on how you can support
Clemson University, our student-athletes, and band
members, please call the IPTAY office at Memorial Sta-
dium at 1-800-CLEMSON or log on to ClemsonTiqers.
com.
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DiStRICt D DiStilCt
Director, District I
Easley, SC
Abbeville County
Mason Speer (CC)
Anderson County
Arthur Klugh(CC)
McCormlck County
Charles Watts (CC)
Oconee County
Sammy Dickson (CC)
Pickens County
Terry Long (CC)
Distiicl 11
Director, District II
Spartanburg, SC
Cherokee County
Barry Patterson (CC)
Newberry County
Charles Bedenbaugh (CC)
Saluda County
Hascal Goff (CC)
Spartanburg County
Jeffrey Lancaster (CC)
Union County
Jerry Brannon (CC)
York County
Jack Cox (CC)
Director, District II
Columbia, SC
Aiken County
Bryan Young (CC)
Barnwell County
Samuel O'Neal (CC)
Calhoun County
Gary Porth (CC)
Edgefield County
Lewis Holmes (CC)
Lexington County
James Lowman (CC)
Orangeburg County
Kenneth Buck(CC)
Richland County
David IWitchum (CC)
DiStRICt
QlHDIMlStiini
Director, District IV
Rock Hill, SC
Chester County
Samuel Stone (CC)
Chesterfield County
Bill Tillman (CC)
Darlington County
Jerry Usher (CO
Fairfield County
Philip Wilkins (CC)
Kershaw County
Tommie James (CC)
Lancaster County
Larry Wolfe (CO
Lee County
Green Deschamps (CC)
Marlboro County
Mark Avent (CC)
Bamberg County
Joe Ott(CC)
Beaufort County
Lisa Sulka (CC)
Berkeley County
Wayne Dewitt (CC)
Charleston County
Al Byrd (CC)
Colleton County
Samuel Hazel (CC)
Dorchester County
Harry Ebernickle (CC)
Hampton County
Jerry Crews (CC)
Jasper County
Roy Pryor (CC)
DistRict
Horry County
Steve Hawley (CC)
Marion County
Troy Atkinson (CC)
Sumter County
Tracy Pender (CC)
Williamsburg County
Sam Drucker (CC)
District
North Carolina Region I
Timothy Long (RC)
North Carolina Region II
Robert Dunnigan (RC)
North Carolina Region III
Jeffrey Goldsmith (RC)
North Carolina Region IV
Andy & Nellie Mills (RC)
North Carolina Region V
William Worth (RC)
DiStRICt
Director, District VI
Sumter, SC
Clarendon County
John Ducworth (CC)
Dillon County
Douglas Lynn (CC)
Florence County
Charles Grace (CC)
Georgetown County
Reed Barker (CC)
Director, District VIII
Marietta, GA
Georgia Region I
Todd Ballew(RO
Georgia Region II
Earle Maxwell (RC)
Director, District IX
North Augusta, SC
Northeast
Michael Straley (RC)
Southeast
Charles Cooper (RC)
West Coast
Frank Kellers (RC)
District
Greenville County
Tom Garrett (CC)
Greenwood County
Wayne Bell (CC)
Laurens County
Richard Townsend (CC)
CC - County Chairperson; RC - Re-
gional Chairperson
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Glenn & Christy Bowers Columbia, SC
JoeT. Branyon. Jr. Andrews, SC
Vince & Anna Brawley Martinez, GA
Joseph B. Bright American Pride, Inc. Asheville, NC
Mr, & Mrs, James A. Brown, Jr. Florence, SC
William H, Burton Spartanburg, SC
Everett A., Jr. & Linda A. Butler Myrtle Beach, SC
Michael N. Byrd Raleigh, NC
C.L, Benton & Sons Myrtle Beach, SC
Mr. & Mrs, Paul G. Campbell Goose Creek, SC
Jim Cannon Spartanburg, SC
Carolina Eastern, Inc. Charleston, SC
Carolina Gin Co. & James Sease Ehrhardt, SC
Doyle Carr Seneca, SC
Chalmers R. & Lori Anne Carr Ridge Spring, SC
Annie B. Carter Gaffney, SC
Daniel R. Cathy Fayetteville, GA
Steve Cawood Montgomery, AL
Jonathan J, Centurino Pelham, NY
Thomas F. Chapman Atlanta, GA
W,C. Childers Memorial Central, SC
Jan E Childress Easley, SC
Mrs. Bernice Clanton Clemson, SC
William & Gail Cobb Jacksonville, FL
Denny & Carol Cole Hodges, SC
Samuel B. Cole Greenville, SC
Mr. Ashley C. Cone Columbia, SC
John L. Cote, Jr. Myrtle Beach, SC
J. Richard Cottingham Seneca, SC
Jack D. Cox Rock Hill, SC
Craigford Industries Mount Pleasant, SC
Richard E. Dailey Tullahoma, TN
Mr. & Mrs. G. Reese Daniel Charleston, SC
Wesley Dasher III Elgin. SC
Christopher & Jamie Davies ChaHotte, NC
Richard Davies Chadotte, NC
Design Development Greenville. SC
Gabriel Dibiase Columbia, SC
Dick Hendley - IH Services, Inc. Greenville. SC
W.M. Dillard Anderson. SC
Thomas F. Ooolittle Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Peter C, & Caroline Dorn Hollywood, SC
Peter D Dorn. Jr. Hollywood. SC
Sam & Nancy Drake Gastonia, NC
Dr. Michael K. Drakeford Sumter, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Charlie Drawdy Hampton, SC
Drummond Glover Development Jasper, AL
Ed Duckworth Atlanta, GA
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Dukes, Sr. Clemson, SC
Derek T. Dunlap Simpsonville, SC
John Easterling III Spartanburg, SC
Dana Edgar-McBride Chapin, SC
EIrods Concrete Construction Central, SC
Tony Elzoghbi Irmo, SC
Ron English Greenville, SC
Ford F. Farabow, Jr. Potomac. MD
Mr. & Mrs. Malcolm Faulkenberry Rock Hill, SC
First Sun Management Clemson, SC
Harry H, Frampton III Avon, CO
Francis Realty Co. Greenville, SC
Francis E. Gardiner III Annapolis, MD
Clyde Gardner Alpharetta, GA
J. Daniel Garrison Houston, TX
William J.Gill Rock Hill, SC
Robert A. Glenn Greenville, SC
Ronald & Janet Goodson Darlington, SC
In Memory of Francois David Gray by David A. Gray Lexington, SC
Stephen L. Gray Moore, SC
Donor
_
Hometown
Roy Abercrombie Greenville, SC
Eddie & Chrissy Adams Seneca, SC
tiieen t\ moois Greenville, SC
Bryan P. Albert Irmo, SC
Herbert R. Allen Charleston, SC
A.M. Tuck, Inc. Braaiey,
A.D. Amick Memorial Leesville, SC
Anderson Enterprises, Inc. Greenwood, SC
Anonymous Bonita Springs, FL
Anonymous Columbia, SC
Anonymous Gaffney, SC
Anonymous Greenville, SC
Anonymous Mdwan isiana, ji..
Anonymous Seneca, SC
LT, udviu Mppit; Mount Pleasant, SC
Glenn & Liza Arledge Land rum, SC
Ashmore Brothers
BennetlwM^e SC
Mr. Mark S. Avent Bennettsville, SC
D.L, Aydlette, Jr. James Island, SC
B. Howie May Real Estate, LLC Clemson, SC
Mr, James G. Bagnal III Spartanburg, SC
Debra Baker Hickory, NC
Todd & Shannon Ballew Buford, GA
James Bannon Greenville, SC
John Phillip Barber, Jr. Spartanburg, SC
Stephen M, Bare Mount Pleasant, SC
Dr W. Ronald Barrett Gaffney, SC
Michael L. Baur Simpsonville, SC
Rick L. Beasley Florence, SC
Scott Bell Clinton, SC
Jennifer & Tim Benson Belton, SC
Andy Bedy III Mount Pleasant, SC
Best& Flatt Columbia, SC
David Bishop Pawleys Island, SC
Ronald & Debra Blackmore Beaufort, SC
Luther & Sally Boliek Greenville, SC
The Booth Company, Inc. Sumter, SC
In Memory of E.M. Bost Simpsonville, SC
Calvin L. Bostic Greer, SC
Dr James E Bostic, Jr. Atlanta, GA
Jeff Bostic Duluth, GA
Joe E. Bostic, Jr. Greensboro, NC
Louis M, Boulware Winnsboro, SC
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Our Heisman donors have made a commitment to support
IPTAY at our highest annual level. If you would like more
information about becoming a Heisman donor, please contact
the IPTAY office at (864) 656-21 1 5.
IPTAY Executive Director
Mr. & Mrs. G, Gordon Greenwood Asheville, NC Judy & Michael Parham
^
-II c.^Greenville, SC
Greer Flooring Center, Inc. Greer, SC Richard T. Patrick Sumter, SC
Robert B. Hambright Charlotte, NC Donnie Patterson Anderson, SC
Rick & Lyn Hamilton Seneca, SC William & Laura Pelham Greenville, SC
Robert Joe Harris. Jr. Fort Mill, SC Jeanne M. Penner Maniac EliNapies, rL
Marion D, Hawkins, Jr. Hartsville, SC Pickens Dental Associates Pickens, SC
James R. Hendricks, Jr. Pawleys Island, SC Pierce, Herns, Sloan & McLeod, LLC Charleston, SC
Henry Pak, Inc. Simpsonville, SC Pinewood Village, Inc. Florence, SC
George, Jr & Barbara Hill Anderson, SC Betty Poe Greenville, SC
Helen T.Hill Charleston, SC IvIdllUd Ivl. rUlcLLI Sullivan s Island, SC
R.Glenn Hilliard Atlanta, GA P R PrvnH Irn.D. rUIIU, Jl. Iviy [ lit DcdLi 1, jV-
John R. Hines OHando, FL uaviu rooie uo., inc. Greenville, SC
Hank & Susan Ford Hofford Charleston, SC IVI. Lcc CM rVcliy rOWcll Greenville, SC
Mr. Harold R. Hoke, Jr. Chadeston, SC Richard C.Power Simpsonville, SC
Brian K. Holden Greenville, SC Priority One Security Mauldin, SC
Holley Sales Group Anderson, SC RE BS- Edward T, Strom Columbia, SC
William C. Hood,Jr, Edisto Island, SC Regions Bank Charleston, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Hopkins, Jr. Simpsonville, SC Dusty Rhodes Summerton, SC
Keith Hudgins Saint Matthews, SC Bob Riggins Charlotte, NC
ChaHes E. Hughes, Jr. Jacksonville, FL David Riggins Charlotte, NC
Paul & Catherine Hund III, MD Saint Augustine, FL Michael E. Roddey Greenville, SC
Mary S, Hunter; Steve & Laura Hunter Clemson, SC Stephen Rogers Madison, AL
Alvin Judson Hurt, Jr Cincinnati, OH Claude H. Schumpert Chapin, SC
Michael L. Hurt Chambersburg, PA Charles A. Segars Sumter, SC
Mr. &Mrs.WillHuss Clemson, SC PaulT. Shaw Greenville, SC
Kenneth G. Jackson Asheville, NC Robert & Sandra S, Shealy " ' White Rock, SC
John Jansen McDonough, GA Allan P Sloan, Jr. Anderson, SC
Michael Jansen Athens, GA Mark Sloan Dallas, TX
Clayton L. Jennings Greenville, SC 0. Johnson Small Greenville, SC
Johnson Electric Greenville, SC Small's Incorporated Kershaw, SC
Frederick S. Johnson, Jr. Yonges Island, SC Bryan L. Smith Naples. FL
J, David Jolly Dalton, GA Mrs. Davis 0. Smith Columbia. SC
Blake Kelley Greer, SC Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth L Smith Greer, SC
Thomas F. Kicklighter, Jr. North Chadeston, SC Glenn & Patti Steen Lancaster, SC
King Farms - Mark H. King Pawleys Island, SC John Hunter & Amy Stevens Simpsonville, SC
Dorothy F. King Greenville, SC Marshall Stith Sullivan's Island, SC
John L. King, Jr Duncan, SC David &Trina Stone Arlington, TX
J.R- Kingman, Inc. Greer, SC Charles L. Sullivan, Jr. Hartsville, SC
Harold D. Kingsmore Clemson, SC Sumter Casket Company Sumter, SC
T.E. Kirby Graniteville, SC James E. Sykes, Jr Athens, GA
Dr. Sidney & Dr. Anne Kirkley Hendersonville, NC Terry Tallon Greenville, SC
Ernest S, Knighton Edenton, NC Christopher L.Tamsberg Charleston, SC
Terrell Lankford Insurance Greenville, SC Thompson Construction Group, Inc. Sumter, SC
Rhett Leonard Pickens, SC Willard Thompson Savannah, GA
Chris Levato Greenville, SC Tiger Fan Greenwood, SC
John L. Lewis Dawsonville, GA Mr & Mrs. Tracy E.Tindal Johns Island, SC
Jeanne W, Littlejohn Easley, SC Mr. & Mrs. Grover E. Todd, Jr. Greer, SC
In Memory of Charles G. Lucius. Jr. - Dillon County Columbia. SC Total Fire Protection, Inc. Greenville, SC
David Lyle & Anne Aaron-Lyle Mount Pleasant, SC United Investors Greenville, SC
Malphrus Construction Co., Inc. Hilton Head Island. SC Stuart E. Van Meter Knoxville,TN
Richard L. Marks Myrtle Beach, SC Katherine & Sam Varner Greer, SC
Robert McFaddin Marshall Salem, SC Frank Walker Rock Hill, SC
Joe A. & Linda Martin Central, SC Nick Walker III
'
Anderson, SC
MikeT Martin West Union, SC Mr. & Mrs. John A.Walter Clemson, SC
Michael H, McBride Simpsonville, SC John M. Waters Easley, SC
Edward 0. McCameron Mauldin, SC Raymond S. Waters, Jr. Easley, SC
William A. McLellan Greenville, SC Dr Robert C. Waters Easley, SC
Thomas E. McClendon Roswetl, GA Alec & Matt Watson Charlotte, NC
Bruce McClure Anderson, SC Sanders Waldo Watts Greenville, SC
Robert M McConnell Fort Mill, SC H. Michael Webb, MD Atlanta, GA
Thomas A, McDonald Florence, SC Jonathan & Liza Weitz Charleston, SC
ThurmonW, McLamb Little River, SC Mr & Mrs. David J. Wells, Jr Irmo, SC
McTeer Real Estate Columbia. SC Dr James D.Wells III Mount Pleasant, SC
Mr & Mrs. David 5. Merritt Piedmont. SC John A, Wells III Columbia. SC
Robert & Margaret Mitchell Charlotte, NC E. Marshall West, Jr. Lexington, SC
Danny Mizell Midlothian, VA T. Hunter West Greenville, SC
Mark & Monica Molinar Smyrna. GA Whaley Foodservice Repairs, Inc. Lexington, SC
Anthony Morgan Easley, SC Alton & Mary Ann Whitley Clemson, SC
Steve & Amanda Mudge Greer, SC Charles R Willimon,Jr. Simpsonville, SC
Douglas Muller Johns Island, SC Louis A.Willimon Williamston, SC
George B, Nalley, Jr Easley, SC Jason D. Wilson Greenville, SC
Richard &Alise Nettles Charlotte, NC Tom Winkopp Clemson, SC
Ernest M Norville Wellesley. MA Jesse E.Wright III Salem, SC
Mr & Mrs. Steven H, Owrngs Greer, SC Edward D Yandle Elgin, SC
Rad Page Irmo, SC James M. Zachrich, Jr. Hilton Head Island, SC
Palmetto Industrial Gaston, SC B. Stevens Zeigler Sumter, SC
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C.L. Benton & Sons
Philip Bradley
William R & Mary Bradley
John Burgess
Bill & Lynne Burton (Fatz Cafe)
Chalmers & Lori Anne Carr III
Hap & Jeannette Carr, Jr.
Ray & Linda Cash
Steve & Nick Cawood
Ed & Jan Childress
Bernice Clanton
Clemson University Alumni Association
Jack D. Cox
Jim & Carolyn Creel
Rich & Kelly Davies
Harry & Susan Frampton III
Bill&PamHendrix, Jr.
John & Julia Holcombe, Jr.
Michael Hubbard (A Friend Foundation)
Will Huss Family
Roy B. Jeffcoat
Doug SiVicki Kingsmore
Nicky McCarter
R. Bruce McClure
Stuart & Leigh Anne McWhorter
Vernon Merchant
Robby Newton
Betty Poe
Billy & Ann Powers
Vivian C. Reeves
Mark Richardson
David R Riggins
James B. "Jimmy" & Jo Anne Rogers
Paul T. & Precia Shaw
Bill & Beth Smith, Jr.
Kenneth L. & Layne B. Smith
Jim Speros
Thrift Brothers, Inc.
Gene Williams
Rodney Williams
Tom Winkopp Realtor/Developer, LLC
Carroll Ray Wrenn
James M. & Lynne Zachrich, Jr.
WestZone Leadership do-
nors ($150,000) will be rec-
ognized on a special donor
display wall to be erected
inside tbe WestZone com-
plex. All Grassroots donors
wbo gave between $1,000
and $149,999 will be listed
on a separate special do-
nor display wall located on
tbe premises of tbe West-
Zone complex.
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Jack R Aaron, Jr.
Roy Abercrombie
Rudy & Sonya K. Abies
Colon M. Abraham
Trevor Adair
Alfred & Miriam Adams
James W. Addison
Martin A. Alewine, Jr.
William A, Alexander
Danny E. Allen
Kendall K. Alley
Ferd & Jule Alsbrooks
Bill LAmick
Ronald L. Anderson
Vernie & Gisele Anthony
Lillian M, Arrants
Mr & Mrs. Stephen M, Askew
James Andrew Aston
Mr. & Mrs. Jack L. Atkinson
Mr & Mrs, John Wyan Atkinson
Troy Carroll Atkinson III
Mr. & Mrs. Barry G. Avent
Mr. & Mrs, Mark S, Avent
Mrs. Jackie Avery
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L.Baird
Jeff Bak
Sims T. Ballew
Henry F, Bamberg III & Henry f Bamberg IV
James F. Barker
Patncia A. Barrett
Mr. & Mrs. Robert! Barrett
Dr. W. Ronald Barrett
RickBasich
Mr. & Mrs. Harry G. Batson
Carol R. Bell
Wayne Bell
Mr. & Mrs. George U, Bennett
Don & Laura Berlin
J. Anderson Berly III
Mr, & Mrs. Alvin N. Berry
Brian Berry
Kenneth M. Berry
Nelson Berry
Mary Anne Bigger
Samuel J. Boles, Jr
Calvin L. Bostic
Dr. James E. Bostic, Jr.
James Edward Bostic III
Mr, & Mrs. Joe E, Bostic
Louis M. Boulware
David A. Bounds
Bountyland Quick Stop
Glenn & Christy Bowers
Drs. Larry Bowman & Stuart Clarl(son
Thomas E. Boyce
Lt. Col. Ralph W. Boys
Ewart A. Brabham
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Brackin
John L. Brady, Sr.
JoeT, Branyon, Jr.
Thomas C. Breazeale
Dr. John J. Britton
Bryant Brown
David A. Brown
Mr & Mrs. James A. Brown, Jr,
Jerome & Linda Brown
Kenneth S. Brown
Dr. W. Scott Brown
Dr. & Mrs. Richard H.Bruner
Dr. & Mrs. Douglas M, Bull
Jim & Marilyn Bull
William E.Burnett
Charlie & Joyce Bussey
Michael N. Byrd
Henry N. Calhoun
Louis & Cat Callahan
Albert N. Cameron, Sr.
Neill & Jill Cameron
Constance & Bruce Campbell
S. Lynn Campbell
Carolina Eastern, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Churchill A. Carter
Richard L Cassidy, Jr,
Catawba Animal Clinic
Ross Cathy
Robert J. Caughman
J.F. Causey
Brian F. Ceiek
Howard T, Chapman, Jr,
Norman H. Chapman
Thomas F, Chapman
Charleston Clemson Club
Thurston L. Chavis III
Randy Cheek
B.K. Chreitzberg, Jr.
Stephen L. Chryst
Frank Cina
Mr. & Mrs. Ray Clanton
ClefTiiOfi Sport5 Medicifie & Rehabilitation, Inc.
Williams Gail Cobb
Denny & Carole Cole
Samuel B. Cole
George E. Coleman
Joel W.Collins, Jr.
Fred Cone
Contract Construction
Thomas W. Conway
Steven E. Copeland
Brad Cordell
Mr. & Mrs, Wade Cordell
Michael & Lori Corgan
John L. Cote, Jr
J. Richard Cottingham
Bobby & Chnsti Couch
Kevin T Craft
W. Kirk Crawford
Joseph C. Crosby, Jr.
Russ Crowe
Michael & Martha Culbreth
Constantine & Jo Curris
Charles & Libby Dalton
Eddie Dalton
Dan Tillman & Sons. Inc.
Bill & Lee D'Andrea
Jeff & Joni Davis
John & Rose Davis
Richard Davis
Richard C Davis
Rick Davis
Dean Day
Jack T. Day
Dr. & Mrs. Perry B Deloach
WilliamE Deloache, Jr.
Jerry E, Dempsey
Green Deschamps II
Harriett F, Dickson
ThomasW & Kathy Sue Diggs
James W. Dobson, Jr.
Thomas F Doolittle
Peter C. & Caroline Dorn
Peter D. Dorn, Jr.
Robert W Dozier
Tom & Centry Drayton
L. Bynum Driggers
Ed & Jane Duckworth
John W. Ducworth
John B. Duffie
Mark Dukes
Gary Duncan
E.M. Seabrook, Jr., Inc.
Mr & Mrs Keith Eades
Mark H, Earnhart
Nicholas Andrew Eason
John Easterling III
Edens Peanut Company
Joy Edwards
Thomas & Hollye Edwards
Charles Eldndge&William Barker
Floyd & Cheryl Elliott
Richard M Eppley, Jr.
Steven Epps, Jr.
James Harold Erskine
Joe A, Erwin
C.Edward Evans, Jr.
Frederick W. Faircloth III
Robert D, Fairey
Ford F. Farabow, Jr,
H. Craig Farver
Mr & Mrs. Malcolm Faulkenberry
Kevin T, Fee
JohnW. Fields
Daniel & Elizabeth Fitts
George R. Fleming
W. Ray Flemming
Danny Ford
H Daniel Foster
Jeanne G, Fowler
Jackson T, Foxworth
Jimmy Francis
Lowell Frazier
Freeman Gas & Electric
Mrs. Nancy Freeman
Ned D. Freeman
Dr. Henry F. Fnerson
Jerry Fuller
Vance Gandy III
Clyde Gardner
Tom Garrett
Lindsey Gaughf
Paul Gaughf
Ryan Gaughf
F.E.Gaulden
Gem, Inc
George Ballentine Ford
Ryan Gill
Ray & Myrtle Gillespie
Charles J. Glenn
Ellis & Clara Golay
Don E, Golightly
Ronald & Janet Goodson
Buddy Gore
John P Gore
Charles M. Grace IV
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Graham, Jr,
David A. Gray
William J. Grayson
Greenville Clemson Club
Mr & Mrs. G, Gordon Greenwood
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Lawrence M, Gressette, Jr.
Dr. W.N. Gressette, Jr.
John David Griffith
Dr. & Mrs, Larry D. Grubb
Jonathan Gunter
John & Dolly Hamrick
Frank S. Hanckel, Jr.
The Hand Center
John B. Hane
Hardaway Farms
Hardee Family Investments, LLC
Hardees Marketing
Byron & Mickey Harder
Thomas C. Harman
Hunter & Anna Harris
Mark Harris
Christopher K. Hart
Frank M. Hart
Haselden & Owen
Rodger E, Hawkins
Alan Hay
Bert & Lee Ann Henderson
Lucille G. Hendley
Billy Hendrix
E, Guy Hendrix
Tucker Hendrix
Kirk Hensarling
Dr. Edwin C. Hentz
James P Hentz, MD
Julia Herns
Mr, & Mrs. M. Steve Hester
Mr. & Mrs O.A. [Bud) Hicklin III
W.C Higginbotham, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Burrow Hill
G. Stanley Hill
Katie Hill
R Glenn Hilliard
John & Catherine Hines
Helen A, Hinson
Stephen L. Hixson
JoelW, Hoard
Johnny & Charlotte Hoffman
Hank & Susan Hofford
Brian K, Holden
Miss Martha Holleman
Robert & Carolyn Hollingsworth
Mrs, Eva Holmes
Lewis F, Holmes III
Fred W. Hoover
Dennis Oliver Hopf
Horry County Clemson Club
Rob & Claudia Hubbard
Mrs Ruth Hubbard
Bills, Lillian Hudson
June & David Huff
T.E. Huggins, Jr.
Forest & Ernie Hughes
John &Terri Hughes
Dr. Nancy Hughston
Mr & Mrs. Kenneth Ray Hull
Rodney & Doris Hunt
Stuart L, Hunter
Wilson & Ann Hunter
Tim Huntley
Betty Hydrick
Tim C & Marcia T. Hydrick
John & Sandra Inabinet
Joe A. Ivester
J3M
EC. Jackson
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Jackson
Kenneth & Donna Jackson
Stephen Ray Jackson
J.S Jacobs, Jr.
Tommie W, James, Jr
Clayton L.Jennings
Mr, & Mrs. Joe L. Jennings, Jr,
Mr & Mrs, Harry Johnson
Dr James O Johnson
James A. Johnston
Alan Johnstone
B.Webb Jones, Jr.
Harold & Elaine Jones
J,K. Jones
Tripp & Anne Jones
Dr. Alexander Kalnak
Barbara Kane
Lloyd M,Kapp,Jr„MD
Dr. William R. Karpik
Jon M. & Shelli G. Keagle
William C. Kenneriy
Stephen F. Kenney
Gary C. Kidd
Geraldine B. Kidston
Chester R. King
Dorothy F. King
JoVanna J, King
J.R. Kingman, Inc.
Palmer & Carol Kisker
Roger G. (Cy) Kivett
Anne Lucius Kleitches
Dr. R. Lawrence LaForge
Roberts Denise Lake
Jim & Sherbie Lancaster
Dr, & Mrs. GJ. Lawhon, Jr.
Winston A. Lawton, Jr.
Tim Leaumont
Jay&SallieLee
Lesco Restorations, Inc.
George T. Leslie
CM. (Buddy) Lewis
Thomas M. Leysath
Mr. Frank P Liberatore
Jacks, Liles
Sharon & Lee Littlejohn
Jerry K. & Bonnie Schirmer Livingston
Don Logan
Mr & Mrs. Cephus W. Long
James G, Long
Stephen E. Long
Kenneth S. Lowery
Dr. C.B. Lowman
David Lyie & Anne Aaron-Lyle
Tom & Lib Lynch
Dr. Louis B. Lynn
Barry H. Maddox
Robert L. Madigan
Mr. Richard Mahaffey
Tim Mahon
William Malesich
Fred J. Mappus, Jr.
Robert McFaddin Marshall
J. Allen Martin
John D, Martin
Dr. Steven L. Martin
Mascot Homes, Inc.
Alan Mason
William L. Mathias
William H, Mathis
Susan W. Mauro
Bob & Sheryl Mayberry
Anthony Mayne
Patti McAbee & Tommy Eison
R, Everette & Elaine McAbee
A, Dial McAlister
Mr. & Mrs Albert Dial McAlister
Gregory E. McBride
Michael & Lynn McBride
Peter L. McCall.Jr,
Dr, Sean McCallum
Chris McCameron
Will McCameron
Mark McCoy
Edgar C McGee
Dr, James C. McGeorge
Chester McGlockton
Leslie Edwin McKenzie, Jr.
Smyth McKissick
Mr. & Mrs. Thurmon W, McLamb
John W McLure
JohnW. McLure IV
SC. McMeekin, Jr.
McMillan Smith & Partners
Mr. & Mrs. R.O. McMillan
McTeer Real Estate
Mr, & Mrs. David S. Merritt
Gene& Lynn Merritt
Mr, & Mrs. Charles D.Miller
E L. Miller. Jr.
Justin Miller
Dr. & Mrs. James C. Mills III
Scott K.Mitchell
Kelly Molony
Kenneth & Marcia Moore
Gregg & Cathy Morton
Thomas C. Moss, Jr.
Donna C Mousa
Dacosta Muckenfuss, Jr
Steve & Amanda Mudge
Mr. & Mrs, William A Muilikin
Grey B. Murray
Dr. John H, Murray
Richard Myrick, Jr.
G. Dennis Neeley
Chris Neill
Eric B. Newton
John E. Newton
Mike & Angela Newton
Nichols Farm
Nimmer Turf & Tree
John Edward Norris III
Morgan & Rebecca Norris
Mitch Norville
Arthur Carl Nuttall
F Steve Nuttall
Ronald W.& Carole Oakley
Roy R., Jr. & Joyce C. Dates
William R. O'Dell
Olson, Smith, Jordan, & Cox
Joseph Earl Owens
William Rad Page
Anthony J. Parete
Milton E. Pate
Mary Jane Patterson
Jim H. Payne
Dr. Michael W, Payne
Wm. Donaldson Pectol
Bill Peeler
Richard H Pennell, Jr
Hal & Patrice Perkins
Michael Dean Perry
John C. & Sylvia K. Peters
Terry Don STricia Phillips
Dr. C Andrew Pickens
Clark M. Pierce
Pine Ridge Farms
Bob & Cheryl Pinson
MandaM. Poletti
William L. Polhemus
Joel Poinsett Porcher
Dillard Pruitt
Lyman B. Puette, Jr.
Ira S- Rainwater III
Margaret Reaves
REBS
Bnan Redmond
Timothy Jackson Reed
Allen N. Reeves Ml
Len Reeves
Dr. J.E. Reinhardt, Jr
Henry Repokis
JohnW, Rheneylll
Vincent & Sue Rhodes
Charles J. Rice
William B, Richmond II
Sue Riddle
David Riggins
Stanley Riggms
John C. Rivers
R. Steven Robins
Dr. Eddie Robinson
James H. Robinson
Robert W. Robinson, Jr.
Jimmy Rogers
Jim Roquemore
Anthony & Diane Rose
Dr. Steven R. Ross
Frank Russ
Patricia R. Rutledge
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Sanders
Mr. & Mrs, Robert Sansbury
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Schwartz
Glenn & Rita Scoggins
Mr. & Mrs. Wendell R.Sease
George E. Seastrunk
Charles A. Segars
Mr.G G. Segars, Jr.
Jack Shadwick
Terry C. Shaver
Robert & Sandra 5. Shealy
Mr. & Mrs. Tom L, Shealy
Mr. & Mrs. John C, Shell III
Richard J Sheridan 111
Harry C. Sherman, Jr.
JillW. Shinn
William S. Shuler
Justin G. Sims
Dr, BJ. Skelton
John R.SIigh
Mr. & Mrs. Allan P Sloan, Jr.
Small's Incorporated
Smith Development Company, Inc.
Bryan & Judith Smith
Coach Dick Smith
Elizabeths, Smith
Glenn C, Smith
Lewis B. Smith
Dr. Randolph R. Smith
Winchester Smith III
Vince Smoral
William C, Smyre, Jr.
John J. Snee
Mark Snyder
Richard J. Sobocinski
Misty B. Soles & Anthony Harvey
Jeff Soowal
Samuel Robert Spann, Jr.
Dr&Mrs.IRhett Spencer, Jr.
David W. Sprouse
Lawrence V Starkey, Jr.
Wendell B Stidham
Dr. David K Stokes, Jr.
Mark&Robbi Stokes
George A. Stone, Jr.
WJ, Stoudenmire, Jr.
Dr&Mrs.J R. Stout
Strange Broltiers Grading Co., Inc
Jim Stuckey
William B. Sturgis
Charles L. Sullivan, Jr.
John M. Sullivan
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph D. Swann
Charles I. Tabor
William Derrick Temple
John R- Terry, Jr,
G.G. Thomas, Jr.
Mr. Thomas Edwin Thornhill
John D.Tice
Dr. & Mrs. John H. Timmerman
Mike & Debbie Timmerman
Mr, & Mrs. Tracy E. Tindal
Joe M. Todd
Chris Tollison
Mr. & Mrs. FA. Townsend, Jr.
Joseph J.Turner, Jr.
Turner's Jewelers
Two Tigers Holding, LLC
Carlo. Ulmer
LJ-Save-lt Pharmacy
Dr LPVarn
Jim Vaughn
Michael Virostek
John & Diane Walker
James A. Ward
William S. Ware, Jr
Terry Watson
Michael L Watt
Steven Watt
Sanders Waldo Watts
H. Odell Weeks, Jr
Thomas Warren Weeks
JoelW. Wells
Edward J. Werntz, Jr,
Allen & Jane West
Thomas C West
William E West
Dr. & Mrs. TG. Westmoreland
WestZone Golf Tournament
Chns G. White
Marshall White, Jr.
Charlie Whitehurst
Alton & Mary Ann Whitley
The Whitmans
G.James Wilds III
BillH.Wilhelm
David M.& Patncia Wilkinson
Gene Williams
James C. Williams. Jr.
Keith Williams
Charles P Willimon.Jr.
Dennis F. Wilson
Mr & Mrs. James K. Wilson
Charles A. Winard
Ronald A. Wingard
Frank W.Wingate
Paige B. Wintz
Mr. Lee Harold Witt, Jr.
Steve Wright
Charles N.Wyatt, Jr.
Stanley Yarborough
J Givens Young
William R.&Katherine Young
Melvin K. Younts
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D&D Motors, Inc.
Greet. SC
Dave Edwards Toyota
Spartanburg, SC
Dick Brooks Honda
Greer, SC
Dick Smith Automotive, Inc.
Columbia, SC & Greenville, SC
Enterprise
Upstate, South Carolina
Enterprise
South Carolina
Fairey Chevrolet-Cadillac
Orangeburg, SC
Fairway Ford, Inc.
Greenville, SC
0EQ0MIMSD3
George Ballentine Ford-Toyota
Greenwood, SC
George Coleman Ford
Travelers Rest, SC
Hemingway Motor Company, Inc.
Andrews. SC
Herlong Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Johnston, SC
M. Snyder's, Inc.
Greenville, SC
(ftTtTlmif?TTTnTft
Palmetto Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Charleston, SC
80 2009ClenisonFooiliall ClemsonriBers.com

Your Source for Southeast Sports
CSS COVERS
CLEMSON
LIKE NO
ONE ELSE
Clemson Replays
Dabo Swinney
Clemson
Football Show
Visit css-sports.com
forairtimes
Comcast. >^Charter
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CALL ONE OF OUR FIVE LOCATIONS FOR OPENING TIMES
ON CLEMSON HOME GAME DAYS FOR ALL YOUR TAILGAITING NEEDS
Seneca/Colonel's Buffet
1425 Sandifer Blvd. Hwy 123
Seneca, S.C.
864-882-6468
Povvdersville/Colonel's Buffet
3100 Hwy 153
Exit 40 @ 1-85
Powdersville, S.C.
864-269-6802
Easley/Colonel's Buffet
5708 Calhoun Memorial Hwy
Hwy 123
Easley, S.C.
864-859-4817
Clemson
18 Pinnacle Street
Hwy 123
864-654-1598
Pickens
2809 Gentry Memorial Hwy.
Pickens, SC
864-878-2568
Standing -
.111 [< ilir;jilC:jii Jr:lM.; i
IT
THERED RIBBON
ISJUSTTHE FIRST
OF HUNDREDS
OF DETAILS THAT ATTEST
TD HOW WELL OUR GARAGE DOORS
ARE CRAFTED.
1
PL
A broad array of choices to enhance the beauty of
your home... from the company that invented the
garage door, Overhead Door. Our red ribbon is your
guarantee for genuine quahty selection and service.
The Genuine. The Original.
Myrtle Beach, SC
(843) 448-9124
Hendersonville, NC
(828) 255-5222
Overhead Door Company
Of Greenville, inc.
(864) 277-9460 www.ohdog.com
Charleston, SC
(843) 884-8077
Asheviiie, NC
(828) 255-5222
BUILDING TRADITION . ONE CHAMPION ATATIME
Its time to step up and take notice because the Atlantic Coast Conference represents ail
that makes college football great. Will your team represent your division on
1S.OS.OS in Tampa Bay? For the complete playbook on your favorite ACC team
and to join in the college football conversation visit:
WWW.REPRESENTACC.COM
Date Day Time Bowl Location Stadium Network Participants
1 2-1
9
Sat. 4.jU rivl New Mexico Bowl Albuquerque, NM University Stadium ESPN MWC vs. WAC
Q.f\r\ DKA Saint Petersburg Bowl Saint Petersburg, FL Tropicana Field ESPN Big East vs. C-USA
1 2-20 Sun. 815 PM R+L Carriers New Orleans Bowl New Orleans, LA Louisiana Superdome ESPN C-USA vs. Sun Belt
12-22 Tue. o:UU rM MAACO Las Vegas Bowl Las Vegas, NV Sam Boyd Stadium ESPN MWC vs. Pac-10
1 2-23 Wed. o:UU rM San Diego County Credit Union Poinsettia Bowl San Diego, CA Qualcomm Stadium ESPN MWC vs. Pac-10
1 2-24 1 nu. o.UU rIVI Sheraton Hawaii Bowl LInr%nliilit LJIHonolulu, HI Aloha Stadium ESPN C-USA vs. WAC
1 2-26 1 ,uu rivi Motor City Bowl Detroit, Ml Ford Field ESPN Big Ten vs. MAC
4:JU rlVl Melneke Car Care Bowl Charlotte/ NC Bank of America Stadium ESPN ACC vs. Big East
8:00 PM Emerald Bowl San Francisco, CA AT&T Park ESPN ACC vs. Pac-10
12-27 Sun. Q • 1 C DKAo. 1 D rm Gaylord Hotels Music City Bowl ivasnviiie, i n LP Field ESPN ACC vs. SEC
1 2-28 Mon, 3.UU rlVI AdvoCare VI 00 Independence Bowl Shreveport, LA Independence Stadium ESPN2 Big 1 2 vs. SEC
1 2-29 Tue. DIVA EagleBank Bowl Washington, D.C. RFK Stadium ESPN ACC vs. Army or C-USA
fi*nn DMO.UU rIVI Champs Sports Bowl Orlando FL Florida Citrus Bowl Stadium ESPN ACC vs. Big Ten
12-30 Wed. 4:30 PM Roady's Humanitarian Bowl Boise, ID Bronco Stadium ESPN MWr \/<; WAC
O.UU rlVl Pacific Life Holiday Bowl San Diego, CA Qualcomm Stadium ESPN Big 12 vs. Pac-10
1 2-3
1
1 nu. 1 i nn D^yl1 Z.UU rlVl Bell Helicopter Armed Forces Bowl Pnrt\A/nrth TVrun vvorrn, i a Amon G. Carter Stadium ESPN L-UbA VS. MWL
Z.UU rivl Brut Sun Bowl PI Dac^ TYtl raSO, 1 A Sun Bowl CBS Big 12 vs. Pac-10
J.jU rIVl Texas Bowl Ulmir^nn TVHouston, 1 A Reliant Stadium ESPN Big 1 2 vs. Navy
6:00 PM Insight Bowl Tempe, AZ Sun Devil Stadium NFL Big 1 2 vs. Big Ten
7:30 PM Chick-fil-A Bowl Atlanta, GA Georgia Dome ESPN ACC vs. SEC
1-1 Fri. 1 1 -nn A1 1 -UU Mlvl Outback Bowl Tampa, FL Raymond James Stadium ESPN Big Ten vs. SEC
1 nn p\/i
1 ,UU rIVi Capital One Bowl Orlando, FL Florida Citrus Bowl Stadium ABC Big Ten vs. SEC
1 .nn DM
1 .UU rlvi Konica Minolta Gator Bowl Jacksonville, FL Jacksonville Municipal Stadium CBS ACC vs. Big East or Notre Dame
'f.JU rm Rose Bowl Game presented by Citi Pasadena, CA Rose Bowl ABC DLb vs. DLb
o,3U rM Allstate Sugar Bowl New Orleans, LA Louisiana Superdome FOX BCS vs. BCS
1-2 Sat. I J.UU rM International Bow! Toronto, Ontario Rogers Centre ESPN2 Big East vs. MAC
z:UU KM AT&T Cotton Bowl Arlington, TX Cowboys Stadium FOX Big 12 vs. SEC
z:UU rM PapaJohns.com Bowl Birmingham, AL Legion Field ESPN Big East vs. SEC
D.iU rM AutoZone Liberty Bow Memphis, TN Liberty Bowl ESPN /" J 1 c A . ,^ cur"L-UbA VS. bbL
9:00 PM Valero Alamo Bowl San Antonio, TX Alamodome ESPN Big 1 2 vs. Big Ten
1-4 Mon. 8:00 PM Tostitos Fiesta Bowl Glendale, AZ University of Phoenix Stadium FOX BCS vs. BCS
1-5 Tue. 8:00 PM FedEx Orange Bowl Miami Gardens, FL Land Shark Stadium FOX BCS vs. BCS
1-6 Wed. 7:00 PM GMAC Bowl Mobile, AL Ladd-Peebles Stadium ESPN ACC vs. MAC
1-7 Thu. 8:00 PM Citi BCS National Championship Game Pasadena, CA Rose Bowl ABC BCS (#1)vs. BCS (#2)
Note: All times are EST and subject to change; possible bowls for ACC teams in bold.
Go Tigers!
Tiger Fans: Travel options for all Tiger
fans to follow the team on the road this
year are available now! Wear orange, paint
your face, and prepare to yell and show
your support for Coach Swinney and the
Tiger Football team as they enter enemy
territory. The great trip to Miami and
Southbeach you will not want to miss!
Visit ClemsonSportsTravel.com or call
1-800-924-9993 now. Space is limited.
€fC VS. GEORGIA TECH
Ttuirsday, StptemlH-r 9, 2009
Atlanta, Georgia
'
€fC VS. MARYLAND
Saturday, Octoher 3, 2009 Tl^*
College Park, Maryland ^-
Sflvs MIAMI m n
S.iiiiiiio, ".:tal)fi 24,2009 ^j^J^
Miami, Florida
Sf( VS. NC STATE @
Saturday, [Jovembpt 14, 2009 r©l
Raleigh, North Carolina
€fCvs SOUTH CAROLINA^
Saturday, November 28, 2009 »
Columbia, South Carolina
Year Player Pos.
1939 Banks McFadden B
1959 Lou Cordileone L
1974 Bennie Cunningham TE
1978 Jerry Butler WR
1979 Jim Stuckey DT
1981 Terry Kinard FS
1982 Terry Kinard FS
1987 David Treadwell PK
1990 Stacy Long OT
1991 Jeb Flesch OG
1993 Stacy Seegars OG
1997 Anthony Simmons LB
2000 Keith Adams LB
2006 Gaines Adams DE
Note: First-team selections only.
minnt-n^nMn.im.iiiniuriiiiPi
Player Pos. Years
Joe Blalock WR 1940,41
Bennie Cunningham TE 1974,75
Joe Bostic OG 1977,78
Terry Kinard FS 1981,82
William Perry MG 1 982-84
John Phillips OG 1 986,87
Donnell Woolford CB 1 987,88
Stacy Long OT 1 989,90
Chris Gardocki PK 1989,90
Levon Kirkland LB 1990,91
Stacy Seegars OG 1992,93
Anthony Simmons LB 1995-97
Keith Adams LB 1 999,00
Kyle Young C 2000,01
Year Player Pos. AP UPl FC FW WC SN FN Other
1928 O.K. Pressley C Helsman'^ NEA'^'
1939 Banks IVlcFadden B 1 3, 1 1 Colliers'", NEA'"
1940 Joe Blalock E 2 Hearst'"
1941 Joe Blalock E 2 1 1 Central Press'"
1945 Ralph Jenkins C 3 INS'"
1948 Bobby Gage B INS'"
1950 Jackie Calvert S 2 NEA'"
1952 Tom Barton OL 2
1955 Joel Wells RB 3
1959 Lou Cordileone OL 1 1
1966 Wayne Mass OL 2 Dell Sports'"
1967 Harry Olszewski OG 2 1,1 1 1 2
1970 Dave Thompson OG 2 ' NEA'"
1974 Bennie Cunningham TE 1 1 1 1
1975 Bennie Cunningham TE 1 1 Time'"
1977 Joe Bostic OG 3 1 3
1978 Joe Bostic OG 2 2 1
Jerry Butler WR 1 1 NEA'^'
Steve Fuller QB 3
1979 Jim Stuckey DT 1 1 1 1
1980 Obed Ariri PK NEA"'
1981 Jeff Davis LB 2 1111 1
Terry Kinard FS 1 1 NEA"
Perry Tuttle WR 1 2
Jeff Bryant DT 2
Lee Nanney OT 2
1982 * Terry Kinard FS 1 1111 1 1
William Perry MG 3
Johnny Rembert LB 3 3
1983 William Perry MG 1 1 11 2
James Robinson DT 2
James Farr OG 3
1984 William Perry MG 3 1 1 1
Dale Hatcher P 2
Donald Igwebuike PK 3
1985 Steve Reese OG 2
-
1986 Terrence Flagler RB 3 1 3
John Phillips OG 1 2 2
1987 Michael Dean Perry DT 2 1 2 2
John Phillips OG 2 3
David Treadwell PK 1 1 1 1 1 1
Donnell Woolford CB 3 1 2
1988 Donnell Woolford CB 1111 1 2
1989 Stacy Long OT 3 1
Chris Gardocki PK 3
1990 Stacy Long OT 1 Ill 1 1
Chris Gardocki PK 2 2 3
Levon Kirkland LB 2 2 3
1991 Jeb Flesch OG 1 1 1 2 1
Levon Kirkland LB 2 1 1 1 2 SH'"
Rob Bodine MG 2 1 2 CP'''
Ed McDaniel LB 3 CP'"
1992 Stacy Seegars OG 2 2 3
Nelson Welch PK
1993 Stacy Seegars OG 1 2 1 1 1 CP'"
1995 Brian Dawkins S 2 2
Anthony Simmons LB 3
1996 Anthony Simmons LB 3 1 2
1997 Anthony Simmons LB 1 1 { 2 CP'"
Jim Bundren OT 3 3 2
1998 Antwan Edwards CB 3 3 Football Digest"'
1999 Keith Adams LB 2 3 1 CBS Sportsline'-'
2000 Keith Adams LB 1 1 1 1 CNNSI"
Kyle Young C 3 2
Robert Carswell FS 3
Rod Gardner WR Gannett'", CP'"
2001 Kyle Young C 3 3
2002 Brian Mance CB 4
2004 Leroy Hill LB 3 Rivals'"
Justin Miller KR 2 Rivals'", CNNSI'"
2005 Tye Hill CB 2 1 1 2 Rivals'", ESPN'"
2006 •Gaines Adams DE 1 1 1 1 1 1 Rivals'", ESPN'"
Nathan Bennett OG 3
2007 Barry Richardson OT 2 1
Chris McDuffie OG 2
Note: First-team selections only.
*
- unanimous All American: CP - College & Pro Football Weekly: FN - Football News:
INS International News Service: NEA - Newspaper Enterprise of America: SH - Scripps-
Howard: SN - Sporting News: WC - Walter Camp


m
Year Player Pos. Team
1952 Ray Mathews MB Steelers
1953 Ray Mathews HB Steelers
1955 Ray Mathews HB Steelers
1961 Bill Hudson DT Chargers
Bill Mathis RB Jets
Harold Olson OT Bills
1963 Bill Mathis RB Jets
1976 Charlie Waters s Cowboys
1977 Charlie Waters s Cowboys
1978 Charlie Waters s Cowboys
1 980 Jerry Butler WR Bills
1981 Dwight Clark WR 49ers
1982 Dwight Clark WR 49ers
1983 Jeff Bostic C Redskins
1985 Dale Hatcher P Rams
Kevin Mack RB Browns
1987 Kevin Mack RB Browns
1988 Terry Kinard FS Giants
Johnny Rembert LB Patriots
1989 Michael Dean Perry DT Browns
Johnny Rembert LB Patriots
David Treadwell PK Broncos
1990 Michael Dean Perry DT Browns
1991 Michael Dean Perry DT Browns
1993 Michael Dean Perry DT Browns
Donnell Woolford CB Bears
1994 Chester McGlockton DT Raiders
Michael Dean Perry DT Browns
1995 Chester McGlockton DT Raiders
1996 Terry Allen TB Redskins
Chris Gardocki P Colts
Levon Kirkland LB Steelers
Chester McGlockton DT Raiders
Michael Dean Perry DT Broncos
1997 Levon Kirkland LB Steelers
Chester McGlockton DT Raiders
1998 Ed McDaniel LB Vikings
1999 Brian Dawkins FS Eagles
Trevor Pryce DT Broncos
2000 Trevor Pryce DT Broncos
2001 Brian Dawkins FS Eagles
Trevor Pryce DT Broncos
2002 Brian Dawkins FS Eagles
Trevor Pryce DT Broncos
2004 Brian Dawkins FS Eagles
2005 Brian Dawkins " FS" Eagles
2006 Brian Dawkins FS Eagles
Justin Miller KR Jets
2008 Brian Dawkins FS Eaqips
Safety Brian Dawkins, who signed
wttli the Denver Droncos during the
offseason, was a seven-time Pro Bowl
selecUon with the Philadelphia Eagles.
BANKING IS A TEAM SPORT.
Hard work, integrity, and winning are part of every Clemson
Tiger. And community service has been a part of Carolina First
since we started doing business 23 years ago. Its why we do
everything we can to help our communities be the best they can
be. Because when you succeed, so do we.
CAROLINA FIRST
We take your banking personally.
800.476.6400 www.carolinafirst.com
BUSINESS BANKING | PERSONAL BANKING | PRIVATE BANKING
The Clemson Tiger Sports Network supplies fans
with a full day of broadcast each football Saturday. Each
broadcast day has three programs, "TigerTailgate Show,"
"Game Day Broadcast," and "Fifth Quarter Show."
A Clemson tradition since the 1970s, the "Tiger
Tailgate Show"is a two-hour entertainment and interac-
tive program. It is produced on the lawn of Littlejohn
Coliseum at the corner closest to Memorial Stadium.
The program begins three hours prior to kickoff.
Duane Evans, Ben Milstead, Don Munson, and Ralph
Patterson host the show. It is a popular gathering place
Loc3tion St3tion On the Dial
Augusta, GA WGUS 1 480 AM
Barnwell, SC WDOG 1460 AM
Camden, SC WCAM 1590 AM
WPUB 102.7 FM
Charleston, SC WQSC 1 340 AM
Clemson, SC WCCP 104.9 FM
Clinton, SC WPCC 1410 AM
Columbia, SC WOlC 1230 AM
WZMJ 93.1 FM
Georgetown, SC WGTN 1400 AM
Greenville, SC WTPT 93.3 FM
Hampton, SC WBHC 92.1 FM
Hilton Head, SC WFXH 1130 AM
Lincolnton, NC WLON 1050 AM
Myrtle Beach, SC WVCO 94.9 FM
Newberry, SC WKDK 1 240 AM
Orangeburg, SC WQKI 102.9FM
WWBD 95.7 FM
Rock Hill, SC WRHI 1 340 AM
WRHI 94.3 FM
Sumter, SC WICI 94.7 FM
Union, SC WBCU 1 460 AM
Note: Flagship station in bold.
Television Affiliate
Coach's Show (Sunday Airings)
Time
11:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1 :00 PM
Location
Myrtle Beach, SC
Charleston, SC
Columbia, SC
Augusta, GA
Greenville, SC
Network
WFXBIFOX 43)
WCIV (ABC 4)
WOLO(ABC25)
WBEK(96)
WMYA (My 40)
Coach's Show (Weekday Airings)
Day Time Location Network
Tue. 7:30 PM Rock Hill, SC Tri-County (14)
11:30 PM Rock Hill, SC Tri-County(14)
Wed. 5:30 PM Regional CSS
7:30 PM Rock Hill, SC Tri-County (14)
9:30 PM Hilton Head, SC WHHI (3)
11:30 PM Rock Hill, SC Tri-County (14)
Thu. 3:00 PM Regional Sun Sports
Fri. 1 :00 PM Regional Fox Sports South
CSS - Comcast/Charter Sports Southeast; Note: All times
are Eastern; log on to DaboShow.com for more information.
on gameday. Interviews with former players, games,
display items, and excitement are all part of the show.
The game broadcast is anchored by Pete Vanity. The
sports director at WSPA-TV (Ch. 7) in Spartanburg, SC
took over in 2003 after the passing of Jim Phillips, who
had been the longtime voice of the Tigers since 1 968.
Vanity has been a part of the broadcast team since 2001
as the host of the pregame, halftlme, and postgame
shows, and as the sideline reporter during games.
Vanity has been the sports director at WSPA-TV the
last 1 9 years. He has also been a sideline analyst for 1
3
years on Carolina Panther preseason games and has
play-by-play experience with CSS, covering various
college events, including Tiger football and baseball.
Vanity is also the voice of Tiger men's basketball and
host of the Dabo Swinney and Oliver PurnellTV Shows.
Joining Vanity in the booth is former Tiger offensive
lineman Will Merritt, who played for the Tigers from
1 998-01
.
He was a starting guard in the 2000 and 2001
seasons when he was named Second-Team AII-ACC.
Merritt worked on the Clemson radio network pre-
game and postgame shows during the 2002 season. He
also provided color commentary on the television tape-
delay broadcasts of selected 2002 games. In 2003, he
became the color analyst of the gameday broadcasts.
Patrick Sapp completes the broadcast team as the
sideline commentator. The former Tiger quarterback
and linebacker ( 1 992-95) is in his third season as sideline
commentator. As a player, he passed for 2,278 yards
in three seasons. As a senior, he moved to linebacker,
where he totaled 64 tackles and a team-high 5.5 sacks
prior to being selected in the second round of the NFL
draft by the Chargers. Sapp is currently a development
officer for the Clemson Alumni Association.
As has been the case in the past, Clemson's gameday
broadcast begins with the Dabo Swinney Pregame
Show. Swinney meets with Sports Information Direc-
tor Tim Bourret to provide Clemson fans with the latest
lineup and strategy information. Vanity and Merritt also
provide a last-minute scene-setter that includes the
latest lineup and weather information.
After the game, fans can tune into the"Fifth Quarter
Show," hosted by Munson and Dan Scott, or attend the
show live from Wild Wing Cafe in downtown Greenville,
SC. Interviews with Swinney along with Assistant
Coaches Billy Napier and Kevin Steele are also included.
An added feature Includes locker room interviews with
Clemson's top players that day. A rundown of the game
stats and audio highlights are also provided.
Fans can follow theTigers by listening to "Tiger Calls"
each Thursday evening with Swinney and Munson from
7:00 PM to 8:00 PM. The shows air live from several BI-LO
grocery stores in the Clemson area.
The Clemson Tiger Sports Network also produces
the Dabo Swinney Television Show, a recap of the previ-
ntest's highlights. Vanity serves as the host of this
lEEIiM'utMIl
Pete Vanity
Play-By-Play Announcer
• Named play-by-play announcer
after the sudden passing of long-
time announcer Jim Phillips on
^^Bf^y September 9, 2003. Phillips was
,^^^^^L«'y^ the Voice of the Tigers for 36 years,
^^^k ~ ^^^B -Inhiseighthyearwiththenetwork.
He served as sideline commentator
during the 2002 season,
• Other duties include serving as sports director at WSPA-
TV (Spartanburg, SC) since 1990, sideline work on the
Panthers' preseason television network, and play-by-play
and color analysis on selected games on CSS.
• 1985 graduate of Ohio.
• Married to wife Kelly. The couple has two children, Paige
and Trey.
Will Merritt
Color Commentator
In his eighth year overall and fifth
as color commentator
• Worked the pregame and post-
game shows in 2002, his first fall
out of school.
• Color commentator on tape-delay
broadcasts of 2002 games.
• Member of the Clemson football team as an offensive
guard from 1997-01.
• Second-Team AII-ACC selection in 2000,01.
• AII-ACC Academic team member for three seasons.
• 2000 graduate of Clemson.
• Married to wife Melissa. The couple has two daughters,
Reagan (5) and Jess (3).
Patrick Sapp
Sideline Commentator
• In his third year as sideline com-
mentator.
• Employed as a development
officer for the Clemson Alumni
Association.
• Totaled 2,278 passing yards in 23
games (14 starts) as a quarterback
at Clemson from 1992-94.
Moved to linebacker as a senior in 1 995 and had 53 tackles
along with nine tackles for loss and a team-high 5.5 sacks.
• Drafted in the second round of the 1 996 NFL draft by the
San Diego Chargers.
program that gives Tiger fans insight into the coaches'
decisions during the previous game and takes an up
close look at your favorite players.
For more information, contact Robert Stockhausen
(General Manager) at Clemson Tiger Sports Properties;
P.O. Box 552; Clemson, SC 29633-0552, by phone at
(864) 654-5544, or via fax at (864) 654-5509.
Date Address City
9-3 1 706 East Greenville Street Anderson
9-7 501 Old Greenville Highway Clemson
9-17 2700 Gentry Memorial Highway Pickens
9-24 3518 Highway 153 Greenville
10-1 4405 Highway 24 Anderson
10-8 101 Verdae Boulevard Greenville
10-15 1 1 5 Rochester Highway Seneca
10-22 7709 Highway 76 Pendleton
10-29 330 Lebby Street Pelzer
11-5 5155 Calhoun Memorial Highway Easley
11-12 1 706 East Greenville Street Anderson
11-19 1021 South Pendleton Street Easley
1 1-23 501 Old Greenville Highway Clemson
Note: All shows begin at 7:00 PM; all locations are local
BI-LOs in South Carolina.
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KICK OFF YOUR
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THE ACC GAME OF THE WEEK FROM RAYOOM SPORTS
Every Saturday at Noon
Broadcast in HD Where Available
For complete schedule, local listings, highlights and live streaming visit:
www.raycomsports.com
HEADQUARTERED IN CHARLOTTE CHARLOTTE, PROUD HOME TO:
2010& 2011 EST. 2002
1900 W. MOREHEAD ST., CHARLOTTE, NC 28208 • (704) 378-4400 • WWW.RAYC0MSP0RTS.COM
Tiger Band Spotlight
TIOER BAND
/
JHEBaNa^HAKSHAKESJHESOUTHlANa
A world of difference lies between rehearsing
marching drills on a humid South Carolina late-sum-
mer day on the band practice field and performing in
front of 80,000 screaming Tiger fans in Memorial Sta-
dium. Tiger Band starts playing, the cannon fires, fans
holler, and football players race down the Hill.
"You feel the yelling and screaming in your body,"
said former band member Christine Marusich. "It vi-
brates through you."
And no amount of practice can prepare you for it.
"Nothing could have prepared me for the first
step onto the field under game conditions," remarked
Jeff Weidman, a Tiger Band saxophonist from the late
1 980s. "And just when I thought I was alone on an is-
land, I could hear the upperclassmen shouting words
of encouragement and even instructions. I'm pretty
sure I didn't play a note the entire first pregame show.
But I was never out of step and was right in my place
every time."
In the weeks before stepping foot into the sta-
dium, band members spend more than 100 hours
rehearsing music, perfecting marching drills, getting
fitted for uniforms, attending meetings, and even
joking around. During all that marching and playing,
something unique happens...the individuals become
the collective Tiger Band, a unit with one focus. ..per-
formance excellence.
For Weidman, it is an experience that stays with
you for the rest of your life. "There is no forgetting
band camp. The days are long, starting early in the
morning and ending in the evening. Those extremely
hot and sticky summer days in Clemson were some of
the best 1 days of the year."
During camp, the band must master music for the
first pregame show and halftime show, school songs,
and stand cheers...nearly 30 pieces of music. Each
band member marches almost 10 miles learning the
different formations and choreography.
"It's a tremendous amount of work to get done in
a short period of time," said Mark Spede, director of
bands at Clemson and Tiger Band director.
For band members, this is one of the best ways to
spend their college days.
"Working toward a common goal with your peers
and accomplishing something that's appreciated by
the entire university was the best way to experience
college," said Ed Evans, a member of the band's color
guard from 1969-72. "It's an experience that builds
friendships that last a lifetime."
This sense of solidarity crosses generations. Just
ask Rudy Hawkins, who attended Clemson during the
late 1950s.
"There's an 'esprit de corps' that permeates the
band and a comradeship that many of us maintain to
this day," said the former Tiger Band trumpeter.
But the ultimate band experience is marching
down Fort Hill Street and entering the stadium.
"Thousands of people lined the streets waiting for
us to start the parade and people ran in the distance
to get to the parade route as they saw us line up," said
Weidman, who served as section leader for several
years. "The experience of the band being held in such
high regard by so many people is a great feeling.
"Then marching into the stadium takes the situ-
ation to an entirely different place," Weidman added.
"The fans are in a frenzy as they await the start of 'Tiger
Rag.' Then the music begins. This brings another level
of delirium that can only be experienced and not de-
scribed."
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme alway.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers' roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
And thus begins "the most exciting 25 seconds in
college football."
Today's Show
Today's halftime show pays tribute to some clas-
sic rock bands. First up is a medley of Led Zeppelin's
"Black Dog" and "Kashmir," then the dancers are fea-
tured on "Every Little Thing She Does is Magic" by The
Police. The show ends with"Baba 0'Riley"byThe Who.
Written by Public Information Director of the Brooks Center for
Performing Arts Glenn Hare.
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Full Name Katrlna Obas
Major Health Science
Sport Swimming & Diving
Events Breast, IM
Height 5-6
Class Senior
Hometown Ottawa, Ontario
High School Holy Trinity Catholic HS
Date of Birth February 5, 1988
By Chandler Carver
When Clemson swimmer Katrlna Obas stepped
onto the block at the 2009 ACC Championship meet,
she knew it was Important to do her best, but she did
not know how good her best really was.
Obas, a senior from Ottawa, Ontario, was prepared
to handle this meet just like any other. Standing be-
hind the blocks for the 100 breaststroke, Obas did her
traditional swing of the arms and shake of the legs and
stepped up, ready to take on a head-to-head race with
Florida State's Kylen Huntwork for a spot in the finals.
"I was so determined to beat her that when I
touched the wall, I looked for the placing before I
looked at the time," said Obas.
That time, a secondary detail to Obas, turned out
to be a school record for the 1 00 breaststroke.
"I didn't realize I broke the record until my team-
mates came running to my lane to congratulate me,"
she said. "It was an incredible feeling."
Maybe it was this determination in the water that
inspired Tiger Swimming & Diving Head Coach Chris
Ip to name Obas one of the captains for the 2008-09
season. Or maybe it was the way she leads the team
on land as well. Obas boasts a 3.93 GPA, is a three-time
Academic AII-ACC honoree, and has an extracurricular
activity list that includes talking to Anderson County
students about the Be a T.I.G.E.R! program. Either way,
she is taking her duties as captain very seriously.
"IVly goal is to win an ACC medal and qualify for
the NCAA Championships," Obas added. "The confer-
ence has been getting faster every year and I'm trying
to jump ahead. I also really want the team to place
higher this year at the ACC meet and beat South Caro-
lina. As a captain, hopefully I can lead us there."
As a child, Obas knew that swimming was going to
be the sport for her. "When I was young, I tried many
sports, but my mom knew that swimming was for me
because she couldn't get me out of the water at swim-
ming lessons and during our trips to the lake. Because
of that, I Joined a competitive swim team."
From then on, Obas became a talented swimmer.
"I beat the Canadian national team qualifying time
standard (set by Swimming Canada) for the first time
when I was 14. When you make this standard, you are
able to compete in national competitions where you
can qualify for international competitions, such as the
Olympics, Pan Am Games, World Championships, etc.
The time standard changes almost every year to adjust
to how much the nation as a whole is getting faster. I
have competed in two Olympic Trials and many other
trials for international championships."
With her club team (Nepean Kanata Barracudas),
Obas became a standout, breaking three squad re-
cords (50, 100, and 200 breaststrokes). She began the
process of sending out letters to American colleges
and Clemson made a lasting impression on her.
"Because I am from Canada, I didn't know much
about American college swimming and how to get re-
cruited," admitted Obas. "I sent emails to schools that
I thought were generally interesting and based my
decision on my recruiting trips. My recruiting trip to
Clemson was by far the most welcoming and I knew
the Clemson swimming program would be the place
for me."
Obas soon found a place in Tigertown. As a fresh-
man, she swam into the top 10 in Clemson history in
three events at the ACC Championships. She swam
the third-best time in school history in the 1 00 breast-
stroke, the second-best time in the 200 breaststroke,
and the fourth-best time in the 200 meter individual
medley.
As a sophomore, she improved on her 100 breast-
stroke time, recording the second-best time in Clem-
son history at the ACC Championships. She also im-
proved on her 200 IM, recording the second-best time
in Clemson history. Obas had one of the best meets
of her career against N.C. State during her sophomore
season, winning the 100 breaststroke, 200 breast-
stroke, 200 individual medley, and 200 medley relay.
As a junior, she was named a captain for the 2008-
09 season at the postseason banquet in addition to
being named most dedicated in the weightroom. She
also improved on her times at the ACC meet, break-
ing the school record in the 1 00 and 200 breaststroke.
Obas also swam the breaststroke in both school re-
cord-setting medley relays.
Obas has certainly found a home in the Southeast.
"Ottawa is completely bilingual in English and French
with more sayings and word pronunciations than in
the South. I usually get made fun of for the way I say
things. Southern accents were also a hard thing for me
to get a handle on. I couldn't understand any of my
professors from the South during the first few weeks
of class during my freshman year, which was very frus-
trating."
Obas has been able to separate herself from the
business of the big city and learn to live the small-
town life. "I really enjoy the slow pace in a small col-
lege town like Clemson."
Let's just hope she does not let that "slow pace" af-
fect her times in the pool.
Chandler Carver, a senior from Greenville, SC, is a student assis-
tant in the Clemson Sports Information Office.
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Full Name Kelsey Ellen Murphy
Major English
Sport Volleyball
Jersey #15
Position Setter
Height 6-0
Class Senior
Hometown New Lenox, IL
High School Providence Catholic HS
Date of Birth November 16, 1987
By Vickie Long
Kelsey Murphy is one of the Clemson volleyball
team's most valuable assets. A 6'0" senior setter from
New Lenox, IL, Murphy has more than proven her sig-
nificance as a team leader during her Tiger career.
Murphy grew up around sports thanks to her ath-
letic family. Her father played baseball in college, but
her love of volleyball sprang up at an early age when
her mother, another collegiate volleyball player, threw
and hit volleyballs to her. Family noticeably plays an
important role in Murphy's life, both on and off the
court.
Murphy cited her father as being her biggest in-
fluence on her volleyball career. "My dad has always
been encouraging me, pushing me, and challenging
me to do better. He helps me to work hard and is al-
ways there to support me."
Although Murphy excels as the Tigers' starting
setter, she did not begin her volleyball career at that
position. When she was younger. Murphy spent time
playing middle hitter, although she admits it was only
because she was one of the tallest players on her team.
Murphy switched positions and began setting during
high school, a change that has no doubt benefitted
the Tigers.
Selecting Clemson to continue her volleyball ca-
reer seemed to be a family affair as well as an easy
choice for Murphy. "As soon as I arrived at Clemson,
I knew this is where I wanted to be," Murphy said,
echoing the sentiments of many others who choose
Clemson. "It's beautiful here. I also love how it's a big
family."
Another contribution to the family atmosphere is
Murphy's aunt Jenny Yurkanin, who was also a letter-
winner for the Tiger volleyball program as a setter from
1 987-90. This family connection has helped fuel Mur-
phy's achievements on the court. Murphy was aware
of her aunt's top-five standing for career set assists at
Clemson.
"I just wanted to match her total," she smiled. "I
think I passed her."
Indeed she did. Murphy surpassed Yurkanin's
mark of 3,690 set assists by totaling 3,859 in her first
three seasons in Tigertown, moving up to third place
in Clemson history in that category.
Team chemistry is important on any team, but
Clemson's volleyball team has become a family. "I like
how volleyball is a team sport and how you always
need the support of your teammates," Murphy said.
"We are such a tight-knit group and we get along on
and off the court."
As the team's setter. Murphy is involved in nearly
every play during a match. Her assists have undoubt-
edly helped improve Clemson's offense by leading the
team to a better hitting percentage.
"I have a big role on the team because I touch the
ball on every play. Everybody works together. With six
girls out there on the court, I do my part and everyone
does there part so that it all works out."
Throughout Murphy's career at Clemson, she has
proven herself to be an integral member of the volley-
ball team. As a freshman, she split playing time during
the beginning of the season until she earned the full-
time position for good in Clemson's ACC home-opener
against Miami (FL). She totaled 1,1 16 assists in 2006,
second-most in school history for a freshman. Addi-
tionally, Murphy set a Clemson record for assists in a
match by a freshman with 73 against Maryland. Those
accolades helped earn Murphy a spot on the 2006 ACC
All-Freshman team.
In 2007, Murphy's sophomore year, she led the Ti-
gers to one of their best seasons in recent history. She
helped the squad to an ACC Championship as well as
an NCAA Tournament berth. The team advanced to
the second round of the NCAA Tourney before falling
to UCLA. Individually, Murphy earned AVCA All-Amer-
ica Honorable Mention honors and was named First-
Team AII-ACC and All-East Region.
In 2008, Murphy continued to improve upon her
career at Clemson and was named an AVCA Honor-
able Mention Ail-American as well as earning both
First-Team AII-ACC and All-East Region accolades for
the second season in a row. The team also reached the
second round of the NCAA Tournament at home for
the second year in a row.
Not only has Murphy had a huge impact offen-
sively, she has also contributed to the Tiger defense
by scrambling for digs to keep plays alive while also
using her height to shut down and block opponents'
attempted attacks. Exemplifying her effectiveness
in several aspects on the court, she became the first
player in school history to post a triple-double in digs,
blocks, and assists in 2008.
Now in her senior year, Murphy has transitioned
into a more vocal leader on and off the court and has
taken on more responsibility.
"I'm there for support and to make sure everyone
is doing what they're supposed to be doing, which is
to be focused and to work hard," Murphy stated.
Murphy's goals for her final season at Clemson in-
clude winning the ACC title and returning to the NCAA
Tournament. Only a few matches into her senior sea-
son, Murphy has already begun her quest. She was
named ACC Player-of-the-Week for the first time in her
career thanks to her performance for the week ending
on September 6.
If Murphy continues to lead the team in this way,
her goals for the volleyball program are surely within
reach.
Vickie Long, a senior from Bellbrook. OH, is a student assistant in
the Clemson Sports Information Office.
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Clemson students understand the value of an edu-
cation that is not only academic, but one that builds
character. Because we believe that the instruction that
student-athletes receive on the field builds character,
we find it of equal importance to provide them with
as many opportunities as possible to build character
off the field. Community service is a great way for our
student-athletes to give back to the community that
contributes heavily to student-athletes during their
time at Clemson.
In total, the football team logged 1,146 hours of
community service among the 1 1 1 players that con-
tributed to the 6,002 total hours that all student-ath-
letes served during the 2008-09 academic year. Along
,
with a demanding academic agenda and a difficult
|. schedule, the football squad makes time to visit chil-
dren in the hospital and at their school. The players
have also participated in programs such as Boy Scout
Day for Boy Scouts of America and mission trips. Ju-
nior wide receiver Xavier Dye set a great example for
his teammates in 2008 and was nominated for the
All-State Goodworks team for excelling in community
service.
Clemson has created two programs (Solid Orange
Squad (SOS), Be a T.I.G.E.RI) that have enriched the ser-
vice experience for all Clemson student-athletes. The
Solid Orange Squad is an elite group of over 100 stu-
dent-athletes, as representatives from each sport have
taken on the responsibility of filling all community ser-
vice requests that the athletic department receives.
Be a T.I.G.E.R! is a character education program
that aims to incorporate specific character traits into
a comprehensive educational program that highlights
Clemson's student-athletes and traditions. The basic
intent of the Be a T.I.G.E.R! program is to provide our
student-athletes with a focused approach to personal
appearances, speaking engagements, and opportuni-
ties to serve. Clemson is the only Division I school with
its own character education program.
Clemson student-athletes have also used their
off-time for the betterment of others. During 2008
spring break, a group of 19 Clemson students trav-
eled to Acapuico, Mexico for a slightly different spring
break. They spent their week living and working in an
orphanage on the edge of the Acapuico Bay area. The
group included current football player Thomas Aus-
tin along with former players Tyler Grisham and Mat-
thew Knowles.
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Be a T.I.G.E.R! is a unique
character education initia-
tive sponsored by Clemson's
athletic department. Its ainn
is to incorporate specific
character traits into a more
comprehensive educational
program that highlights
Clemson's student-athletes
and traditions.
The basic intent is to
unify our message of "Solid
Orange," making it more
profound. Clemson student-athletes deliver this
message - "What it means to Be a T.I.G.E.R!" - in all
speaking engagements and personal appearances.
This focused approach, using preplanned lessons
and activities, emphasizes our belief that athlet-
ics builds character. Clemson athletes believe that
character development is an important component
in their total educational experience.
What does Be a T.I.G.E.R! stand for?
T - Work together as a TEAM to accomplish more
I
- INTEGRITY means you can be trusted
G - Always show GRATITUDE to those who help you
E - Make getting your EDUCATION a priority
R - RESPECTyourself and others
^
Be a T.I.G.E.R! Components I
T.I.G.E.R! Talk '
• Partnership with Eugene Wloore School of Educa-
tion
• Serves as an email buddy program
• Worked with Edwards Middle School, Rosman
(NO Middle School, Southwood Middle School,
and Tamassee Salem Middle School
Assembly Programs
• Student-athletes visited 24 elementary schools
. Held assemblies to teach the five character traits
Be a T.I.G.E.R! Newspaper
. Third edition now features 14 pages
. Includes pictures, cartoons, action plans, and ac-
tivities for kids
• Written entirely by Tiger athletes and coaches
Fifth-Annual Field Day
. Held in April on the lawn at Littlejohn Coliseum
. Over 90 student-athletes volunteered to work and
play with over 650 kids
Solid Orange Squad
The Solid Orange Squad is a group of more than
1 00 student-athletes who are driven to participate in
community service in an effort to make surrounding
communities better.
Examples of Services
• Reading to elementary children
Ringing bells for the Salvation Army
• Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Service
Relay for Life
• Freshman Move-In Day
• Cub Scout Day
• Special Olympics
Helping Hands
2008-09 Community Service By the Numbers
. Clemson student-athletes completed 6,002 hours
of service
. The football squad had 1 1 1 players active in com-
munity service for a total of 1,146 hours of service
• Service spanned 145 different events and organi-
zations
• Three teams averaged more than 25 hours per
student-athlete
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By Sam Blackman
The Clemson vs. Boston College rivalry dates to the
1939 season when the two schools met in the 1940
Cotton Bowl. It was the most important game in each
school's history at that time, and looking back, it is still
regarded as a watershed game for both programs.
The Tigers had enjoyed much success and gained
notoriety at the turn of the 20th century with John
Heisman at the helm. Clemson claimed two confer-
ence titles and the Championship of the South in 1 903
before he left Clemson for Georgia Tech. The Tigers
also gained more national attention in the Josh Cody
era (1927-30) before some lean years in the 1930s.
Not only was the 1 939 squad Clemson's first bowl
team and first Southern Conference champion, it was
Clemson's first team to be ranked and the first to end
a season in the top 20 of the polls (#12 in the final
AP poll). Jess Neely had taken over in tough times
economically, helped form IPTAY, and by 1939 had
brought Clemson to national prominence.
Boston College had a 9-0 record in 1928 but had
never been to a bowl game until this 1939 season
when first-year Head Coach Frank Leahy came on the
scene. The 1940 Cotton Bowl would be a battle of fu-
ture Hall of Fame coaches.
Clemson opened the 1939 season with a win over
Presbyterian then suffered its only loss, a 7-6 squeaker
to Tulane in New Orleans, LA. The Tigers won their
next seven games (only nine regular-season games
were played then) and accepted their first bowl bid.
Boston College started the year with a 45-0 win
over Lebanon Valley and a 20-6 win over Saint Joseph's
before Florida beat the Eagles 7-0 in Fenway Park. Bos-
ton College then ran the table through the end of the
regular season, including a 13-7 win over Auburn in
November and a 1 4-0 triumph over Holy Cross in a big
rivalry game for the Eagles.
So you can see similarities in the two team's sea-
sons. Both teams had a close loss early in the year then
turned things around.
With the exception of the loss to the Green Wave,
Clemson trailed just twice during the entire season.
Players went both ways in those days, and the defense
gave up just 45 points in the 10 games. Boston Col-
lege gave up only 46 points during the entire season.
There were many stars on this Tiger team. Banks
McFadden and Joe Blalock were both All-Americans
and joined George Fritts and Shad Bryant on the All-
Southern Conference squad. That quartet along with
Walter Cox and Bob"Red"Sharpe were members of the
all-state squad. Joe Payne, Tom Mooter, and Carl Black
were the only three Tigers to start all 10 games.
Clemson brought 51 players via train to Dallas,
TX for the 1940 Cotton Bowl. According to legend,
Clemson students along the route home for Christmas
break snuck on the train at various stops and hid in
player berths for a free ride to the game.
The game was billed as a battle of All-Americans,
McFadden against Boston College's Charlie O'Rourke.
As it turned out, both played prominent roles.
On the last play of the first quarter, Bru Trexler
punted to O'Rourke, who fielded the punt on the
Clemson 40 and returned it to the 13. Two running
plays lost 10 yards, but on third down, Frank Davis
gained six yards. Alex Lukachik then kicked a 34-yard
field goal to put the Eagles ahead 3-0.
Clemson's scoring drive began when McFadden
returned an Eagle punt to the 33. Charlie Timmons,
who led Clemson in rushing with 1 1 5 yards on 27 car-
ries, scampered 1 5 yards in two plays. Two plays later,
McFadden hit Wister Jackson with a 16-yard pass to
the Eagle 20. Timmons ran the final 20 yards in three
carries for the only touchdown of the game, but Shad
Bryant missed the extra point, keeping the Tigers
ahead by only three points (6-3).
The game turned into a defensive struggle in the
second half, although Boston College penetrated
deep into Tiger territory on two occasions. The Eagles
took the opening kickoff of the second half to the Ti-
ger 1 9, but a holding penalty and an incomplete pass
ended the threat, and the Eagles were forced to punt.
Late in the game, the Eagles drove to the Tiger 1 1
,
but Bryant and McFadden each broke up two passes
in the endzone and Clemson took over on downs and
ran out the clock to win the contest 6-3. McFadden
had four pass breakups in the game, still the school
record for a bowl game.
McFadden effectively bottled up the Eagles with
his effective punting. His 44-yard average on nine
punts, including boots of 51 and 55 in the second half,
prevented the Eagles from getting good field position.
While the Eagles lost this game, they used the ex-
perience to go on to an 1 1 -0 season in 1 940 and a 1 9-
13 Sugar Bowl win overTennessee. The Eagles lost just
two games under Leahy in his two seasons at Boston
College before he went to Notre Dame for the 1941
season. Therefore, his last loss as the Eagles' coach and
his only bowl loss in his career came against Clemson.
The 1939 squad did something no other team will
ever match. ..it played in and won Clemson's first bowl
game. Several other teams have followed suit, but be-
ing the first in anything is always something special.
Sam Blackman is Clemson's Senior Associate Sports Information
Director and is in his 23rd year at Clemson.
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Savor your Chili's favorites at Chili's Too,
i
located in the University Union. Choose from a selection of
flavorful appetizers like Boneless Buffalo Wings and our warm
and crispy tostada chips served with house-made salsa. And
try one of our refreshing salads. The
Southwestern Cohh is piled high
with juicy chicken, com relish, hacon
and lots of other mouth-watering
ingredients. We also have Big Mouth
Burgers, classic sandwiches. Guiltless Grilled Chicken, a wide
array of beverages including beer and margaritas, and other
American cuisine with a Southwestern flair.
Party platters and takeout are available.
chjjiltoo^
University Union • (864) 656-0753
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By Trey McCurry
Today, Clemson and Boston College will play for
the second-annual O'Rourke-McFadden Trophy. It is
awarded by the Boston College Gridiron Club.
The trophy honors the rich football tradition of
both schools and the legacy of a great player from
both programs who faced each other in the first meet-
ing between the schools in the 1940 Cotton Bowl. It
depicts a player from the 1 940s wearing a leather hel-
met. It was chosen as the trophy since both Boston
College's Charlie O'Rourke and Clemson's Banks Mc-
Fadden played during the leather-helmet era.
The Clemson vs. Boston College series has devel-
oped into one of the budding rivalries in the ACC. The
all-time series between the two schools is tied 8-8-2.
The teams also have a unique history in that they
faced each other in both schools' first bowl appearance
in the 1940 Cotton Bowl. In addition to playing each
other in their respective home venues, the teams have
also faced off In other historic venues such as Fenway
Park (three games) and Braves Field (four games).
The Boston College Gridiron Club initiated this tro-
phy to honor the relationship between Clemson and
Boston College that goes back almost 70 years. The
trophy was started to recognize the efforts of Tiger
fans welcoming Boston College into the ACC.
"Since we entered the ACC, the relationship with
Clemson has been the best we've experienced in 30
years of college football," said Paul Criscione, Presi-
dent of the Boston College Gridiron Club. "They are
friendly, welcoming, kind, and hospitable. The hospi-
tality down there hooked us and the games have been
outstanding."
In addition to the trophy, the game MVP is also
awarded a replica leather helmet that his team would
have worn in the 1940s. In 2008, C.J. Spiller was named
MVP after totaling 242 all-purpose yards. Spiller had
six receptions for 105 yards, a school record for a run-
ning back, and added 55 rushing yards.
McFadden was regarded as the greatest all-around
Clemson athlete of the 20th century. He was an Ail-
American in both football and basketball, one of only
eight student-athletes in the history of Division I col-
lege athletics to gain that status in both sports.
As the starting quarterback in 1939, he led the Ti-
gers to a 9-1 record and their first top-20 ranking in
school history, as Clemson finished the season #12 in
the final AP poll.
Clem5onTiaer5.com
In the spring of 1939, he had led Clemson to the
Southern Conference basketball championship. For
his performances with both teams, McFadden was
named AP National Athlete-of-the-Year in 1939. Mc-
Fadden also became Clemson's first inductee into the
College Football Hall of Fame in 1 959.
McFadden was the #4 overall pick of the 1 940 NFL
draft by the Brooklyn Dodgers. After one year in the
NFL and a stint in the Army Air Corps during World War
II, he returned to Clemson and became a fixture.
McFadden was an assistant coach under Frank
Howard in 1 941 and then again from 1 946-69. He also
served as the head basketball coach from 1946-55.
From the 1947-48 season to the 1951-52 season, Mc-
Fadden became the first coach in college basketball
history to improve his conference wins in five consecu-
tive seasons. After stepping down as basketball coach,
McFadden became the head track coach (1957-60).
Upon his retirement from college athletics, McFad-
den served as Clemson's director of intramurals for 1
5
years. In all, McFadden spent 49 years either playing
or working for Clemson University. McFadden passed
away on June 4, 2005 at the age of 88.
O'Rourke, also known as "Chuckin' Charlie," was a
quarterback who had a 26-3-2 record in three years
for the Eagles. The loss to Clemson in the Cotton Bowl
was his last in an Eagle uniform, as he led Boston Col-
lege to an undefeated season and the national title in
1940. Like McFadden, O'Rourke was the first Boston
College player inducted into the College Football Hall
of Fame in 1972.
O'Rourke later went on to play quarterback and
defensive back for the Chicago Bears, Los Angeles
Dons, and Baltimore Colts. After two years as an NFL
coach, he coached at Massachusetts from 1952-59.
He later served as commissioner of the Pop Warner
League, a national organization of junior football
teams. O'Rourke passed away on April 1 4, 2000 at the
age of 82.
Both men would be proud of the performance of
their respective schools since the Eagles joined the
ACC in 2005. Each of the four meetings have been
decided by a touchdown or less and two games have
been decided in overtime. All four meetings have had
a significant impact on the Atlantic Division Champi-
onship as well.
Trey McCurry, a second-year graduate student from Honea Path.
SC, IS a graduate assistant in the Clemson Sports Information Of-
fice.
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By Tim Bourret
There was criticism of the ACC when Boston Col-
lege was added to the league's footprint five years ago.
Many of the league's longtime observers believed
Chestnut Hill, MA was just too far away from the Caro-
linas and the rest of the ACC's traditional institutions.
If great leagues were predicated on great rivalries, how
would Boston College ever establish a true rival when
it was so far from everyone?
Tiger fans would be the first to disagree with this
theory, because the two schools have a historic and
modern-day rivalry with this Catholic school from
the Northeast. You could go as far as to say that the
Clemson vs. Boston College rivalry is one of the fastest
growing rivalries in college football.
If the definition of a rivalry means great games
over the years where both teams gain important vic-
tories, then this qualifies. The Tigers and Eagles have
met on the gridiron 18 times dating to 1939, and the
record between the two schools is deadlocked (8-8-2).
The first meeting was historic for both schools.
Jess Neely's Tigers met Frank Leahy's Eagles in the 1940
Cotton Bowl (at the end of the 1 939 season) in Dallas,
TX in a battle of future Hall of Fame coaches. It was
the first bowl game in either school's history. Clemson
was ranked #1 2 in the AP poll entering the game and
Boston College was ranked #11. It was the first final
regular-season national ranking for both schools.
The Tigers were led by All-American Banks McFad-
den and the Eagles by All-American Charlie O'Rourke.
It was a classic defensive game of the era, and the Ti-
gers came out on top 6-3 thanks to four pass breakups
by McFadden in the second half, three of which were
in the endzone. Leahy would coach at Boston College
just one more season and take the Eagles to an unde-
feated season in 1 940, including a Sugar Bowl win over
Tennessee. So Leahy was 20-2 in his two years at Bos-
ton College, and one of the losses was to Clemson.
We salute the Boston Gridiron Club, who last year
decided to present the O'Rourke-McFadden Trophy to
the winner of the Boston College vs. Clemson game.
The MVP receives the Leather Helmet Award in honor
of O'Rourke and McFadden, who were legends for
their respective schools in the "Leather Helmet Era."
The Cotton Bowl experience was good for both
schools, so a series was established when Frank How-
ard became head coach. Howard took the Tigers to
Fenway Park to meet the Eagles in 1941 and 1942,
and the two teams split those games. The teams then
played every year for seven straight seasons from
1947-53, and Clemson had a 4-2-1 record in those
contests. Two of the wins came in 1 948 and 1 950, key
victories during undefeated seasons.
The two programs played a two-game series in
1982 and 1983, a pair of epic battles that featured the
play of future Heisman Trophy winner Doug Flutie,
whose nephew Billy Flutie is a junior wide receiver on
the 2009 Eagle team. The two teams played to a 17-17
tie in 1982, and Flutie led the Eagles to a comeback
win (31-16) in Chestnut Hill in 1983. Clemson had a
16-3 lead in the third quarter when Boston College
went on a 28-0 run to end the game.
Fast-forward to the 21st century and we see that
Boston College and Clemson have played four epic
games since the Eagles joined the ACC in 2005. The
Eagles won three straight between 2005-07. The first
two games were decided in at least one overtime, and
the 2007 game was a 20-17 Eagle victory that came
down to the last possession. While Tiger fans gained
respect for the Eagle program in those games, they
were painful losses. If Clemson had won every game
during those three years, it would have made three
straight ACC Championship game appearances.
In 2008, Clemson won a close game at Alumni
Stadium by a score of 27-21. It was a landmark vic-
tory for Dabo Swinney, because it was his first win as
Clemson's head coach. Spiller gained 242 all-purpose
yards, including a 64-yard kickoff return that changed
the momentum of the game in Clemson's favor, and
105 receiving yards, just the second 100-yard receiving
game by a Tiger running back in history.
While this rivalry has featured many great games
and individual record-setting performances, it has also
included a mutual respect between players, coaches,
and fans. It makes it one of the healthiest rivalries in
college football.
A key play in the 2008 game took place in the
fourth quarter when Tiger linebacker DeAndre Mc-
Daniel jarred the ball loose from Boston College wide
receiver Clarence Megwa, causing a fumble that was
recovered by Da'Quan Bowers. On the play, Megwa
suffered a season-ending broken leg.
The week after the game, news of the severity of
his injury came to light. Tiger fans, many of whom had
made the trek to Chestnut Hill, sent letters of encour-
agement to Megwa in a Boston hospital, so many in
fact that Head Coach Jeff Jagodzinski sent out a re-
lease thanking Clemson fans for the countless heart-
felt letters to Megwa and the Eagle program.
This past spring, a story broke concerning Bos-
ton College linebacker Mark Herzlich, the 2008 ACC
Defensive Player-of-the-Year. During spring practice,
Herzlich started to feel pain in a leg that just would not
go away. After many visits to the outstanding Boston
hospitals, it was determined that he had Ewing Sar-
coma, a rare form of cancer.
Herzlich has authored an outstanding article on
his journey in athletics and the importance of playing
sports for the love of the game. In it, he vows to come
back for the 2010 season and lead the Eagle defense.
In the meantime, he will be spending most of his free
time going through chemotherapy as he strives to rid
the cancer from his body.
In May, Sports Illustrated authored an article on
its website about Herzlich's plight. In the article, Her-
zlich's father singled out Clemson and Notre Dame as
two fanbases and coaching staffs who had sent the
most letters of encouragement to his son.
Hopefully, Herzlich was able to make the trip to
Clemson to today's game and perhaps even come to
the center of the field for the coin toss. If he does, I am
sure Tiger fans will show their appreciation for his fine
play over the years and his fight to return to the grid-
iron. It is the type of response you see in great rivalries.
Tim Bourret is Clemson's Sports Information Director and is in his
32nd year at Clemson.
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FOR OVER 60 YEARS, people from
around the Upstate have trusted us
for their appliance and custom home
theater needs.
Please visit us to make your next
purchase from a wide variety of home
theater and appliance brands-including
Sony, Samsung, LG, Hitachi, Pioneer,
Speakercraft, Jamo and more.
DIRECTV.
SATELLITE TELEVISION
AUTHORIZED DEALER
VRENSHAWS
\y & APPLIANCE
Sales • Installation • Support • Service
221 East Main Street
Pendleton, SC 29670
Phone: 864.646.3406
www.tvandappliance.com
In The Right Relationship
MARKETS Athletic Facilities • Automotive • Church • Commercial • Healthcare • Hospitality • Industrial •
Institutional • Multifamily • Office • Research and Development Labs • Retail • Wellness
LOCATION Southeastern United States
RESULTS On Time. On Budget.
T
I
Yeargin Potter
Shackelford
CONSTRUCTION
Trust Commitment Quality Value
I
121 Edinburgh Court Greenville, SC 29607 phone [864] 232.1491 fax [864] 242.9054 website ypsconst.com
